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Foreword
Recently the Air Traffic Control Association
(ATCA) held its second annual day-long
conference on cyber security. There were a
number of panel discussions culminating with an
operations panel.
The purpose of the operations panel was to
demonstrate that small vulnerabilities within the
National Airspace System (NAS) might not be
recognised as attacks on the whole system. We found
that short of a system-wide catastrophic shutdown,
we probably would not recognise an incremental
attack on selected systems until it was too late to recover.
The operations panel reinforced that security is a key component of
NextGen. As we move forward there are increasing cyber-security risks at a time
when the federal budget is decreasing in information technology acquisition,
which includes cyber-security mitigation technology. Against this backdrop the
FAA is re-thinking its approach to secure the NAS.
But is this too little too late? Almost every day you open the newspaper or
your internet browser and read about another cyber-security breach. Sometimes
these threats are merely inconvenient, but other times they are suspected of
taking control of a UAV. You hear about it in almost every industry. But
disturbingly quiet are the reports of breaches that affect the flying public.
Until recently cyber security vulnerability was attributed mostly to software,
due to the different entities involved in creating code for our systems. But
possible issues with hardware are emerging at an alarming rate. Some chips
have been found to have factory-built backdoors, which could introduce
viruses. These are not programmed by – and not able to be remedied by –
software; they are hardwired and mechanical. This means that chips we rely on
for safe air traffic can easily be compromised.
This is not a new issue. The ATC, flight planning and flight services systems
have been attacked and tested many times. The specifics of these attacks are not
widely known because the information itself is a risk to our security.
So what do we do about it? How do we protect our systems and still move
forward with technology upgrades? The FAA is proposing an Enterprise
Information System Security Architecture. As with any other large-scale project,
it is necessary to consult both industry and military experts to find and
incorporate best practices within the cyber world.
As we transform our airspace systems and add flying platforms through
NextGen, SESAR and other worldwide efforts, one thing is very clear: we have
to look at cyber security on the front end to avoid problems and increased costs
on the back end – instead of the other way around. Cyber security must be
designed into our systems integration solutions from the start in order to ensure
further safety of our airspace.
Peter F. Dumont, President and CEO, Air Traffic Control Association
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4D-TRAJECTORY ATM
Now that the main features of NextGen and SESAR are becoming clearer, but in an era of
tight aviation budgets, are we going to see some killer apps to generate enthusiasm in
industry stakeholders?
Peter Brooker
Today’s ATC safety philosophy focuses on clearancebased operations (CBO), an important element of which
is that controllers can vector aircraft to resolve conflicts.
Future systems will be very different in concept. The USA and
Europe are developing plans – NextGen and SESAR – where the
focus is on 4D-trajectory-based operations (TBO) systems.
Aircraft fly accurate 4D, space and time flightpaths and ‘contract’
those flightpaths with air traffic managers.
The complexity of SESAR/NextGen cannot be over-stated.
Some key features are:
• Major changes to safety philosophy;
• Gate-to-gate system integration;
• Change from reactive ATM to anticipatory ATM;
• Cooperative: 4D trajectory planning and support tools; new
roles and task distribution for pilots and controllers; airborne
separation assistance; collaborative decision-making (ATM/
airlines/airport);
• Network of ground-to-air datalinks to enable accurate
trajectory information exchanges;
• System-wide information management and interoperability;
• Exploit satellite navigation/communications technology.
‘New roles and task distribution’ actually refers to huge
changes in planning, monitoring and decision making. This will
require changes ranging from the functions that pilots and
controllers carry out, to the computer assistance that enables
them to do these things safely. These visions will cost tens of
billions of dollars/euros.
If this is all going to happen, what will help to ensure its
success and timely implementation? This question is about the
‘diffusion of innovation’, a subject largely invented by a man
called Everett Rogers. Some of the key variables determining the
rate of adoption of innovations are:
• Perceived attributes of innovation: Relative advantage?
Compatibility? Complexity? Trialability? Observability?
• Type of innovation-decision: individual, optional purchase
decision or requires groups or higher authority;
• Communication channels;
• Nature of the sociotechnical system;
• Extent of change agents’ promotion efforts.
These criteria explain why many of us have boxes of VHS
video tapes in the garage and charity shops do not want them.
DVDs just had so many positives. But this is ‘evolutionary
innovation’, because the equipment does similar kinds of things.
Something like SESAR/NextGen is not a continuous change
building on the existing philosophy. It is disruptive innovation, a
change to a ‘new paradigm’. It is certainly possible to carry out
cost-benefit analyses and produce positive net present values,
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but these do not necessarily generate enthusiasm in industry
stakeholders – in particular the airlines. For that they need a
Killer App(lication). Probable ATM TBO killer app
characteristics are:
• Innovations so valuable that they prove the core value of some
larger technology;
• Offering enormous benefits to stakeholders – actual money on
airline balance sheets – compared with the potential costs of
transition;
• Real-world impacts must not disappear on closer examination;
• Vital that the bulk of the benefits could not be obtainable
through technologically cut-down, non-4D-trajectory versions;
• Should not be largely dependent on particular future
projections, e.g. very large traffic growth.
A good starting point for killer apps for European ATM is to
look at current SESAR targets for 2005-2020 (several versions
exist):
• Improved safety: threefold improvement, with 10-fold
improvement in the longer term;
• Environmental: 10 percent less impact/flight due to ATM;
• Capacity: 73 percent more available, threefold enabled in the
longer term;
• Cost: 50 percent less (direct) ATM cost/flight.
These are not actually targets for TBO, but rather for
developmental improvement of the current CBO system. Note
the date of 2020, whereas SESAR TBO usually aims at 2025 or
2030. These are arbitrary political targets for improvement –
what people think is achievable – not specific projects. The aim
is to determine and then implement a project portfolio that best
achieves these targets (‘best’ being defined somehow in terms of
costs, project complexity, risk, etc).
What kinds of killer apps might not be feasible? First, safety is
unlikely to produce a killer app – ironically, most ATM killer
(sic) apps have in fact been safety improvements. Safety is very
much an ATM success story: the large cumulative investments
and process changes over past decades have been very
worthwhile. Huge ATM safety improvements have largely
eliminated the leading-order risks. Many countries use a Value of
a Statistical Life (VSL) calculation when they assess potential
changes. That is a high figure, in the millions of pounds, but
when one multiplies it by a very small accident rate the result
does not generate billions of pounds of benefits. It is not obvious
why airlines, etc, would use a markedly higher value on safety
than regulators’ VSLs.
Second, environmental gains. The main effects arise from the
combustion of jet kerosene during airport and airspace
operations. Negative impacts range from climate change to

BROOKER
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Table 1. Current (2008) estimated benefit pool – kg of fuel per flight –
actionable by ANSP. Adapted from (PRC/ATOS&P, 2009 [Table 5])

Estimated excess fuel burn (kg)
Europe

USA

Holding at gate per departure
(only delays >15minutes included)

≈0

≈0

Taxi-out phase

65

93

Horizontal en route flight efficiency

180

118

Terminal areas

115

119

Estimated benefit pool actionable
by ANSP

360

330

adverse effects on health from breathing polluted air, noise
exposure (reducing the quality of life) and possible effects on
blood pressure (and hence risks of stress or cardiac reactions).
The chief financially quantified effect is carbon dioxide
emissions, with the other effects being second order. Again, it is
not obvious why airlines, etc, would use markedly higher values
than government and regulators. Climate change effects produce
a wide range of impact estimates, proving particularly difficult
when the implications of future damage have to be discounted
to present values. But fuel efficiency is a good immediate proxy
indicator for climate change and damage.
So that leaves three areas with possible ATM TBO Killer Apps:
fuel efficiency, capacity and cost – which are all interrelated
aspects of the ATM system.
It must be made clear that the SESAR/NextGen costs and
benefits to industry stakeholders are part of the European and
USA decision-making processes. Several studies indicate benefits
from continued expansion of the aviation industry and the
introduction of TBO-compliant technology. They potentially
generate large employment and GDP gains, but airlines would
still need to be convinced of the investment case for SESAR/
NextGen. It is vital to have the long-term commitment of the
airline industry, which wants a high probability of real money
ending up on the balance sheet. The history of Galileo is
relevant: much of its funding is from the EU’s agriculture and
administration budgets.
First, examine cost-efficiency. Table 1 is from a 2009 report
produced jointly by Eurocontrol and the FAA. It shows the
Table 2. Scenario Growth Rates for IFR Movements (Eurocontrol, 2010).
Number of years in final two columns are rounded

Annual growth
rate (%)

Increase by
2030 (%)

Years to x1.5
traffic

Years to x3
traffic

A: Global
growth

3.9

122

11

29

C: Regulated
growth

2.8

79

15

40

D: Fragmenting
world

2.2

58

19

50

E: Resource
limits

1.6

40

26

69
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Figure 1. Summary Scenario forecasts for ESRA (Eurocontrol, 2010. Figure 29)
A: Global growth, C: Regulated growth, D: Fragmenting world, E: Resource limits

average benefit pool per flight in kilograms of fuel. This table
used a variety of data collections, models, assumptions and
definitions. It is a theoretical optimum of the fuel savings. Some
elements are approximately zero fuel – because the engines are
off – although they produce minutes of delay. There are two key
messages: the totals are about the same and the USA is one
airspace – and hence not so subject to fragmentation across
country boundaries.
Noting that the figures in Table 1 were theoretical optima,
what does this mean in practice? The rough proportions of the
benefits probably divide into three categories about equally. It is
judgement – or guesswork – what the true percentages are. The
first third is savings from developmental improvements to the
present CBO system. The second third consists of all the
remaining benefits that introducing TBO might give. The final
third is the proportion of benefits the system cannot achieve
because of safety minima, military airspace restrictions, etc.
The total European benefits pool is currently approximately
t3 billion. (But what will the price of aviation fuel be in the
coming years?)
What are these developmental improvements to the present
CBO system? A list would include: optimise taxi-out procedures,
optimise take-off and climb profiles, optimise alignment, more
controllers and airspace redesign, precision navigation and
speed control, optimal arrival profiles (CDA, LP/LD), optimise
taxi-in procedures. Some of these have been around for a very
long time: CDA and LP/LD were 1970s inventions, and widely
implemented in some countries. There is a great deal of
‘optimisation’. The problem is that there are many projects
involved in delivering the one-third of the total benefit figure. It
might be that TBO could deliver a great deal more than its third.
So it is crucial to have good information on the progress of the
CBO improvements, keeping track of which are actually
matching theoretical predictions.
Next, capacity. The most important consideration is future
demand. If traffic were not to grow, then today’s capacity would
be enough; people would simply carry on improving
performance. Figure 1 shows the 2010 Eurocontrol long-term
traffic forecasts (scenarios). The lost Scenario B was ‘Business as
Usual’ (!). Scenario C is ‘Most Likely’ and Scenario E is ‘Peak
Oil’, meaning that there are major problems with oil/jet
kerosene supply and costs.
Table 2 repackages the forecasts to
show clearly the huge differences in growth
rates. The two columns at the right show rough
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estimates of the year with 50 percent more and three-times
current traffic, simply by extrapolating the average growth rate.
The 50 percent more figure corresponds to the kind of capacity
improvements that could be feasible from developments to CBO
systems and is derived from a collation of some of the
projections made in official documents. This implies that if
current projects were implemented and delivered the anticipated
capacity gains, a developed CBO-based ATM could successfully
handle traffic at 1.5-times current demand. Thus, a TBO killer
app is some way off.
An airport killer app could be possible – Figure 2. This is
because the change to a very accurate time-based ATM system
could allow more intensive runway usage. The current system
essentially has time safety buffers in place to accommodate
aircraft queueing and terminal area vectoring. With TBO it
might be possible to achieve minimum inter-arrival times on
mixed-use runways (NB: the occupancy times in Figure 2 are
the times the aircraft is actually using the runway concrete).
Potentially there could be a big increase in European capacity,
meaning that States do not need to build so many new runways.

Table 3. Some estimated premiums, BA Heathrow vs Gatwick, on profit
per flight, in approximate 2011 prices, inflated by 54 percent from 1996
data, and £/€ = 1.15 (CAA, 2001)

Route

Premium (€1,000)

Daily short-haul service

4.3

Dubai

18.3

JFK New York

52.7

‘Value of a flight’ – (at least) ‘the average profit per flight’. Eurocontrol
quotes €700
Rough estimate of annual European value:
€2000 x 0.5 x 0.20 x 10 million is ~€2 billion
€700 x 0.25 x 0.20 x 10 million is ~€0.35 billion
Estimate critically dependent on proportion of runways near capacity limits

Figure 2. Idealised operational cycle for single runway

Is there big money involved? It depends how much extra
runway slots are worth. Eurocontrol quotes an average figure,
with many caveats. Is the airport a hub? Does it have many
business passengers? How near to capacity is it? UK CAA
analysis of Heathrow vs Gatwick showed huge premiums for
being at Heathrow. Table 3 shows that the sums produce big
numbers, but only if the proportion of runways near capacity
limits is high – taken here arbitrarily as a half.
Is there a cost killer app? Some numbers from UK NATS
2020/21 forecast and planned cost-base plans are helpful here.
NATS is an interesting Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP)
in that (€1,000) it provides a great deal of useful financial
material because it is a regulated business. The reductions in the
period mainly come from various kinds of overhead on staff
costs – around an 18 percent reduction per decade. If that is
combined with reasonable traffic growth, the target of a 50
percent reduction in cost per flight would be achieved.
The UK and Ireland are part of a Functional Airspace Block
(FAB). Some facts about FABs:
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• FABs – groups of States get together and create an airspace
block based on ATM operational requirements and established
regardless of State boundaries, thus optimising and aligning
procedures and services within the FAB, and consolidating
facilities.
• They lead to efficiencies and economies of scale in provision
and system procurement.
• The typical size of a European en route centre is much smaller
than in the USA, with the average in Europe operating nine
sectors at maximum configuration compared with 37 in the USA.
• There are currently around 60 en route ATC centres in Europe
and the plan is to have in the region of 10 FABs.
The European problem is that many control centres are
comparatively small, which is not good for business. The idea is
that States will combine in FABs and then reduce the number of
centres. There might be two centres per FAB, in order to ensure
a high degree of catastrophic contingency.
Moving to FABs would improve CBO efficiency. What would
be the further cost-base gain through TBO? The main candidate
is controller productivity. To enable controllers to handle the
traffic they would need powerful computer assistance and major
changes to their functions. There is still huge uncertainty about
how this might work best, but a great deal of work has been
done by NASA to investigate the improvements in controller
productivity. A couple of extracts:
• Erzberger’s (2004) review quotes capacity gains of 100%200% compared with current standards.
• McNally and Gong (2007) simulated controllers using
trajectory-based automation and datalink communication of
control clearances to aircraft in en route sectors. Key conclusions
were: “Under laboratory conditions, the controller was
performing the separation assurance functions that are

performed by 4-10 people under today’s operations… The
controller maintained legal separation and issued conflict-free
direct route amendments while working the combined traffic in
five Fort Worth Center high-altitude sectors at traffic levels
nearly equivalent to that of today’s traffic.”
What do reductions in overheads, FABs, and higher controller
productivity produce? Table 4 shows some illustrative numbers.
The 2009 figures are actuals. For 2020/21, a tranche of
operating costs and overheads have been taken out to make the
reduction similar to NATS’ plans. For the TBO Potential,
employment costs are first reduced by a third. Next Depreciation
costs are added in. These are roughly the annual costs
corresponding to the SESAR capital investments – these are
Eurocontrol figures (albeit underestimates). The supplier costbase reduces by the order of a billion euros, as the productivity
gain more than compensates for ATM capital spends, but airlines
then pick up about half of that in aircraft, etc, equipment costs.
The conclusion from crude calculations is that candidate 4D
TBO killer apps do exist for Europe. In ‘Money per Annum’:
• Fuel efficiency: €1+ billion? Will CBO developmental
improvements succeed or fail?
• Airspace capacity: When will the CBO capacity ceiling be
reached? Hugely traffic growth dependent. Will CBO
developmental improvements succeed or fail?
• Airport capacity: €0.35 - €2 billion? What is the proportion of
runways near capacity limits? Will very accurate time-keeping
be routinely achieved?
• Cost: €0 - €1/2 billion? There are major equipment, etc, cost
uncertainties. Are there robust controller productivity estimates?
The main issues are the degree of knowledge about CBO
developmental improvements, the right estimates for traffic
growth, demonstrations that very accurate flight time-keeping
can be routinely achieved, and good estimates of TBO controller
productivity gains. Remember that strategic calculations produce
large broader economic impacts, for example on GDP and
employment. v
Peter Brooker is an aviation consultant. This article is a précis of two
papers published in the Journal of Navigation in 2012, which include
full details, including extensive references.

Table 4. Illustrative breakdown of European gate-to-gate ATM/CNS provision costs

*Actuals from (PRU, 2011 [Figure 2.4]).
§
‘Other staff employment costs’ and ‘Non-staff operating costs’ times two-thirds.
†
‘ATCOs in OPS employment costs’ and ‘Other staff employment costs’ times two-thirds; assumed additional ANSP capital cost of €6.22 billion discounted over 15
years and halved, and airline capital cost of €11.53 billion discounted over 20 years. Civil costs only.
€ million – constant prices

2009*

Potential 2020/21§

TBO potential†

ATCOs in OPS employment costs

2360

2360

1573

Other staff employment costs

2406

1604

1069

Non-staff operating costs

1340

893

893

ANSP Depreciation

885

885

1094

Cost of capital

470

470

470

Exceptional Items

118

118

118

Total (rounded)

7580

6330

5218

Airline depreciation
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Solar radiation measurement systems
Long- and short-term forecasting technologies
Air quality measurement tools
Earth observation technologies
Onboard aircraft weather systems
Water level and ﬂow analysis systems
Wind sensors and speed measurement
Tsunami monitoring tools
Modelling and simulation tools
Onboard shipping measurement technologies
Temperature sensors
Signal conditioning technologies
Humidity measurement systems
Rain gauges
Onboard marine applications
Tornado tracking systems
Satellite technologies
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Lightning detection
Barometric pressure measurement technologies
Evaporation measurement systems
Solar radiation technologies
Severe weather early warning systems
Tripods and towers
Visibility analysis tools
Ocean current/ﬂow measurement and
prediction systems
Displays
Independent weather service providers
Gas monitoring systems
Supercomputers
Surge protection for systems
Oceanic conditions systems
Hydrometeorological hazard analysis tools
Engineering and surveying
Radar
Telemetry
Weather stations
Observatory equipment
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INTERVIEW

DETERMINATION TO DELIVER
South Africa’s desire to help its continent develop cannot be any clearer. Technology
requirements, regional agreement and standardisation are all part of the challenge to take
the next steps forwards
Karl Vadaszffy
Air Traffic and Navigation Services, South Africa’s
national ANSP, provides ATM and associated services,
operating at O.R. Tambo International Airport
(Johannesburg), Cape Town International Airport and King
Shaka International Airport (Durban). It services 22 airports
with aerodrome control and provides terminal control with
radar at seven of them. The majority of the en route domain is
full surveillance. ATNS also has responsibility for a large sector
of oceanic airspace, giving the company control of a total of 22
million square kilometres of airspace.
Hennie Marais’s role is as executive, air traffic management.
He explains the setup: “We look like a European ANSP, with a

fairly modern ATM system using Eurocat-X. We have a modern
navigation infrastructure, modern communications and
surveillance and a regular upgrade programme.”
ATNS handles a mix of aircraft and capabilities, so equipage
doesn’t permit full navigation capability, which means ATM has
to stay terrestrial at the same time as trying to transition to
space-based navigation.
Marais explains: “We’re going towards a full DME network,
which we’ll use as back-end redundancy for our navigation. It’s a
solid piece of thinking because if satellites go off, and there’s
always that potential, we would still be fully covered. But having
to maintain a terrestrial network has a downside. Instead of a

“We look like a European ANSP, with
a fairly modern ATM system using
Eurocat-X. We have a modern
navigation infrastructure, modern
communications and surveillance
and a regular upgrade programme”
Hennie Marais, executive, air traffic management
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INTERVIEW

Tower operations at King Shaka International Airport, Durban

VOR reaching the end of life, and being decommissioned and
replaced by space-based navigation, it has to be replaced,
maintained and spares held, which ultimately increases costs.”
Marais argues that South Africa’s constitution is very liberal,
which means instituting major changes is challenging. “We
struggle to get things like mandatory transponders because it
can be seen as infringing on human rights,” he comments. “This
is a shame as it causes us to have to invest in more conventional
surveillance like primary and secondary radars rather than
multilateration and ADS-B. We’ll eventually get there, but it will
be a fairly slow transition.”
Remaining with conventional surveillance methods also has
an environmental impact, which is more damaging because of
the extra power required. “ADS-B takes no power,” says Marais,
“as opposed to the large turning headgear with gearbox and
primary radar that we often have to use. The energy requirement
for this is immense.
“Changing over is a waiting game, but also a lobbying game
where we must influence by challenging regulators to devise a
more stringent navigation specification. If we are going to use
ADS-B, it’s important to tell airlines to equip with 1,090MHz

extended squitter now rather than getting them to fit a Mode C
transponder and two years later telling them to replace it.”
A fundamental difficulty of running non-surveillance
separation, he argues, is the need for a large amount of airspace
to separate aircraft. Running a surveillance solution with aircraft
five to 10 miles apart, instead of non-surveillance solutions such
as fuel-consuming vertical separation or generating 10 minutes
between aircraft because they aren’t visible, will improve
efficiency and safety, mainly en route and around the major
airports’ busy TMAs.
Multilateration has been tested at Cape Town International
Airport and conceptual approval has been received. “Introducing
it would improve our surveillance, especially on the western
part of the country,” Marais says. “From Namibia down our west
coast is a desolate area, predominately desert and harsh
scrublands with mountainous terrain. With multilateration we
can put down a surveillance solution without having the higher
power and infrastructure required for turning-gear radar types,
such as primaries and secondaries. Ultimately, once you’re
equipped to process multilateration you have a clear transition
to ADS-B.”
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Left: WGS 84 equipment
Above: ANTS’s area of responsibility

Another aim for the future is to employ full 4D trajectory
management. “It’s the way the world is going,” says Marais, “and
it’s the way we need to go so that we and our users get the
benefit of continuous descents and climbs and optimised
trajectories.
“We want to do gate-to-gate operations on 4D trajectories and
we believe we’re taking things in the right direction through
PBN implementation. We’re also designing advanced arrival and
continuous descent approaches. In addition we’re looking at
Point Merge operations to kick in from 2013, and Arrival and
Departure Manager to be deployed by 2014, which will help us
towards gate-to-gate 4D trajectory.”
The business orientation that Marais and his team are focused
on involves airside capacity enhancement, whereby they are
attempting to generate efficiencies without the need to invest.
Instead they are planning a collaborative effort with operators.
For instance cutting 10 seconds off runway occupancy on 12
flights per hour would result in the ability to accommodate two
additional flights an hour.
Airspace layout is being examined with a view to improving
operations. The desire is for the airspace to accommodate full
PBN more efficiently and effectively. Says Marais: “We’re trying
to get a merger between flight procedures and airspace design
that will enable us to achieve continuous descents and climbs.
Then flights would have minimal levelling off, optimising
airlines’ fuel bills.”
ATNS is proud of its relationship with the South African
military. Like most countries in the world, South Africa has large
military areas. “We work together in a flexible way and the
military has permanent representatives in our centralised
airspace management unit,” comments Marais. “A piece of
airspace is often used for a military exercise, and then half an
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hour later a commercial flight goes through it. The point is,
airspace is a national asset and resource that should be used for
the benefit of all.”
When talk turns to single sky initiatives, Marais is clearly in
favour. “The benefit of a single sky,” he argues, “is that you can
get interoperability, harmonisation and standardisation. It also
improves safety, especially if there is a move to harmonised
regulation and application thereof. Plus it could, if handled
appropriately, provide higher transportability of skills whereby a
controller with a standard qualification, for example, could work
in any major city in Africa.”
He believes that the greatest challenge in establishing a single
sky is the issue of sovereign airspace. “In our continent,” he
explains, “state sovereignty is paramount. Until you cross that
political bridge, it’s going to be difficult to make something like
this happen. Working upper airspace, for example, within a
unified regulatory regime, does not mean that military cannot fly
in that area. It does not mean that the state is disempowered to
defend itself. But not everyone understands that. There’s a lot to
learn from SESAR and NextGen and we pay close attention. It’s
just that it will take a while to get there in this region.”
Marais recognises that aviation is a global business, with
South Africa in a position that’s vital to the continent. He
comments: “Being a flight destination, we need to make sure
things go well from the time an aircraft crosses the northern
African shores from the Mediterranean until it gets here. So we
try to influence the rest of Africa from a safety point of view
because a customer is in our airspace for an hour at most, but is
in African airspace for eight hours. We also have a voice
internationally. We do a lot of work with others, in this region
and worldwide, exploring how to harmonise and become
interoperable. But it’s one step at a time.” v
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OPINION

Conventional wisdom portrays the task of creating a
‘single European Sky’ served by next-generation air
traffic management as far more difficult than
implementing the NextGen vision in the USA. After all the USA
has a single ANSP compared with 38 in Europe, only 20
en-route centres compared with 63 in Europe, and a reputation
for technology leadership.
Yet that conventional wisdom ignores serious structural,
governance and funding weaknesses in the US ATC system. Its
ANSP – the Air Traffic Organisation (ATO) within the FAA – has
not been commercialised as is the case with most European
ANSPs. And that means that the ATO has:
• No ability to charge fees for ATC services;
• No bondable revenue stream;
• A political ‘board’ consisting of 535 members of Congress;
• No arm’s-length safety regulation.
These differences will make transforming the US system from
twentieth-century air traffic control into twenty-first century air
traffic management exceedingly difficult.
Let’s look at four key issues to see how handicapped the US
system is, compared with countries that have commercialised
their ANSPs.

Reduced separations
One key aspect of the next-generation vision is to make use of
more precise surveillance and navigation technology to permit
safe operations with smaller separation requirements – so-called
‘super-density’ terminal airspace. Every such decision must be
vetted for its safety implications. In the USA the FAA is the air
safety regulator. But as the parent organisation of the ATO it will
also be the proponent of reduced separations. That conflict of
interest means that opponents will likely appeal such decisions
to Congress, which may or may not approve them – and will
certainly delay things. By contrast nearly all other developed
nations have implemented arm’s length separation of ANSPs
from air safety regulators, which should facilitate decisions on
reduced separations as well as many other applications of new
technology.

Major capital investments
The ATO receives annual funding appropriated by Congress.
That applies not only to operating costs but also to its entire
capital investment budget. Thus the ATO must pay for largescale modernisation investments out of operating cash flow.
Even worse, those investments are decided on by its
535-member ‘board’ – the same body that went nearly five years
without enacting legislation to permanently fund the FAA, in
one case leading to a two-week partial shut-down of the agency.
By contrast, commercialised ANSPs in Australia, Canada and
Europe are financially self-supporting based on fees and charges

ROUTED IN THE PAST?
Why red tape and government inaction means that Europe is likely
to beat the USA in transforming air traffic control
Robert Poole, Reason Foundation
AIR TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 2013
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The next few years might see a serious
rethinking of how the USA organises,
governs and pays for air traffic control
paid by their customers. Like any other business, they can and
do finance major capital expenditures by issuing revenue bonds.
And those bonds are typically rated investment grade.

Facility consolidation
The twenty-first century ATM no longer needs its facilities to be
located directly beneath the airspace being managed. Flights can
be monitored from anywhere, and that means far fewer facilities
are needed. Commercialised ANSPs such as Airservices
Australia, DFS and NATS have already replaced many centres
with a handful of modern ones, realising major economies of
scale. Europe still faces considerable challenges with crossborder facility consolidation, but so does the USA.
The FAA has a spotty track record in consolidating small
facilities. Members of Congress generally oppose the closure of
facilities in their jurisdictions and opponents of change are quick
to put pressure on Congress. The ATO has ambitious plans for
large-scale consolidation, but if politics wins out as usual, the
more likely outcome will be a costly and wasteful in-place
replacement of most or all of its existing centres and TRACONs
(a total of 188 facilities) and the huge opportunity cost of
productivity gains that do not occur.

Equipage
One of the most difficult problems with ATC modernisation is
coordination between ANSPs and aircraft operators in
implementing new technology and procedures. An ANSP does
not want to make major capital investments in ground-based
and space-based systems, and develop and implement new flight
procedures, if only a small fraction of aircraft operators equip
their planes to make use of them. Likewise aircraft operators –
whether commercial or private – have no desire to expend large
sums adding new equipment to their aircraft only to have to
wait years before ANSPs are ready with systems and procedures
that enable them to benefit from their equipage expenditures.
One promising principle is best-equipped/best-served: ANSPs
provide access to more direct routeings, optimal altitudes, etc, to
those equipped to take advantage. This is taking place already in
airspace in Canada and on the North Atlantic, thanks to
commercialised ANSPs making sensible business decisions likely
to spur faster equipage. But the FAA has not yet accepted the
principle – and I believe it expects political blowback from
laggard aircraft operators, claiming that such a policy would be
unfair and contradictory to the traditional first-come/first-served
policy. Fee-supported ANSPs are also able to give discounts on
user fees to early equippers, which is another option not
available to the ATO.
The only current equipage approach moving forward is a
NextGen Equipage Fund, in which the private sector is
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proposing to purchase relevant systems and lease them to
aircraft operators, with lease payments to begin once the ATO
has its systems (e.g. DataComm) up and running. If the ATO is
late, it would have to guarantee payments – something it has not
yet agreed to do.

Fixing the system
What would it take to enable the US system to overcome these
limitations? I suggest three principal reforms. They could be
done one at a time but would be more effective if deployed as a
single package of governance and funding reforms. They are all
based on the successful transformations that have been taking
place with ANSPs worldwide over the past two decades.
• Arm’s-length safety regulation. The simplest reform would be
to separate the ATO from the FAA, both organisationally and
financially, making the ATO either a separate entity within the
US DOT or a government corporation (as with the Tennessee
Valley Authority and a number of other federal energy utilities
created during the New Deal era). The ATO was created early
last decade by an act of Congress, based on the recommendation
of the Mineta Commission. That body’s recommendation was for
a financially autonomous entity with user fees, bonding
authority and its own board of directors, but Congress enacted
only the reorganisation portion. Making the ATO a completely
separate organisation, located apart from the FAA, would
achieve the arm’s-length safety regulation called for by ICAO as
well as setting the stage for the other two following reforms.
• Financial autonomy. Probably the most powerful,
transformative change would be to make the ATO financially
self-supporting, from fees and charges paid by its customers.

ROBERT POOLE, JR.
Robert Poole is Director of Transportation Policy and the Searle Freedom
Trust Transportation Fellow at the Reason Foundation, a public policy think
tank based in Los Angeles and Washington, DC.
In aviation security, Poole advised the White House and House Republican
leaders on what became the Aviation & Transportation Security Act of 2001,
enacted in response to the 9/11 attacks. He has authored a number of
Reason policy studies on aviation security and is the author of a paper on
risk-based aviation security for the OECD’s International Transport Forum.
He was among the first to propose the commercialisation of the US air
traffic control system and his work in this field has helped shape proposals
for a US ATC corporation. A version of his non-profit corporation concept
was implemented in Canada in 1996. He has advised the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation, the White House Office of Policy Development,
the National Performance Review, the National Economic Council and the
National Civil Aviation Review Commission on ATC commercialisation. He is
a member of the Air Traffic Control Association and of the GAO’s National
Aviation Studies Advisory Panel.
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Without the need to request annual funding from Congress, the
ATO could begin making key transformation decisions on a
business, rather than a politicised, basis. With its own revenue
stream, paid directly by its customers, the ATO would be able to
finance large-scale capital modernisation via revenue bonds,
rather than having to make do with annual political
appropriations out of operating cash flow. The capital markets
would scrutinise the modernisation plans and the willingness of
customers to pay for them, providing a better form of oversight
than is provided now by the political process.
• A stakeholder board. The USA has a highly diversified aviation
sector, with general aviation accounting for a much larger share
of air traffic than in any other country. And the interests of
various commercial players – legacy airlines, low-cost carriers,
regional operators, fractional providers, all-cargo carriers and
corporate jets – are far from uniform. The employees who
manage air traffic and those who maintain the various systems
are also important stakeholders. To flesh out the governance
model I recommend the creation of a board of directors for the
revamped ATO, inspired by the successful stakeholder board
model used by Nav Canada since its inception. A carefully
constituted board would represent all the major stakeholders,
requiring win-win compromises on difficult issues such as the
structure of ATC fees and equipage deadlines. There should
probably be an appeal process (e.g. to the DOT Secretary) on the
most sensitive issues. But the principal virtue of the stakeholder
board model is to settle key issues internally, avoiding the need
for economic regulation.
This reform agenda will not appear controversial to those
living and working in countries with commercialised ANSPs.
That model has been tested in over 50 countries during the past
two decades, and is widely judged as successful. Yet it is still
seen as nearly outside the limits of the politically conceivable in
the USA, despite the fact that it has been recommended in one
form or another by at least three national commissions: the
Baliles Commission in 1993, the US DOT’s US Air Traffic
Services Corporation (USATS) legislative proposal in 1994, and
the Mineta Commission’s report in 1997.
Yet today there seems to be a growing recognition that the
constraints under which the ATO must labour as it tries to
implement NextGen may delay or prevent much of the needed
transformation. Aviation stakeholders were shocked by the
partial shutdown of the FAA in 2011, which seriously
discredited the idea that Congress is the appropriate body to be
serving as the system’s de facto board of directors. The looming
insolvency of the federal government has renewed interest in
making all kinds of infrastructure – highways, waterways, ports
and even air traffic control – self-supporting from user charges,
rather than from general taxes or user taxes. So the next few
years might see a serious rethinking of how the USA organises,
governs and pays for air traffic control. Better late than never! v
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SOLVE THE RIGHT PROBLEM
Airlines have the ability to rapidly decrease delays, fuel burn and costs within two to three
years and add hundreds of millions of dollars to their bottom lines annually
R. Michael Baiada, ATH Group
Over the last 30 plus years, during which I have been
involved in airline, ATC and avionics, the world’s ANSPs
and airlines have spent tens of billions of dollars and
much effort on technology and runways to reduce delays,
congestion and inefficiencies. Yet the results are less than
satisfactory.
The lack of improvement stems from the fact that all these
efforts have focused on the technology to resolve the symptoms
of the problem, while the core problem facing the individual
airlines and ATC system, the production variance created by the
unstable movements of the aircraft, has yet to be understood or
addressed. The negative effect of the variance inherent in today’s
airline operation, and the randomness it creates, not only
negatively impacts the ATC system, but lowers the airlines’
annual profit by billions of dollars every year.
The first question most airline managers ask is, “What is
production variance”? Simply it is many things in the airline
kerb-to kerb-production process. For example variance is the
undamped movement of the aircraft, the difference between the
actual arrival time vs the scheduled arrival time (80 percent of
aircraft are off schedule and upwards of 40 percent late), the
time the agent shuts the door, the speed the pilot flies, the time
waiting for a gate, for a marshal to guide the aircraft in, or an
agent to open the door. Each of these, and hundreds more, all of
which are additive, comprise variance. This is the core element
that is devastating the airlines and confusing the ATC system,
and something aviation has yet to fully comprehend or measure.
As an example, the movement of the aircraft is the critical core
element of the airline’s kerb-to-kerb production process, and any
instability in the movement of the aircraft, driven by
independent action and local optimisation, rapidly taints all the

airline’s other processes (gates, crews, maintenance, etc). This
also drives most of the inefficiencies within the ATC system.
How can an airline have a stable gate, crew or maintenance
process when their production core (aircraft movement) is
bouncing all over the place? How can the ATC system operate
efficiently using a highly structured, linear, distance-based
process, when demand varies from day to day and hour to hour?
The simple answer is that they can’t.

High variation contributes to longer wait times

Block time increases are extremely costly
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Block time buffers
Sadly the only way the airlines have been able to keep DOT on
time arrivals (<15 minutes) close to the 80 percent mark over
the past 30 years has been to increase the scheduled block time.
Based on a 2008 study by Morrison and Winston, airlines have
added over 15 minutes to each of their scheduled flights within
the USA. Based on an average domestic block time of 100
minutes per flight this means that, based on the schedule alone,
over 15 percent of the production use of the airline’s capital
assets and labour is non-productive.
On the ATC side, the FAA deals with unstable aircraft
movement (random demand) by adding more structure as
demand grows. Every airspace redesign is driven primarily by
the need to stabilise the aircraft flow into a linearised, distancebased, sequential flow, farther and farther from landing, so as to
be more easily managed by the individual controller.
Therefore while most believe that ATC is the root cause of the
airline problems, it is in fact the opposite – it is airlines (with no
real time-tactical asset management from a system perspective)
which are the root cause of the ATC problem. And much of this
problem is fully within the ability of the airlines to mitigate. In
fact, contrary to conventional wisdom, the ATC system and
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SINGLE AIRLINE ATTILA COST OF POOR QUALITY ANALYSIS
Crew/defect/fuel/lost productivity costs and lost revenue
US $
Annual crew buffer cost

87,600,000

Annual defect rework cost

36,792,000

Annual overnight rework cost

76,650,000

Annual fuel buffer cost

498,117,647

Annual aircraft lost productivity cost
Annual additional ticket revenue with A0 quality
Total single airline annual buffer/rework cost

1,790,933,333
715,400,000
3,205,492,980

Attilla annual crew buffer cost

29,199,971

Attilla annual defect rework cost

9,198,000

Attilla annual overnight rework cost

19,162,500

Attilla annual fuel buffer cost

166,039,050

Attilla annual aircraft lost productivity cost

214,912,000

Attilla annual additional ticket revenue with A0 quality

238,466,428

Total annual Attilla recoverable buffer/rework cost

676,977,949

Based on 2,000 mainline flights per day, 16 minutes of buffer per flight

weather combined represents only 20 percent of the delay and
congestion problem. Nor is the problem lack of runways, overscheduling or labour.
Conversely fully 80 percent of the delay, congestion and
inefficiency problem resides within the airlines themselves and
can be mitigated by the airlines through the application of a realtime, tactical asset management process from a system
perspective (i.e. simple logistics). Yet even though the movement
of the aircraft is the airline’s primary kerb-to-kerb production
process, airlines don’t track aircraft, don’t manage aircraft in real
time and mostly just wait for their kerb-to-kerb process to play
out day by day. And while a fire-and-forget process may work
for military missiles, it is disastrous for the ATC system and
airlines.
Of course the rebuttal is that if 10 aircraft are scheduled to
land at 8 AM, someone has to be late. The answer to this riddle
is simple – the first nine aircraft must consistently land before 8
AM. But only the airlines can drive this solution efficiently.
Frustratingly for passengers, well understood supply chain
and logistical processes are completely foreign to the operational
side of the aviation industry – the airlines’ kerb-to-kerb
production process – especially when it comes to the movement
of aircraft.

Cost of defects
For the airlines, the most serious effect of the production
variance that airlines incorrectly accept as normal is the cost of
correcting defects. This ‘hidden factory’ of defect correction adds
a huge cost to the airline production process.
As an example of the costs associated with defects, in the
operations of a single airline (2,000 flights/day), assuming block
time buffers of 18 minutes per flight, the cost of only the loss of

the productive use of the aircraft is close to US$2 billion
annually. Add to this US$36 million as the annual cost of
correcting passenger defects (misconnects, lost bags, etc.),
additional crew costs of US$87 million, lost revenue of US$715
million from poor quality, and the cost of defects grows rapidly.
In fact an individual airline can spend over US$3.2 billion a year
correcting what should have been prevented in the first place –
of which over $600 million can easily be recaptured.
In fact this is a conservative estimate. In Philip Crosby’s book
Quality is Still Free, he states that, “In those industries [service
industries] the price of nonconformance is 40 percent of
operation costs.” Surely no one would agree that airlines
conform.
In other words, airlines are drowning in a sea of defects that is
eating them out of house and home. And while it might be
expedient to blame the weather, ATC or a host of other causes,
blame doesn’t prevent defects or get passengers to the
destination kerb on time, faster, better and more profitably.
Unfortunately the airline’s focus is correcting defects, not
preventing them. Correcting defects adds costs; preventing them
builds profit.

The solution - operational excellence
Operational excellence is a well-proven method to reduce costs
and increase revenues in industry after industry, but has yet to
be adopted within the airline industry. Operational excellence
within the airlines is simple – put the smiling passenger and bag
at the destination kerb on time, faster, better and more
profitably, day after day. The only way to accomplish this is by
stabilising the airlines’ core production process (the movement
of aircraft) from a system perspective by the individual airlines.
Within the airline kerb-to-kerb production process,
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Increase capacity, mitigate delays

operational excellence boils down to logistics – daily blocking
and tackling the problem of moving the right part to the right
place at the right time.
Of course, embracing operational excellence to reduce
variance sounds great, but how can an airline implement it in
the real world? ATH Group has been working on the solution for
over 20 years. To date ATH’s Attila solution, the starting point
for operational excellence, has been operationally and
independently proved by two experts to reduce fuel burn and
CO2 emissions, reduce flight time, improve on time performance
and improve the ATC system.
Airline Attila (business based, single user, aircraft flow
manager), which has been operational since 2006 at Delta Air
Lines, provides individual airlines with the process to tactically
track and manage aircraft movements based on their internal
business needs, so that randomness, and the resultant variance,
delays and congestion are greatly reduced. Airline Attila
calculates and automatically sends arrival aircraft a Required
Time of Arrival (RTA) in real time. The pilot then adjusts the en
route speed to meet the RTA.
Attila Exchange, operational since 2011 at Charlotte, is the

fully automatic ANSP version of
Attila that acts as an ‘honest broker’
working to meet the real-time
needs of multiple users including
those with Airline Attila systems
(requested RTA) and those without.
In addition Attila profitably
builds a four-dimensional flowmanagement process now, using
the current aircraft equipage base,
in that inputting more accurate,
faster data (ADS-B, advanced FMS,
real-time winds, DataCom, etc) will
deliver even larger benefits. The
end result is that the Attila solution
will pull NextGen/SESAR
technologies forward based on a
profitable business model by
implementing best equipped, best
trained and best served.
Since beginning operations in
2006, at Atlanta alone Attila has
saved US$54,111,282 in fuel costs
based on the following results: 21,496,942 gallons of fuel saved;
496,758,622 pounds CO2 cut; 1,298,045 minutes flight time
saved; 26,671 slots recovered.

Conclusion
Airlines have within their internal control the ability to rapidly
decrease defects (delays), fuel burn and costs within two to three
years and add hundreds of millions of dollars to their bottom
lines annually.
The benefit of operational excellence, as an operating model
for all airlines, is that it simultaneously:
• Increases airline profitability (lower cost, higher revenue);
• Reduces ATC complexity;
• Reduces Greenhouse Gas emissions;
• Mitigates delays and congestion;
• Reduces weather effects;
• Makes NextGen/SESAR technologies valuable;
• Improves employee morale.
There is no other single solution or technology that can
produce such comprehensive benefits so quickly. v

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE DETERMINES PROFITABILITY
Operationally excellent companies and industries have been focused on
decreasing performance variability across all operations processes
(production, planning and scheduling, inventory management, customer
service) for decades. The end result is decreased inventory/safety stock,
improved customer service levels, and improved profitability.
In the airline industry, increased block time is the equivalent of increased
inventory (safety stock) – and it’s very expensive stock that doesn’t work
well. Operationally excellent companies understand that adding inventory to
the system, presumably to improve customer service levels, generally
degrades customer service and lowers profitability.
In fact there are no large, asset based, operationally intensive companies
in other industries today (consumer products manufacturing, high-tech and
industrial manufacturing, automotive, package delivery) that would for one
moment allow the level of variation in their production processes that the
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airline industry accepts as perfectly normal. If they did, they would simply not
be profitable.
There is an operational excellence model that works across any asset-based
industry. The question is which airline in this industry is going to apply it and
be viewed as world-class, setting the standard well ahead of their competitors?
Operationally excellent companies provide excellent customer service.
They can only do that when actual operations are running smoothly and
being managed on a real-time basis, so that their most important asset tied
to customer service (their people) can focus on serving customers rather
than mitigating variance and the associated problems.

The author. Michelle M. Meyer is president of Mcubed Inc. She is a supply
chain expert with over 20 years’ experience in helping companies in multiple
industries dramatically improve performance through operational excellence.
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BRAIN-TRAFFIC INTEGRATION
Humans themselves have become the bottleneck in human-machine integration. Why is
this so and how can technology overcome these problems?
Hussein Abbass and Deborah Tuček, University of New South Wales at the Australian Defence Force Academy
Stephen Kirby and Mohamed Ellejmi, Eurocontrol Experimental Centre

There is a great deal of human factors research available
that focuses on automating the decision-making process
of air traffic controllers within their highly dynamic
environment. The premise is usually grounded in the fallibility
of the human – how to prevent users from making errors,
omissions or poor judgements. From this perspective, removing
the reliance on the human, particularly in safety-critical
contexts, may seem attractive to organisations wanting to
minimise a number of risk factors such as those stemming from
operator workload and the limited perceptual and cognitive
resources of human operators.
However humans are an integral component of the system.
The systems do not exist without humans who are no longer
able to manage the complexity of today’s tasks without the
assistance of machines. Cognitive engineering is finding
solutions for this dilemma.

Cognitive engineering
‘Cognitive engineering’ often means different things to different
people. For some it means building models to mimic cognition,
or the study of how mental processes affect the interactions
occurring among the machines and humans, or even a nice
modern name for human factors.
For us, cognitive engineering is a field that studies, designs,
builds and integrates human mental processes and the synthetic
environment. In cognitive engineering we always start with a
domain, be it ATC, an unmanned vehicle or a computer game,
and a class of humans such as air traffic controllers, ground
pilots or game players. The chosen domain and the class of
humans selected for study will shape the questions we ask.
Cognitive engineering comes with a suite of challenges that
complement, but differ from, human factors research. Some of
these challenges are discussed below:

Challenge 1: Detecting the invisible
Many studies have demonstrated that there can be a discrepancy
between the subjective answers of humans regarding their
mental states and objective measurements. In our studies we
focused on objective measurements – ones that do not rely on
what the human believes their mental state to be, but indicate
what their mental state truly is. Science enables us to detect a
human eye blink by means of an EEG signal, or to detect that a
human has seen an object even before the human realises they
have seen it.
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Sensor technology is evolving so fast that many sensors can be
integrated into the operational environment without
complicating the environment itself. These advances, and the
fast-growing results coming from neuroscience and cognitive
science literature, mean that cognitive engineering is mature
even in its infancy.
The loop of integrating humans and machines is connected
through these technologies. The data is received in real time
from different sensors such as EEG, EMG and eye tracking,
fused and integrated, indicators are extracted, and models are
executed to map the data to actions within the automation loop.
Through these technologies we know that a human sees
something before they realise, and we can predict human states
before the human is even aware of it. The power of this work
gives us the ability to adapt the task to suit the human
condition.
The science does not stop at that level. We can even
investigate how we can stimulate this human to avoid boredom
and the risk of cognitive underload. The photograph overleaf
shows our lab in Australia with two embedded photos of
example experiments we conducted in domains such as ATC
and computer games.

Challenge 2: Load sharing and balancing between
mental activities and the synthetic environment
We can think about this challenge by categorising human states
into three umbrella states – overload, underload and the space
of ‘mutual engagement’ or ‘interestingness’ that lies between
them. This latter space is what we will call the ‘healthy tempo’
state and, of these three umbrella states, it is the most poorly
represented in the literature.
The goal, depicted in Figure 1, is to be able to balance the
level of complexity between the human and the machine and to
have a strategy in place for shifting this load between the human
and the machine in order to maintain the ideal level of
complexity, thereby maximising the engagement of the human
in accordance with his/her capabilities. To achieve this we need
to shift the complexity of the task from the human to the
machine during human cognitive overload and from the
machine to the human during human underload. This load
balancing is an integration of cognitive science research,
optimisation, signal processing and data mining research. This
should not be misinterpreted as keeping the human busy all the
time, which would obviously be exhausting. The technical
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The authors’ laboratory in Australia with (inset) two example experiments that were conducted in domains such as air traffic control and computer games

concept is much deeper than that; it needs to define how busy
the human needs to be and in what type of activities.
If we want to achieve real integration we need to understand
the interaction between the human and the machine. While
much literature exists on the influence of the machine on the
human, there is less understanding of how the human has an
impact on the machine over the long term. More importantly,
analysing this dynamic process can help us to better understand
how the interaction between the human and the machine
changes over time, and design systems that seek solutions to
these changes in order to sustain the interaction.
Such adaptive systems should not seek to pinpoint when the
human has become overloaded or underloaded because, by this
time these thresholds have been reached, it is already too late.
Rather smooth transitions between these two states must have
already taken place within the system to keep the human in the
loop and maintain the highest possible degree of engagement
between the human and the task.
Once we have a better understanding of the dynamic
interaction between the human and the machine, we can begin
to design for this process of change. Previously we have been
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designing for our current understandings (which are a static
snapshot in time) and we now have started to design adaptive
systems that take account of the dynamic needs of the changing
human-machine interaction. To further this work we see great
potential for future systems that have been informed by our
improved understanding of human-machine interaction and are
designed to dynamically detect changes and seek solutions for
continuously achieving optimal loads and levels of complexity.
We believe this to be the flight plan of human-machine
integration into the future; the waypoints and destination are
defined but exactly how we reach these points is yet to be
determined.

Challenge 3: Connecting mental activities to an
organisation’s objectives
In the past a human factors study was likely to focus on
performing micro-studies (e.g. analysing a single task within the
network of procedures, processes and tasks that take place
within an organisation on any given day). However we feel that
this approach needs to expand to have far-reaching effects.
Humans are working in a highly constrained environment with
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Figure 1: Balancing the level of complexity between the human and the machine

Figure 2: Relationship between the controller’s environment, functions, the cognitive
processes required to fulfil these functions, and the cognitive resources that may be called
upon to perform those processes

many forces acting and competing on their mental resources.
The levels of complexities that are acting on the human within a
given environment are highly related and often non-linear.
Drawn from one of our previous papers1, the onion model
(above right) depicts the relationship between the controller’s
environment, functions, the cognitive processes required to fulfil
these functions, and the cognitive resources that may be called
upon to perform those processes.
Until now we have left it to human minds to make decisions
concerning the best distribution of their mental resources. But to
truly integrate humans in the automation loop we need to go
beyond this level of simplicity. We need to take active roles in
monitoring these cognitive resources and, if needed, change the
tasks and forces impacting on the human so that the human does
not ‘break down’. We need to be proactive in managing human
mental resources so that they are optimally allocated to tasks
and able to maximise human performance in an operative
environment.
The micro lens of human factors studies needs to grow into
the type of macro organisation-level lens used in cognitive
engineering studies. The automation loop necessitates a macro
lens so that the data obtained from low-level sensors are used to
achieve one or more high-level organisational objectives, such as
operational safety.

that time frame – for example the controller might be getting
increasingly fatigued.
The automation loop sends an early warning to the supervisor
that in 30 minutes the controller is likely to face a situation that
will increase the demands on his mental processes and that this
controller is currently in a state that indicates a potential
inability to meet the expected demands. The system
recommends an early break for that controller and another
controller is proposed by the human-resource (crew)
management optimisation system.
The supervisor accepts the advice and follows ATM
procedures to swap the position of the two controllers. The
system then suggests that certain anticipated aircraft should be
delayed by slowing them down as they pass through adjacent or
bordering sectors. Taking this recommendation will increase the
workload on the controllers handling these sectors but the
system knows from its sensorial feedback that these controllers
are well-positioned to manage this increase in workload. The
supervisor assesses the advice and accepts it. The system is also
monitoring the supervisor workload and detects that his/her
cognitive load is rising. It proposes that the supervisor should
call for an early changeover in the shift. The system creates an
automatic debrief for the back-up supervisor and communicates
it via a smartphone. When the back-up supervisor arrives for the
swap, the automatic debrief has reduced the amount of
handover time required.
The above scenario demonstrates that, given data on the
controller and task, we would first want to modify the share of
the workload between controller and machine, and through
continuous monitoring if the situation was not improving, or the
risk was predicted to become worse than the acceptable
tolerance level, we would resort to changing airspace (by
splitting the sector load) or replacing controllers. These loadbalancing optimisation algorithms are managing the safety of the
environment; they are not only eyes on the sky, but also eyes on
the human brain. v

Painting a future picture
To conclude, let us paint a future concept for cognitive
engineering in ATM. Let us imagine having an en route ATC
centre with 15 control positions managing different en-route
sectors and 20 workers, including sector controllers and
supervisors. The humans have sensors that are able to
communicate psycho-physiological information to the
automation loop. One sector is showing an increase in traffic
complexity. The controller is becoming increasingly alert.
Algorithms turned on in the background are monitoring the
controller’s mental state, eye gaze and scanning technique, the
set of predicted violations of separation that may occur, the
communication channel and the voice received from the pilots
and the controllers, and the states of other controllers in the
centre. The expected increase in demands on mental activities
for this controller exceeds the capacity of his mental state during

Reference
1. Abbass H. A., Mount, W. M., Tuček, D. C., and Pinheiro, J. P.
(2011) Towards a Code of Best Practice for Evaluating Air Traffic
control Interfaces, Australian Transport Research Forum, Adelaide
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A FAB FIRST
FOR EUROPE
Nordic Unified Air traffic Control is the first
integrated service provider in Europe to
provide operational support and services
to a FAB
Karl Vadaszffy
At the same time that Denmark’s ANSP, Naviair, was
formed in 2001, a project was launched with Nordic
colleagues in Sweden, Norway and Finland to explore
the possibility of consolidating service provision by forming a
company to take over ATC. The result was NUAC (Nordic
Unified Air traffic Control), founded in 2009 as a joint
subsidiary by Naviair and Sweden’s LFV. Finland and Norway
withdrew during the development phase.
Morten Dambæk, CEO of Naviair, is also chairman of NUAC.
He explains what led him and colleagues towards the idea of
forming NUAC: “When we compared our performance with
bigger companies around the world, ATC activities in Nordic
countries looked like a rather small business. So to become as
effective as our airlines customers expect, we decided to
combine our efforts.”
NUAC, which has been active since 1 July 2012, is therefore
the result of 10 years’ planning. It has full responsibility for ATC
in the en route airspace of Denmark and Sweden, running three
control centres in Copenhagen, Malmö and Stockholm.
Dambæk and his team are focusing on three initiatives that
form the backbone of the FAB. The first is cost reduction in
running the control centres. “The cost base of an ATC operator
comprises direct costs and support costs, which are almost the
same size,” he says. “Essentially, running the front and back
offices has the same cost. So when you merge two enterprises
your back office costs are reduced substantially by making one
back office organisation take responsibility for both countries.”
They should end up with a consolidated cost reduction of
around 15 percent of total costs, which should amount to a
reduction by E13 million per year by 2017. Dambæk concedes,
however, that in the long term staff numbers will be reduced.
The second LFV and Naviair initiative, which entered
operation in 2006, is the first transnationally owned academy
offering ATM training. Owned by Naviair, LFV and Norway’s
Avinor, Entry Point North offers recruitment services, initial
training, conversion training, refresher training and development
training for staff from all three countries. It has, in line with SES,
been set up with the primary aim of providing standardised and
harmonised training for ATCOs and trainees. This takes place in
accordance with best practices, current requirements, standards
and recommendations, including ICAO and Eurocontrol ESARR
5. To meet regulatory requirements applying to ANSPs, Entry
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Copenhagen Airport control tower with
the Øresund bridge in the background
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Approach lights at Copenhagen Airport

Point North extended its range of courses in 2011 to include
training ATM equipment maintenance personnel.
LFV and Naviair’s third initiative involves improving systems
management. Running independent systems is becoming
increasingly impractical and costly due to mounting complexity,
increased demands for functionality and safety, and stricter
requirements for development and maintenance. Naviair and
LFV therefore joined colleagues in Ireland and Sweden to
establish a standardised systems approach. As part of this,
instead of having a different version of a Thales system in each
country, the same version – hardware and software – is used in
participating countries, which now also include Austria and
Croatia. This alliance, known as COOPANS, is currently in
operation in Dublin, Shannon, Stockholm and Copenhagen.
Next year it will be launched in Vienna and in 2014 in Zagreb.
Dambæk, who has worked in aviation for almost 40 years,
explains the logic behind COOPANS: “We’ve chosen to use the
same system so that we can share development costs. The point
of this is not to introduce a lot of new functionality but to have
the exact same functionality as one another. The upgrades to this
system are then done on a multilateral basis together with
Thales, not a bilateral basis.”
Working together provides economy of scale. Large systems
development – the total cost of COOPANS cost will be around
US$300 million – can be advantageous as contracts can be more

favourably negotiated and the system price lower. Dambæk says:
“We’ve saved 30 to 40 percent on the prices we were paying
before COOPANS – while creating one of the most reliable,
efficient systems in the world.”
The single unified system that’s been selected is Eurocat NG.
System features, installed in three six-monthly phases, include
MTCD improvements for enhanced tactical use, TSA online
window for handling unplanned restricted areas, OLDI
improvements (all phase one); Mode S support, FPL 2012,
CFMU update, CPDLC via ATN, airspace intrusion warning,
Multi Sensor Tracking System (all phase two); and Mode S
DAPs, WAM and ADS-B support, dynamic airspace allocation
support, MTCD alerts outside area of responsibility, AUTO SEP
TOOL and Java Human Machine Interface (all phase three).
All three Naviair and LFV initiatives (business, people and
systems management) fit within the framework of the Single
European Sky and SESAR projects. In that sense Dambæk
believes that LFV and Naviair have placed themselves at the
front of what the European community wants the aviation
society to implement. He adds: “SES and SESAR are important
decisions taken by the EU and I’m sure we’ll achieve the goals.
However because of the economic crisis I think it will take
longer than expected to realise them.”
Since last autumn NUAC has provided a new airspace layout
within Swedish and Danish airspace. Free route airspace has
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Morten Dambæk, CEO of Naviair and chairman of NUAC

been established to enable airlines to decide how to fly through
the airspace to ensure that they fly the shortest route possible.
“In this way,” Dambæk comments, “we’ve already made it
possible for airlines to save money.”
He goes on to explain that the biggest challenge of creating
NUAC has been culturally. “In a broad sense ATC is quite
nationalist, developed with very nationally orientated solutions.
So every service provider in Europe comes from a situation
where they were unique, but now we’re trying to be
international and like other businesses. What’s more, business is

conducted differently in each European country. I believe these
challenges will also face SES and SESAR. Ultimately it takes
courage and trust to work with a partner and give up your
national pride to achieve a common goal. We’ve achieved this
with LFV.”
When asked how much he thinks NUAC might influence
Europe, Dambæk is not so sure. “NUAC is extremely advanced
because it integrates two cultures and two companies, which I
think will be difficult for others. But when it comes to
harmonisation of education and forming joint training
academies, I think what we’ve done will be copied. In fact
something similar to COOPANS is already being prepared by the
UK, Germany and Spain.”
In addition to launching NUAC, which has 700 employees,
Dambæk and his partners have been busy working on other
initiatives. This summer, together with other Nordic ATC service
providers, Naviair joined the Borealis Alliance, which has been
launched to ensure that together they develop initiatives to
improve service provision and reduce costs and environmental
impact. Borealis includes the nine ANSPs of Denmark, Finland,
Estonia, Iceland, Ireland, Latvia, Norway, Sweden and the UK,
altogether providing air traffic services for 3.5 million flights a
year across 10 million square kilometres of airspace.
Borealis Alliance aims to complement the work of the
northern European FABs, but without the need for regulatory or
state involvement. Says Dambæk: “I’m sure the alliance is the
right step to ensure that we, as part of a much greater airspace,
develop and improve service provision to the benefit of the
airlines we serve.”
And what of the future? Dambæk concludes: “In our region I
expect a lot of international initiatives to appear because of
Borealis. Eventually old-style national delivery of ATC will be
overtaken by a Nordic or international European delivery,
resulting in tasks being completed in joint ventures or by one
company on behalf of others. The developments that will
provide the most benefits will ultimately come from working
with partners.” v

A Naviair radar at Copenhagen Airport
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NAVIGATION

PERFORMANCE BASED
NAVIGATION IN THE USA
The FAA is helping a wide range of aircraft operators reduce miles flown, fuel consumption,
emissions and voice communications workload with performance based navigation
procedures for departures, arrivals, approaches and at cruising altitude
Elizabeth Ray, Federal Aviation Administration

Thousands of performance based navigation (PBN)
procedures are available for use in the US National
Airspace System (NAS), and hundreds more are added
each year. These procedures rely mostly on GPS signals and, in
some cases, augmentation in the form of error correction.
Satellite-based navigation frees the NAS from reliance on a rigid
set of ‘highways in the sky’ that zigzag from one ground-based
navigation aid to another. With PBN the route of a flight can
now be drawn as any path in the sky that meets safety
requirements, complies with environmental guidelines and gets
the aircraft more efficiently from departure to destination.
The FAA is publishing a mixed set of PBN procedures with
various capabilities. There are procedures for use in terminal and
en-route airspace, including aircraft climb, cruise and descent.
The aim is to make it easy to assign these procedures and to
relieve controllers of having to assign radar vectors and level-offs
to various aircraft as they sort out the flow of air traffic. Once a
pilot is cleared to fly a PBN procedure, the need to communicate
with controllers by radio is greatly reduced, leaving both parties
free to focus on other tasks. This enhances safety.

RNAV in all its forms
PBN is basically area navigation (RNAV) in all its variations as
well as required navigation performance (RNP). The term RNAV
is not new. Area navigation first came into use in the 1970s,
when it was known as ‘random’ navigation, which gave birth to
the widely used abbreviation. But in the early days of RNAV
sensors relied on signals from ground-based navigation aids to
determine an approximate position. Today RNAV, even in its
basic form, uses GPS signals for much more precise positioning.
The ability of RNAV to draw a path in the sky once the aircraft
position is known relies on computers on board the aircraft. The
flight management and control computers in use today provide
advanced features not available in the early days of RNAV.
Modern forms of RNAV, or PBN, are now part of the FAA’s
NextGen effort, a comprehensive overhaul of its capability to
guide and track air traffic more precisely and efficiently.
NextGen aims to save fuel and reduce aircraft exhaust emissions
and noise. The FAA is creating a network of modern RNAV
procedures that can provide the path for an aircraft in all phases
of flight.
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Under NextGen the FAA is implementing PBN not only in
domestic airspace but also in the 63.7 million square kilometres
of international oceanic airspace the agency controls over the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans and the Gulf of Mexico. The FAA
pioneered area navigation over the oceans as well as over the
land. Today thousands of controllers and pilots are working
together every day to take advantage of these capabilities in all
the airspace managed by the USA.
PBN procedures being used by the FAA include:
RNAV with GPS positioning – RNAV(GPS). GPS provides aircraft
positioning accuracy within 10m laterally. Airline aircraft,
business jets and general aviation aircraft routinely fly RNAV
approaches and departures at thousands of airports using GPS
guidance, and they also use RNAV routes in high- and lowaltitude airspace in the USA.
RNAV(GPS) with Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS). WAAS
corrects errors in GPS positioning. This enables the FAA to
publish RNAV approach procedures based on satellite navigation
with WAAS decision altitudes as low as 200ft, the same as a
Category 1 Instrument Landing System (ILS). WAAS also helps
pilots with suitable displays monitor en-route position with
great accuracy. The WAAS broadcast message transmitted to
aircraft can improve GPS signal accuracy to 1m laterally and 2m
vertically.
Required Navigation Performance (RNP). Computer equipment
aboard the aircraft provides the added capability of monitoring
RNAV system performance and alerting the pilot when required
performance is no longer being achieved. This is commonly
used over the ocean with an RNP value of 4, which means an
aircraft can be positioned within a circle with a four nautical
mile radius.
Required Navigation Performance with Authorisation Required
(RNP AR). These approach procedures use performance
monitoring and crew alerting. However RNP AR also stipulates
that the crew must be trained and authorised to use this type of
procedure to assure compliance with requirements. RNP AR can
enable aircraft to navigate safely with great precision near high
terrain, obstacles and airspace occupied by other streams of air
traffic. Aircraft must be equipped with more capable, and more
expensive, avionics to fly RNP AR procedures. The suite of
avionics includes dual redundancy to avoid a single point of
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failure. With this capability RNP values as low as 0.1 are
possible. This means the aircraft is able to maintain centreline
within 0.1 nautical miles 95 percent of the time and twice the
RNP value, or 0.2 nautical miles, 99.99999 percent of the time.
The aircraft is contained in a very narrow corridor of airspace
with great reliability and the pilot will be warned if any
degradation occurs.
The FAA plans to provide RNAV procedures everywhere in
the NAS, and RNP procedures in places where the added
capability they provide is beneficial. RNP can keep aircraft safely
away from high terrain in special situations where assured
containment in a corridor of airspace is needed. This
containment capability can also keep streams of traffic to one
busy airport away from the streams arriving or departing from a
nearby airport in a major metropolitan area. PBN is the key
enabler of NextGen benefits in the air because it is improving
operations in all phases of flight, from takeoff to touchdown.
PBN provides a range of capabilities and is laying the foundation
for fundamentally new ways of managing air traffic.

RNAV and RNP at airports in major metropolitan areas
RNAV procedures that rely on GPS positioning are being used to
provide improved approach and departure procedures at some
of the biggest airports, including Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta
International Airport, Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport,
New York John F. Kennedy International Airport and Phoenix
Sky Harbour International Airport. Airlines say that these
procedures are saving millions of dollars a year on reduced fuel
consumption while helping reduce delays and trimming aircraft
exhaust emissions.
Atlanta is the busiest airport in the world, with more than
3,100 takeoffs and landings every day. Atlanta’s PBN project
makes use of a variety of RNAV and RNP capabilities to improve
the efficiency of departures, arrivals and instrument approaches.
One recent development at Atlanta involves the use of new
RNAV Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) to increase the
number of departure options. Analysis of the reduced delays
possible with these new RNAV departures estimates an annual
saving of US$10 million in fuel, which will also reduce aircraft
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exhaust emissions. Previously the departure paths had to diverge
by 15 degrees for sufficient separation. The added precision of
RNAV SIDs means that airline aircraft can use one of several
departure paths that diverge at just 10 degrees. The change means
there are now two additional departure routes from Atlanta,
enabling controllers to clear more aircraft to take off per hour.
Unlike conventional instrument departure procedures, RNAV
SIDs use waypoints to define the ground track, speed
restrictions and vertical profiles more accurately for aircraft
equipped to fly them. At Atlanta there are not only more
departure paths, but also more exit points to reach en-route
airspace. Atlanta is not the only airport benefiting from newly
published RNAV SIDs. The FAA has already implemented nearly
500 RNAV SID and Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR)
procedures in the USA.
The FAA has a system-level strategy that combines the
implementation of new PBN procedures and optimised profile
descents (OPDs) along with complementary airspace
adjustments to make them as useful as possible. This is the
process that is being followed in the Optimisation of Airspace
and Procedures in the Metroplex (OAPM).
The goal of OAPM is to improve efficiency and throughput
while reducing fuel consumption and aircraft exhaust emissions,
and to trim delays at busy metropolitan areas (metroplexes).
Metroplex initiatives, or similar projects that include integrated
PBN procedures, are under way or planned at all 30 core
airports. The FAA is using the OAPM programme to manage
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initiatives at Washington, DC; North Texas; Houston; Charlotte;
Atlanta; Northern California; Southern California; Florida;
Phoenix; Chicago; Memphis; Cleveland/Detroit; and Boston.
Similar initiatives cover the other core airports.
The FAA aims to publish the new RNAV procedures and to
make appropriate airspace adjustments at each metroplex within
three years of the start of an OAPM project. The process begins
with a study by PBN, airline and airspace experts who work in
close collaboration with airports and ATC organisations. Then a
design and implementation team takes over to design the
procedures, conduct the appropriate coordination and
implement the approved procedures.
The FAA will complete airspace and PBN improvements at the
Houston metroplex in December 2013. It will be the first OAPM
site completed, and was selected by the White House as one of
14 high-priority Transportation Department infrastructure
projects that are now being expedited
The satellite-based arrival and departure procedures being
developed there are being replicated at other US airports. The
collaborative regional partnership in Houston includes the FAA,
the National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA), United
Airlines, Southwest Airlines and Houston Intercontinental
Airport. Through NextGen, the FAA and members of the
aviation industry are teaming up to make some of the most
complex airspace in the country some of the most efficient.
RNAV STAR procedures are also facilitating the creation of
OPDs at George Bush Intercontinental and William P. Hobby
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airports in the Houston metroplex. A STAR designed with an
OPD often allows continuous descent at near-idle power when
traffic and weather permit. This reduces level-offs and the need
for higher engine power settings. The new NextGen OPD STARs
at Houston, as well as airspace adjustments, are expected to save
up to three million gallons of fuel per year and reduce aircraft
exhaust emissions by 31,000 tonnes of CO2.

Other airports taking advantage of PBN
At Phoenix Sky Harbour, the FAA has published RNAV STARs
with OPDs at all four corner-post waypoints used to sequence
traffic for arrival. The FAA has adjusted Phoenix area airspace to
optimise these procedures and to make them easier to use.
Captain Brian Townsend, a US Airways flight technical
operations pilot who is helping the airline transition to NextGen
PBN operations, says that the latest improvements to these
STARs with OPDs at Phoenix are saving his airline US$4 million
a year. Other airlines are benefiting as well.
Townsend flies the Airbus A319/320/321 family of aircraft.
When he flies a STAR at Phoenix, the aircrew often talks to a
controller from an air route traffic control centre (ARTCC) for
the last time as much as 150 miles from the airport. If there are
no traffic conflicts or weather issues, the next radio conversation
is often with the final approach controller just before a handoff
to the tower controller for a clearance to land. The OPD is flown
at or near flight-idle with the onboard flight management system
(FMS) controlling the path in both the vertical and lateral axes.

Another type of procedure using an OPD at US international
gateway airports is the Tailored Arrival, which uses data
communications to link the desired arrival path to the flight
deck of aircraft equipped with Future Air Navigation System
(FANS) avionics. FANS-equipped aircraft arriving via oceanic
airspace are flying tailored arrivals at San Francisco, Los Angeles
and Miami.
In another recent development, the FAA certified JetBlue
Airways to use a non-public RNP AR procedure to Runways 13L
and 13R at JFK with its fleet of Airbus A320 aircraft. These
procedures provide not only a constant vertical descent but also
a curved approach path onto final. The curved ‘radius to fix’ leg
on this RNP approach enables an aircraft to fly a constant-radius
turn around a designated fix while achieving the same track
accuracy and containment as on the straight legs of the
approach.
In the past, procedure designers were able to design a curved
arc into an instrument approach procedure by reference to
distance measuring equipment (DME) on the ground. The FAA
can now provide properly equipped aircraft with a more precise
curved segment in an RNP approach that requires no expensive
DME equipment installation.
The efficient curved path of the RNP AR procedure at JFK
reduces fuel burn and aircraft exhaust emissions while lower
landing weather minimums increase runway utilisation. JetBlue
has trained 2,300 pilots in its simulator in Orlando, Florida, to
fly this curved-path procedure and has cleared them to do so.
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The FAA has published about 300 RNP AR approach
procedures for public use in the USA and about half have curved
radius to fix legs. The majority of RNP AR public approach
procedures being published from now on will have curved legs
for various reasons such as terrain, obstacles, traffic and to
shorten track miles flown.

Unlocking access to general aviation and regional airports
While large airports in major metropolitan areas are benefiting
from RNAV procedures, WAAS and a different type of RNAV
procedure are opening up access to many general aviation and
regional airports. RNAV approaches with WAAS minima are
enabling operations to continue during periods of low visibility,
especially when the RNAV approach includes WAAS vertical
guidance in addition to lateral guidance. General aviation
aircraft, regional airlines and business aircraft are taking
advantage of this new capability.
The FAA has published more than 2,800 Localiser
Performance with Vertical Guidance (LPV) approach procedures
for more than 1,400 airports since WAAS was turned on for
operational use in the NAS in 2003. WAAS LPV procedures can
have decision altitudes as low as 200ft. This is important in that
more than 50 percent of the LPVs published so far are at airports
that lack a ground-based ILS.
The FAA intends to publish 2,500 more approach procedures
by 2016, so that every runway in the USA that qualifies for an
LPV will have one.
General aviation aircraft owners have become the primary
users of WAAS because they know the navigation advantages,
the widespread coverage at the airports they fly to, and the
affordability of related avionics. Almost all the general aviation
aircraft in the USA equipped for instrument flight have GPS for
RNAV procedures and 60 percent of them have WAAS as well.
This means that nearly 55,000 aircraft that meet Part 23
airworthiness standards are flying with WAAS equipment, and
in most cases with glass cockpits. In addition about 3,800
corporate business jets/turboprops (Part 25 and some Part 23)
and 200 regional jets (Part 121) are equipped with WAAS.
Among the more than 1,400 airports in the USA that now
have WAAS LPV approaches are Ithaca Tompkins Regional
Airport in upstate New York and Half Moon Bay Airport in San
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Mateo County, California. At Ithaca one WAAS LPV
procedure opens a runway for use during low
visibility because that runway only has a VOR
procedure with minima so high that the approach
can’t be used in low-visibility conditions. There is a
second WAAS LPV approach at the other end of the
runway that serves as a backup to an ILS installed on
that end. Twenty-five general aviation aircraft based
at Ithaca are equipped with WAAS LPV to use these
approaches.
At Half Moon Bay Airport, aircraft can descend to
lower minimums using WAAS LPV than with
previously published non-precision procedures. The
airport is less than a mile from the Pacific Ocean and
cloud decks often roll in from the ocean in the early
morning and late afternoon. They curtail airport
access for aircraft that can only use the nonprecision approach. Now general aviation aircraft
can land at Half Moon Bay on most days when these
cloud decks are present by using the WAAS LPV
procedure with minima comparable to ILS. Similar stories of
improved airport access with WAAS are being played out at
airports all across the USA.

The path forward for PBN
The FAA is serving some of the largest and some of the smallest
airports with PBN procedures. It is serving the needs of aircraft
owners from general aviation piston-powered aircraft to
widebodies that weigh more than a million pounds at takeoff.
And the agency is about to provide more RNAV and RNP
approach and departure procedures and airspace adjustments at
some of the busiest airports in the world, including those
recently implemented in the Washington, DC area metroplex.
The FAA is not providing capability only in the USA. It is also
employing PBN over a vast area of the Pacific Ocean and part of
the Atlantic as well. And the agency is also active in the effort to
harmonise PBN developments with similar activities in other
parts of the world, including Europe and Asia. It is working
closely with ICAO, ANSPs and regulatory agencies around the
world on this effort.
The FAA is already achieving major benefits with PBN in
domestic and international airspace. The agency is committed to
providing improvements at major airports in the USA over the
next few years, and to working with a wide range of partners in
the USA and abroad to make this happen in a well-harmonised
manner. v

The author
Elizabeth Lynn Ray was named vice president of Mission Support
Services for the Air Traffic Organisation in November 2010. In that
role she is responsible for technical and operational shared services
across the ATO. Mission Support promotes the standardisation of
processes, efficiency and effectiveness while achieving results for ATO
operations units. Mission Support also encompasses the ATO Service
Centers and the Directors of Operation in airspace and procedures,
quality assurance, equipment installation, hiring and training.
Ray has more than 25 years of experience with the FAA and most
recently served as the Director of System Operations Airspace and
Aeronautical Information for the ATO. Prior to that assignment she
was the government lead to the Air Navigation Services working
group of the Joint Planning and Development Office.
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FOR THE INDUSTRY,
BY THE INDUSTRY
Samantha Sharif, director general (interim) of CANSO, talks
about a major new event for the ATM industry
Andrew Pickering
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Since last year, when CANSO (the Civil Air Navigation
Services Organisation) and ATCA (the Air Traffic
Control Association), announced the launch of the
World ATM Congress, momentum has gathered pace, with wellknown aviation suppliers and ANSPs committing to exhibiting
exclusively at this new event. Other important aviation
stakeholders including ICAO, IATA, ACI, SESAR and
Eurocontrol have also voiced their support.
As exhibition sales pass the 75 percent mark, CANSO director
general (interim) Samantha Sharif explains why the inaugural
event, to be held from 12 to 14 February 2013, will be a
resounding success.

What is it?
World ATM Congress comprises a 19,000m2 exhibition in one
hall, a leading thought-leadership conference, multiple social
events and educational workshops. It is the only major global
event of its kind to be organised for the industry by the industry,
providing delegates with new opportunities to discuss priority
issues and learn about the latest trends and developments in air
traffic management.

Why are you organising it now?
Despite the recent economic downturn, demand for air transport
is once again growing in several regions around the world. By
2030 it is estimated that the number of aircraft in service will
grow from 24,000 to 45,000, meaning that the number of
aircraft movements controlled by the world’s ANSPs will increase
from 26 million to 48.7 million. Collectively the aviation
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“Our industry must work together to
deliver real improvements so that we
can all benefit from an ATM system that
will deliver sustainable capacity to meet
the twenty-first century aviation needs
of the world’s communities”
Angela Gittens, director general of ACI World

community will be responsible for the safe transportation of
more than 5.9 billion passengers, up from 2.7 billion today.
However today’s ground and air-based infrastructure is already
under immense pressure, with little room for growth especially
in high-traffic regions. Airspace is a finite resource. Unlike our
airline partners, we can’t simply order more aircraft to cope with
demand, so we need to use what we have more efficiently.
Industry is taking steps towards a globally coordinated ATM
system that is fit for the 21st century, with various airspace
modernisation programmes, such as NextGen in the US and
SESAR in Europe, already under way. The projected net value of
these transformation programmes through to 2035 currently
stands at around US$897 billion. This represents a once-in-ageneration opportunity to transform the global ATM system,
with significant business development opportunities for the
world’s aviation suppliers.
At the same time, the aviation community has told us that

ABOUT THE ORGANISERS
CANSO is the global voice of the companies that provide ATC and
represents the interests of ANSPs worldwide. CANSO members are
responsible for supporting over 85 percent of world air traffic, and through
our workgroups, members share information and develop new policies, with
the ultimate aim of improving air navigation services on the ground and in
the air. CANSO also represents its members’ views in major regulatory and
industry forums, including at ICAO where we have official Observer status.
ATCA was established in Washington, DC in 1956 by a group of air
traffic controllers. From the outset it has been dedicated to progress in the
science of ATC and the preservation of a safe flight environment. It provides
a forum in which those concerned can address the myriad issues in the
development of viable ATC systems and aviation infrastructures, and the
ever-increasing demands on the global navigable airspace environment.
Those in the aviation community, the providers of ATC, system architects,
manufacturers, suppliers, system operators and users come together in
ATCA to share their collective experience and knowledge, and efforts in
pursuit of common goals.

even with this huge investment, leadership is needed to help the
industry navigate to its global vision for a truly seamless air
navigation system.
World ATM Congress is one of the ways CANSO is providing
an unbiased platform to transform our industry through
discussion, decision-making, business development and
leadership.

How are you involving other aviation stakeholders?
Aviation is a globally interdependent industry involving, but not
limited to, ANSPs, airports, airlines, air traffic controllers,
industry suppliers and political decision makers. We fully
recognise and appreciate that all these stakeholders have an
important role to play in shaping the future of the ATM system,
which is why they are all warmly invited to take part in the
conference, exhibition and various workshops.
But more than that, we are keen to make sure that all industry
perspectives are represented in the conference discussions. To
that end we have consulted with various industry leaders and
will continue to do so as the programme is developed. An
editorial board will support this activity.

What will be discussed?
The theme of the conference – ATM – Augmented Reality –
picks up on a need for change, new technology and the need to
address the new world order. Discussions will provide both
business and operational perspectives as the theme is then
amplified, reflected and challenged, not only in each of the
conference sessions but also in the many workshops and
symposiums exhibitors are planning.
The Thought Leadership conference is designed to engage the
audience to explore and debate the key issues leading to
meaningful conclusions and driving subsequent actions.
Delegates will leave the conference inspired by what they have
seen and heard, and will be better informed and prepared to
steer their organisations through the challenges ahead.
CANSO and ATCA have decades of experience with staging
successful conferences, and are uniquely positioned to deliver an
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event by industry, for industry. This track record provides the
foundation for the conference programme at the World ATM
Congress – Madrid 2013.
It is also worth remembering that World ATM Congress will
be the first major industry gathering following the ICAO 12th
Air Navigation Conference (AN-Conf/12) in November 2012.
How to action the findings and conclusions following
AN-Conf/12 will form a key component of the Congress,
alongside priority issues such as the Global Air Navigation Plan
and ASBU policy, global safety audit, cyber security, industrial
relations, ANSP commercialisation and ANSP funding.

What is the World ATM Congress difference?
CANSO and ATCA are both member-led trade associations. We
exist to support the best interests of our members and the
industry we represent. Unlike other events organisers, whose
sole purpose is to generate profit for their shareholders, CANSO
and ATCA profits are reinvested in our industry. CANSO is very
active in developing and sharing industry best practice with
regard to safety, ATM operations and policy. Our primary
mission is to ‘Transform Global ATM Performance’. CANSO and
ATCA are both not-for-profit organisations.
Quite simply World ATM Congress seeks to generate value for
our industry, not take it away. In addition to the core events
taking place as part of World ATM Congress, CANSO is
co-locating a notable range of side events, such as its CEO
Conference, Operations Conference and the CEO Dinner –
which includes the prestigious Jane’s ATC Awards. By moving

SAMANTHA SHARIF
Samantha is currently interim
director general of CANSO and has
served as the association’s director
of industry affairs since 2007.
Prior to joining CANSO, she spent
10 years as head of legal services
and in senior management roles at
Airservices Australia and Airways
Corporation of New Zealand, the
ANSPs for those countries. Sharif
is a regular presenter at global
aviation industry conferences
and events and has written and
published extensively on aviation
industry issues.

these events from Amsterdam to Madrid, CANSO ensures the
active participation of industry leaders and decision makers at
World ATM Congress.
Furthermore the event is priced very competitively and
located in a cost-effective venue in Madrid. Everything from the
cost of hotel rooms, entertaining customers, transportation
(including taxis and subways) and food and beverages are
considerably cheaper in Madrid than in Amsterdam. More
information is available on the event website.

Does ATM need more than one major annual event?
WORLD ATM CONGRESS – FAST FASTS
Date: 12-14 February 2013
Location: IFEMA, Madrid
Exhibition: 19,000m2 in one hall
Conference theme: ATM – Augmented Reality
Co-located events: 11 February: CANSO CEO Conference, CANSO
ATM Dinner & Jane’s ATC Awards, 14-15 February: CANSO Operations
Conference
Information and registration: www.worldatmcongress.org
Twitter updates: @WorldATM_Now

As member-led trade associations, it does not make sense for
CANSO or ATCA to organise World ATM Congress if it is not
explicitly what our members want and what the industry has
asked us to do. World ATM Congress is a new event that is
guided by a very different philosophy. We are working very
closely with our members and other stakeholders to make sure
that we not only meet, but exceed, their expectations with
regard to value, leadership and content. Delegates will leave the
event feeling better informed and better connected than those
attending other events. CANSO and ATCA, together with their
respective members and partners, bring the knowledge, skills
and expertise needed to organise the only event that industry
needs or wants. v

“Efficient ATM is critical to the economic
viability and sustainable growth of the
air transport industry. This can only be
achieved through effective dialogue
between all stakeholders”
Tony Tyler, director general and CEO of IATA
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SAFETY IS IN THE AIR
Austro Control is one of Europe’s leading air trafﬁc control organisations.
The mission of Austro Control’s 1,100-strong a workforce is to maintain safe,
punctual, efﬁcient and environmentally friendly air trafﬁc around the clock,
365 days a year.
In addition to its core business, Austro Control is well known as a consultancy that advises on all areas of air trafﬁc control, including air trafﬁc
management, technology, safety and meteorology. Austro Control’s Joint
Venture and New Services Department (KNS) delivers custom solutions
to clients around the world.
Austro Control‘s wide range of consultancy services features:
Air trafﬁc management consultancy and services
• Safety concepts and safety assessments
• Air trafﬁc forecasting and capacity planning
• Flight procedure development (airspace structure) and design
• Transition and implementation planning
Technology consultancy
• Supplier independent feasibility studies
• Design checks and cost beneﬁt analysis
• A-SMGCS studies
• Multilateration MLAT, wide area MLAT (WAM) and radar applications
Safety consultancy
• Technical and operational safety concepts and assessments
• ICAO coordinated validation mission ICVM preaudits
• Safety management system gap analysis and implementation
Meteorology consultancy and services
• Systems and tools
• Procedures and ICAO audits
• Veriﬁcations (TAF and TREND) - visit www.austrocontrol.at/veriﬁcation
Additional services
• Operational air trafﬁc management service provision
• Aeronautical information management (home / self-brieﬁng system)
• Flight plan processing
• Data provision (radar, ﬂight plan and weather radar)
This is only a brief outline of Austro Control’s portfolio of services.
The experts at KNS look forward to discussing your speciﬁc requirements
with you.
For further information please contact kns@austrocontrol.at

SAFETY

TURNING DATA INTO
SAFER SKIES
Now that the Federal Aviation Administration has adopted a
proactive safety culture, it is collecting more safety data than at any
other time in its history – and using it to reduce risk to aircraft
Joseph Teixeira, Federal Aviation Administration

Since more than 99.998 percent of air traffic operations
take place according to the FAA’s exacting guidelines, we
now root out precursors to risk rather than just reacting
to incidents and accidents. Using voluntary safety reporting
programs, operations reviews and automated tracking systems,
we are gathering information on previously unknown issues.
That data allows us to identify and eliminate minor risks long
before they grow into major safety incidents. And we are
measuring our success by what we fix.
The effort is already paying off. Thanks to the collection and
analysis of safety data, we have identified the five most serious
risks in the national airspace system (NAS). We are now
mitigating three of those risks with changes to policies,
procedures and training. This is part of an ongoing effort to
focus our resources and attention on the most threatening risks
in the NAS, and it’s based on a process that provides a
standardised scoring system for events that can be used to
identify the areas of highest risk in the system. That way we can
compare events objectively and decide which represent the most
pressing risks to safety.
But that’s just one of the ways in which we are using data to
push safety forward. We are also developing more robust
systems to classify and analyse the immense amount of safety
information we now collect.
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FAA is collecting 10 times more data
The FAA operates the largest voluntary aviation safety reporting
program in the world. The Air Traffic Safety Action Program
(ATSAP), which collects reports from controllers and front-line
managers, is in place at 332 ATC facilities across the USA.
More than 50,000 ATSAP reports have been filed since the
program was implemented in 2008, and more than 60 percent
of controllers have submitted at least one report. Controllers are
filing more than 1,000 reports each month. About 80 percent of
the reports describe specific events; the rest provide insight into
policies, procedures and equipment issues. That level of
participation is a clear demonstration that the FAA’s front-line
employees see the non-punitive program as an effective means
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to reduce risk in the NAS. Their participation is key to making
the NAS even safer.
Because controllers handle air traffic every day using the
systems and procedures the FAA has in place, they often see
safety risks before managers become aware of them. ATSAP
gives them the power to report those risks. The most serious go
to a committee of management and labour representatives that
doesn’t take ‘no’ for an answer when it comes to resolving safety
issues. Simply put, we trust our front-line employees to be our
greatest resource to eliminate risk in airspace. Their efforts are
vital to our success.
The National Air Traffic Controllers Association, the FAA’s
largest labour union, agrees. “The [FAA] now has more and
better detailed safety data than before,” NATCA Safety
Committee chairman Steven Hansen recently told The
Washington Post. “The high levels of participation shows
controllers see the program as a way to improve safety.”
As a result of controllers’ ATSAP reports, we have eliminated
safety problems such as trees degrading radar signals,
condensation on tower windows obscuring controllers’ views
and an automation system glitch re-routeing unauthorised
flights through restricted airspace.
After reviewing ATSAP reports, safety panels composed of
representatives from the ATO, FAA’s Air Traffic Safety Oversight
Service and NATCA have asked for corrections that have been
implemented in 150 cases. Since its implementation, no other
safety program has identified and fixed more local and system
issues than ATSAP.
With ATSAP helping to make the NAS even safer, we
are implementing a similar
program for technical operations
specialists called the Technical
Operations Safety Action Program,
or T-SAP. It is in place in one of the
FAA’s three service areas and we plan to roll
it out shortly in the other two. The
program is already showing some positive
results. More than 2,200 employees are
eligible to submit reports and 74 have already
been submitted, several of which have resulted
in positive changes.
One report alerted officials that computer screen
savers could interfere with the monitoring of airport
surface detection equipment used by controllers. The problem
could delay a technician’s response to a malfunctioning system,
increasing the chances of a runway incursion. A maintenance
alert was issued, allowing sites to set up the screen savers
properly, and a national change proposal has been submitted to
disable automatic screen savers.
But the FAA can’t reduce risk in the NAS by itself. We have
agreements in place with four airlines to share data collected
through ATSAP and T-SAP and their voluntary reporting
program, known as the Confidential Information Sharing
Program (CISP). It gives the FAA and the airlines access to
information they otherwise would not have, elevating managers’
awareness of safety issues and providing a more complete
picture of safety incidents. Our analysts review 50 to 100 CISP
reports each week, and we are organising data in an effort to
study issues brought up by pilot reports on tail-wind landings
and security measures around special events, such as NASCAR
races and VIP travel.

In addition to those manual reporting programs, we have also
put an automated safety reporting system in place. The Traffic
Analysis Review Program (TARP) tracks air traffic operations at
176 terminal ATC radar facilities and its software automatically
detects losses of aircraft separation. Every time a loss is detected,
TARP generates electronic occurrence reports – which are used
strictly for trend-analysis and are non-punitive. Upon analysis
more than 99 percent of those events turn out to be safe
situations with positive separation, but TARP still provides a
robust set of data for the analysts who are working to identify
safety trends.
We also collect a considerable amount of safety data through
employee occurrence reports, which are required whenever a
serious incident is observed. Both manual and electronic
occurrence reports are gathered by the Comprehensive
Electronic Data Analysis and Reporting program (CEDAR). After
being in place for six months under new FAA orders that guide
safety reporting, CEDAR now has about 450,000 records on file.
When an incident that is reported manually or electronically
involves a loss of separation between two aircraft of more than
34 percent, we classify it as a Risk Analysis Event. That triggers a
Review Analysis Process (RAP), under which a panel made up of
experts on the type of facility where the event occurred, an
airline transport pilot and often a NATCA representative
examine the event using criteria including proximity, closure
rate, repeatability and severity. Data from those events are
compared to determine the five most serious risks in the NAS
mentioned above.
With ATSAP, T-SAP, CEDAR and RAP, we now have more than
half a million reports. That’s a lot of data. Here’s how we are
turning all this information into safer skies.

Classifying data
The first step is classifying the information so that data from
separate incidents can be compared and studied together. The
rapid expansion in the quantity as well as the quality of
information we capture on safety incidents that occur in the
NAS has required us to reconfigure how we classify the features
of those incidents.
Prior to this year, the Air Traffic Quality Assurance database
was our principal source of information regarding ATC safety
incidents. It contained about 100 causal and contributory factor
codes. Actually some of the codes overlap, so there were actually
fewer than 100. That may sound like a lot, but RAP and ATSAP
contain over 500 causal and contributory factors each. This
multitude of factors enables analysts to explore the causes of
safety incidents at a much finer level of detail.
That’s a big step forward in eliminating risk, but the
implementation of the data collection efforts has introduced a
challenge for our data analysts. RAP and ATSAP were, for the
most part, developed independently. As a consequence the
taxonomic systems used to classify their respective causal and
contributory factors are very different. Moreover the RAP and
ATSAP taxonomies are different from other major classification
schemes such as the National Transportation Safety Board’s
(NTSB) accident incident database system and NASA’s Aviation
Safety Reporting System. The lack of a common classification
scheme makes it difficult to analyse information from multiple
data systems using common analytical framework.
So to meet the challenges associated with diverse taxonomies
we are participating in an international effort to standardise
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Additionally ACT v.2 will incorporate mappings to other
major aviation taxonomies, including the NTSB accident/
incident database. We plan to make the detailed taxonomy of
ACT v.2 available for use by any country or organisation.

Analysing data

Common top tiers of causal factors
Merged taxonomy combines information from multiple reporting systems into common
classifications

causal and contributory factor taxonomies. In the first phase,
created in September 2011, we completed an element-byelement mapping relating ATSAP and RAP casual factors. This
new merged taxonomy is called Air Traffic Management
Common Taxonomy version 1 (ACT v.1).
The key contribution of ACT v.1 is the creation of a systemwide classification framework for understanding causal and
contributory factors. In other words, rather than just focusing
on the pilot or the controller, ACT v.1 considers interactions
among all agents operating in the airspace system, including
pilots, controllers, and organisational and environmental factors.
In addition it relates similar elements in ATSAP and RAP, even if
they use different terms for the same concept. For example
‘Auditory or Visual Information Misinterpreted’ in ATSAP is
equivalent to ‘Perception’ in RAP.
ACT v.1 was a product of months of extensive meetings
during which subject matter experts from each program
convened to discuss their respective terminology and
definitions. A useful by-product of this process is that ACT v.1
provides – for the first time – a data dictionary with definitions
and examples for each element.
While ACT v.1 is an internal product designed primarily as an
analytical aid to FAA safety analysts, this year we are
collaborating with a number of international organisations to
develop an international common taxonomy. Our partners in the
effort are the Commercial Aviation Safety Team-International
Civil Aviation Organisation Common Taxonomy Team (CICTT),
the Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation, Eurocontrol and
the European Aviation Safety Agency.
The international taxonomy will form the basis for ACT v.2,
which will be an internal product with an improved taxonomic
structure, a better human factors section based on a substantial
body of CICTT human factors work, and an improved fatigue
factors section designed by ATO fatigue experts.
The international common taxonomy effort is a high-level
effort aimed at building the first two or three tiers of a
taxonomic hierarchy. CICTT wants to give each member
organisation some latitude to design its own lower-level tiers.
Having common top tiers, however, will enable CICTT and
other groups to study data gathered by multiple ATM
organisations in an ‘apples with apples’ comparison.
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The classification process will help organise our safety data, but
the sheer quantity of the data makes it difficult to study using
existing labour-intensive methods. Until recently, analysis of
event data relied on traditional analytical techniques, such as
manually reading event narratives, viewing radar replays, and
using tables, charts and trending graphs. While these types of
tools will always be an important part of the analytical process,
they require too much effort to manage the tens of thousands of
reports we are now collecting. FAA analysts could never process
that many event reports under the same time constraints using
existing tools.
It should be noted that the FAA has long had a substantial
amount of radar track data on its hands, and analysing that data
has been a challenge. We put considerable effort and resources
into transforming radar data into information we can process
efficiently, and recent efforts have been showing positive results.
But while huge amounts of radar data have been around for a
while, the explosion in the quantity of event data – like that
gleaned from ATSAP, TARP and RAP – is relatively new. The new
data collection efforts and advances in taxonomic organisation
have given FAA analysts an abundance of data, and the FAA is
investing proportionately in resources to fully exploit this
increased stream of information.
The long-term vision for safety analysis is defined in a recently
completed ‘concept of operations’ for a future Safety Analysis
System. It includes new information technology infrastructure to
accommodate much larger quantities of data – including voice
and radar data – and new analytics capabilities that we are in the
process of identifying. In the near term we are developing a
prototype safety analytics tool to test analytical tools and
methods in a working environment. The results of the prototype
testing will be used to further define the long-term requirements.
In rather broad terms the prototype suite consists of six
components. The FAA hopes to have it fully developed in 12
months.
1. Taxonomy mapping. The prototype safety analytics tool is
designed to accommodate new data streams and the associated
taxonomic mappings that will be continuously added to the
system. The taxonomy interface allows users to search and
explore ACT and the various aviation classification schemes to
which it is mapped using both text-based and interactive
graphical representations. Because ACT is an evolving entity that
is subject to continuous revision and improvement, the interface
will include a maintenance module to manage proposed changes
to ACT elements, organisation and definitions.
2. Data retrieval and basic data exploration. The prototype will
also considerably upgrade the ability of users to access and
manipulate data. Current FAA systems offer very limited options
for data access to basic users, for example retrieving a few
records at a time based on simple filtering criteria. If a user
wants to access data with more advanced options, a training
course is necessary so that they can learn how to use a more
sophisticated tool.
The prototype suite will enable users with little or no training
to explore the data with a wide array of user-friendly filtering
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options, table generation functions, graphics and charting
features, and simple statistical testing capabilities such as
ordinary least squares. This component will also generate
standardised reports on a regularly scheduled timetable or on
user demand. Those reports are currently produced manually.
3. System monitoring. Featuring a full suite of user-customisable
monitoring displays or ‘dashboards’, the prototype will offer an
at-a-glance picture of risks and resolutions. The dashboards will
include maps of events and anomalies with various analytical
functions, colour-coded heat maps on which the intensity of
colours indicates the degree of potential safety risks, risk matrix
representations based on FAA Safety Management System
definitions, the system risk error rate and seasonally adjusted
performance. Each of these functions will have drilldown
capabilities that make use of statistical algorithms that could, for
example, offer clustering to identify similar facilities for
comparative analysis.
4. Resource allocation. The fourth component will serve as a test
bed for applying risk-based methods and procedures to the
allocation of resources. This functionality will help managers
decide where a runway safety action team could have the biggest
impact or help them determine which facilities should be
audited.
Basic research in this area has already been completed by the
University of Virginia’s School of Engineering Center for Risk
Management, and a standalone, PC version of the tool has been
built. The next phase will involve transferring the tool to a webbased environment for testing and evaluation by FAA managers
across the USA.
5. Mitigation performance. Another feature of the prototype tool
will enable users to analyse incident data in combination with
information on safety-related activities. This builds on work the
FAA has already done. We have produced a prototype process to
assess how effective various runway safety action items have
been in reducing the frequency of runway incursions. The
current prototype focuses on aggregate incursion rates and
overall levels of activity. Future versions of the tool will enable
users to focus on specific types of runway hazards and the
impact of particular mitigations, which are already identified by
type in the runway safety action team tracking system. As
additional mitigation tracking systems are put in place they can
also be incorporated into the prototype. Users will also be able
to apply the prototype to monitor risks and mitigations
throughout the NAS, not just to issues tackled by runway safety
action teams.

Common contributory factors
Each causal factor is further divided into contributing factors

6. Quality control. In addition to its role as a tool testbed, the
prototype analytics suite will serve as a platform to study how
safety analysts do their jobs, what tools they require to be more
productive and, potentially, to reorganise the safety analysis
process by replacing manual input with automated input.
For example, based on our research, anomaly detection
methods show promise as a means of continuously monitoring
vast quantities of data without human intervention. That would
save a large number of man-hours, and an analyst or decision
maker would only need to be notified when certain alert
parameters are attained. They could then study the incident
further or initiate corrective action.
The FAA operates the safest airspace system in the world. But
safe is never safe enough. As new technologies, airframes and
systems are introduced, complexity in the aviation system will
continue to increase. By collecting data through our new safetyreporting systems, collaborating with our international partners,
analysing through new processes and applying that new
knowledge to the task of reducing risk, we are measuring our
success by the things we fix and moving aviation safety to the
next level. v

The author
Joseph Teixeira is vice president of Safety and Technical Training for
the FAA’s Air Traffic Organisation

The FAA Safety Management System works on four key strategies. 1. Value employee input; 2. Use technology to gather data; 3. Analyse data, identify issues and make recommendations for
corrective actions; 4. Learn and embrace change that will make the NAS safer
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TRAFFIC MASTER
Ralph Riedle, managing director of operations at DFS, Germany’s ANSP, tells how national
airspace challenges have now become a continental issue and what he is doing about them
John Challen

Ralph Riedle has come a long way since his first job as a
military air traffic controller in the German Air Force in
Fürstenfeldbruck. A veteran of the industry since he
started that role in 1967, Riedle boasts a knowledge of ATM to rival
any individual in his organisation, and probably most outside it.
In his current position as managing director of operations at
DFS, Riedle is responsible for meeting numerous targets in ATM,
chiefly dealing with regulations, increasing safety, and decreasing
costs and capacity. So has his former life as a controller helped
him now that he is higher up the ladder? He firmly believes so:
“In this role you need the ability to perform and to know what
you’re talking about. I don’t have to ask someone how
something works because I have the knowledge from when I
was a controller, and yet I’m aware of the tasks and the systems
that now need to be implemented to help them.”
Since the revision of the Single European Sky regulations in
2008 (SES-2), Riedle says the biggest challenges for him are not
within DFS, but related to understanding air traffic systems
throughout the whole continent. “You have to be aware that
your organisation is part of SES-2 and has to contribute,” he
says. Within these boundaries he specifically highlights
functional airspace blocks (FABs), European regulation, network
management, and reducing traffic to what he and his DFS
colleagues can offer the wider aviation community. The
forthcoming need for FABs to be at least formed by treaties and
contracts drawn up between the ANSPs by the end of 2012 is
proving quite a task, admits Riedle. Especially given that
Germany is a member of one of the largest and most complex

FABs – Europe Central (FABEC), comprising Benelux,
Switzerland, France and Germany.
“There are many approaches that are put forward when
considering the best way forward, in the interests of controllers
and ATM. FABEC is in a critical state of evolution,” he explains.
“All the ANSPs are currently working on the suggestion that we
establish a special-purpose company by the end of this year. It is
not so much a merger, but more an alliance model that says we
are creating a FABEC company, where all members are
shareholders who can instruct this company to fulfil certain
professional tasks. With this structure, instead of these tasks
being done six times – once by each ANSP – they are done just
once within the FABEC company.” One area where this is seen is
in the drive between the six states towards commonality of the
European ATM Network, which is progressing well.
One FABEC success, according to Riedle, has been the
introduction of new systems related to cross-centre arrival
management (XMAN). “We decided to implement this strategy
within FABEC because as well as arrival and departure
management, XMAN also enables you to better support crossborder operations,” explains Riedle. Within the roadmap, three
channels are used for the provision and distribution of arrival
information to aircraft: pre-sequencing information; network
management and airline operator centre (AOC); and airportCDM (collaborative decision making). “So a flight from
Amsterdam to Munich will be fully coordinated in accordance
with the departure in Amsterdam and the arrival in Munich,”
explains Riedle. “We have seen many benefits from using the

“There are many approaches that are
put forward when considering the best
way forward, in the interests of
controllers and ATM. FABEC is in a
critical state of evolution”
Ralph Riedle, managing director of operations at DFS
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Berlin Brandenburg Airport from the west

DFS’S ROLE AT BER
Representing an investment by DFS in the region of €37 million, one of the
most high-profile projects the company has been involved in is the installation
of a control tower at Berlin Brandenburg Airport (formerly BBI, now BER).
Construction of the airport – which is replacing three others in the German
city – is ongoing and expected to be completed in 2013, but the new tower
is already operational. When the airport opens, the tower will control traffic
on two parallel independent runways placed 2km apart, with a midfield
terminal between them. As the distance between the old tower and the new
southern runway was too far to see touchdowns clearly, a new tower was
commissioned.
Standing 72m tall, the tower is the second highest in Germany after
Düsseldorf. The operator platform is 68m high. “The tower cab has an
elliptical design, which helps to bring the working conditions closer to the
windows, so controllers have a better view of the runways and taxiways,”
explains Frank Zimmermann, project manager for the tower. “The window
frames have been specially designed to maximise visibility. Controllers
have a view spanning 260°, of which they can see 98 percent because the
connecting steels between each window are just 50mm by 50mm, creating
minimum blind spots.”
Safety was a key consideration, with Berlin being only the third airport in
Germany to have an ASMGCS (advanced surface movements guidance and
control system), which monitors movements of all vehicles, as well as aircraft,
on the surface. “At the moment we have only primary sensors installed, but
by the end of the year the system will be finished,” reveals Zimmermann.

“Multilateration sensors will be implemented into the system, enabling us to
see all aircraft from the off-block position to the on-block position, and every
taxi lane and yard of the airport.”
“If you are operating two parallel independent runways, you have to
monitor the non-transgression zones,” he continues. “The design of the
airport runways enables traffic to depart, take off and park at the same time.
For arrivals, especially, you have to watch the transgression zones, to ensure
that an aircraft is not violating a neighbour’s flight path.” Zimmermann says
that the ability to use the system for departing flights will be added soon. “We
will have one aircraft after take-off making a turn of at least 15°, enabling
us to see that the flight path is cleared and the aircraft has diverted. This
capability will be integrated into the air traffic display.”
Further safety measures related to ATM, including the short-term conflict
alert system, will enable 700 departures a day at full capacity.
The latest weather information systems have also been installed, collecting
data from weather stations around the region, while an impressive radar
system has been installed that covers a diameter of 100 miles – to the Polish
border in the east and Hanover to the west. “When controllers looks at the
traffic management advisor (TMA) they know what to expect for the following
20 to 25 minutes,” says Zimmermann.
With the general move to electronic flight strips, input pencil devices from
Wacom are now being used at BER, says Zimmermann. “You have all the
applications you need together in one place and it is easy to switch between
them,” he explains.

strategy, such as reduced costs, increased levels of safety and
improved capacity and punctuality of flights.”
When it comes to safety, Riedle says it is as much of a hurdle
to maintain as it is to increase. “We have to do everything in our
power to keep airports safe, but no policy changes can be made
unless it is proved that you can it do without the safety
assessment.” This means involving the National Supervisory
Authority (NSA), which has time and cost implications, but
Riedle points to evidence that while safety hasn’t improved
under the regime, it hasn’t declined either.
“Within the regulation there is not a hard target for safety yet,

but there is a monitoring field,” admits Riedle, aware that it will
become a hard target in RP2 (the second reference period of
FABEC that starts in 2015). He admits that safety is the most
important aspect of ATC, but it is also the most difficult to
judge. “We could end up in a scenario where you have a
possible view in the future that has safe and unsafe situations.
This cannot be the goal of the commission, because we know
that the system is safe, but we have to make it comparable and
sensitive to all possible safety situations.
Then there is the question of the environment. “The target is
to improve flight efficiency, ideally by flying more direct routes,”
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The new control tower at Berlin Brandenburg Airport

explains Riedle. “The closer we come to the great circle, in
relation to the routes flown, then improvements can be seen in
flight efficiency. This is something that the network manager has
as a target, and he has to coordinate and manage it with the FAB
and ANSPs.” One of the next steps to come is emissions trading,
which, says Riedle, will put extra cost pressures on the airlines.
“Through our horizontal flight efficiency we will try to find the
shortest route for each flight, but we have to work closely with
the airlines because they have systems that enable them to fly
the most cost-improved routes. These paths might be longer, but
if it passes through areas where the fees are cheaper, they can
improve their costs, which is a contradiction to the shortestroute-possible theory.”
So how do you overcome the shortest versus cost-effective
conundrum? Thankfully for Riedle, it isn’t his problem. “This is
something that is not in place yet, but it will come from network
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management, who will set the routes, and the airlines will
simply have to comply,” he says.
Further environmental pressures are related to the drive to
reduce air traffic. Riedle expects Germany, with its three million
movements a year, to see a contraction in traffic of around 1.1
percent in 2012 from 2011. The recent recessions have led to
the contraction, which Riedle views with mixed feelings. “This
reduction means two things for us. If there is less traffic we have
less income, but the situation also helps us reach the required
capacity levels. A recent study suggested that a one-minute delay
between movements was considered to be the cost optimum.
There was discussion of zero delay but it was decided that it was
not worth the investment. But now, partly thanks to the
reduction in traffic, we are down to half a minute. So the
performance is slightly better than it could be, but the finances
are dramatically worse than they should be.” v
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CONGESTION
RELIEF
Something has to be done to deal with
overcapacity in the airspace system. Here
are some technologies that could make a
difference
Sander Roosendaal, Honeywell Aerospace

The airspace overcapacity issue is well known in the
aviation industry, as key international regions such as
Europe, the Middle East and India all battle to manage
their increasingly congested skies. However the recent debate
around London’s Thames Estuary airport proposal, the wellpublicised logistical challenge presented by the Olympics, and
the annual holiday pinch-points when demand peaks are all
great examples of how the issue is fast becoming a mainstream
public concern.
After two years of flat passenger numbers, the aviation
industry is once again experiencing steady growth in commercial
air transport. There are now around 33,000 daily flights across
European airspace and this number is expected to grow by
approximately five percent annually, according to the European
Commission. Many European hub airports are already operating
at more than 90 percent capacity, placing a huge strain on the
ATM infrastructure.
With airports operating this close to capacity, extraordinary
peaks in demand caused by events such as this summer’s
Olympics stretch the region’s ATM infrastructure beyond its
limits. This is why no matter how hard our airports, operators
and ANSPs work to minimise delays, congestion is inevitable as
an ageing ATM system struggles to cope with such high air
traffic volumes. Fortunately recent technological developments,
combined with industry initiatives, are paving the way for a
revolution of European air travel.

Flight of the future
Honeywell is committed to changing how people fly through
technology. ATM plays a critical role in this process but for it to
be successful every stage of flight needs to become more efficient.
Imagine walking into a check-in area of an airport terminal that
is free from queues. You scan your boarding pass at a self-service
check-in system, safe in the knowledge that your bag that was
collected from your home earlier on is now being readied for
aircraft loading. You move straight through security, with
everything from ambient temperature to subtle lighting changes
automatically keeping you cool, comfortable and relaxed.
As soon as you are on board you settle into your seat as the
aircraft quietly taxis under its own electrical power without any
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queuing. After automatically scanning the runway of any
obstructions or debris, the pilots engage the main engines and in
moments you are airborne.
During the flight you don’t realise it, but your aircraft is
automatically communicating with those around it, to space
itself from other traffic in the most fuel-efficient way possible.
Using satellite navigation it makes minute adjustments to its
speed to ensure it arrives at route waypoints at exactly the
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Intelligent Airports by Honeywell – a comprehensive
and holistic solution across the ATM ecosystem

correct time, thus avoiding ATC intervention that may increase
fuel burn. On approach a ground-based augmentation system
(GBAS) enables your aircraft to make a smooth profile descent,
and once you touch down your taxi to the gate is as quick as
possible thanks to the surface guidance system operating in the
control tower. You’ve arrived – exactly when you were supposed
to and without any of the stresses we have had to grow
accustomed to under the current flight ecosystem.

Making tomorrow’s flight achievable
So how close are we to the flight of tomorrow? Many of the
technologies needed to make the above scenario a reality are
already available. The big hurdle left to overcome is deploying
these technologies throughout Europe in a common, costefficient way.
This has been the primary objective of SESAR (Single
European Sky ATM Research) since its launch in 2004. SESAR,
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with the support of leading organisations in the industry, aims to
increase system capacity by 70 percent and reduce average
delays to a minute or under as well as cut aviation’s
environmental footprint by 10 percent – all through the
management of a Single European Sky.
After over 25 technology validation exercises SESAR has
shown that a concerted industry-wide effort to revolutionise our
ATM infrastructure through technology can pay real dividends,
paving the way for the next critical stage – deployment.

Easing the ATC burden in-flight
Between now and 2020 Eurocontrol, SESAR and its member
organisations will focus on rolling out these technologies
throughout European airspace – a mammoth task that clearly
presents a number of logistical and economic challenges. This is
why the new ATM model must be able to drive tangible benefits
for passengers as well as providing economic gains for the
industry’s stakeholders.
One of the cornerstones of SESAR is I-4D, a trajectory
planning system designed to incorporate time into traditional
three-dimensional route planning. Knowing the exact trajectory
and timing for each flight means that holding patterns can be
eliminated, as aircraft will be able to approach and land in
sequence. Operators will also be able to optimise their routeing
and fuel use, ultimately reducing CO2 emissions. In addition
safety will be improved as I-4D decreases the overall workload
for pilots and controllers.
I-4D has had a momentous start to 2012. In February SESAR
successfully completed the world’s first I-4D trajectory flight,
between Toulouse and Stockholm. Three of the flight’s six legs
were completed using Honeywell’s flight management system,
which was modified to accommodate the I-4D technology,
enabling the aircraft to arrive at its designated waypoints within
mere seconds of the expected time. The recent Honeywellenabled flight is the first in a series of test flights planned for this
year, with SESAR driving for European implementation of I-4D
technology in 2016.
Honeywell is already enabling several advanced Air Traffic
Situational Awareness (ATSAW) applications, through its
certified TCAS with SmartTraffic computer. By equipping the
aircraft with ADS-B capabilities, SmartTraffic enables superior
situational awareness in-flight. This allows aircraft to perform
flight level changes within as little as 15 nautical miles of a
preceding aircraft in oceanic airspace, where ATC previously had
no real-time positioning capability.
Crews are able to make these ITP flight level adjustment
requests as ATC has a precise understanding from Honeywell’s
SmartTraffic-enabled computer of where the in-trail procedure
(ITP) aircraft and the reference aircraft are in relation to each
other, thanks to the ADS-B data. This enables aircraft to fly more
optimal routes, which can translate to substantial savings of
more than US$100,000 per aircraft per year for the operator. In
February 2012 Honeywell’s TPA100B transponder became the
first traffic computer to perform ITP in Europe, when a Swiss
A330-300 flew from Zurich to Montreal as part of Eurocontrol’s
CASCADE programme.
In the future we will see more advanced ATM applications
through the use of ADS-B come to market. Honeywell is
currently a key contributor to SESAR’s work package 9.5, which
is developing avionics for interval management to increase
arrival capacity and flight efficiency. Through this and ongoing
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research on more advanced applications, aircraft will eventually
play a more active role in separation management during the
flight, based on their understanding of, and ability to
communicate with, the traffic around them.

A new approach for final approach
Another key ATM technology making considerable progress in
terms of deployment is GBAS. Honeywell’s SmartPath GBAS
system is the only such system to be CAT1-certified, both by the
FAA in North America and DfS in Germany.
SmartPath increases an airport’s operational capacity at any
given time by enabling multiple aircraft to fly either complex or
straight-in approaches to airports. Unlike older ILS technology,
which is expensive to operate and limited to one end of a single
runway, one SmartPath installation can handle 26 approaches at
both ends of multiple runways simultaneously. As well as
delivering maintenance savings in the region of US$500,000 per
system per year over ILS, SmartPath greatly increases ATM
capacity by providing more flexible, complex approach patterns
and the ability to land in low visibility at airports that choose
not to equip with costly ILS systems.
In February 2012 Air Berlin successfully flew the world’s first
commercial GBAS flight into Bremen airport, using only
Honeywell’s SmartPath system for guidance. During the next
twelve months Honeywell expects to announce additional
SmartPath operational approvals and installations around the
world. Honeywell now has GBAS systems installed at more than
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25 airports globally and the FAA has also recently announced
plans to consider GBAS technology for 35 of the busiest airports
in the USA.

Peripheral technologies to ease congestion
While these are just a few examples of what the industry is
doing in terms of ATM, there are many other technologies that
sit on the periphery of ATM, which are contributing towards
safer, faster and more cost-efficient flights in Europe. For
example, inclement weather has become part of everyday life for
most of us in Europe and the tendency for freak storms, snow
flurries and high winds to delay and ground flights does little to
assist timely passenger arrivals.
This is why Honeywell has seen a massive aftermarket uptake
for technologies such as its advanced 3D weather radar, IntuVue,
which enables aircraft to proactively avoid bad weather by
navigating around, above or below storms that could cause
turbulence. This helps aircraft keep their flight schedules and
reduce delays on the ground – critical at airports that are already
stretched in terms of capacity.
Another detrimental effect of bad weather on traffic
movements is low visibility. This can be a major safety risk that
results in hundreds of additional flight hours and cancelled
flights around the world each year. To tackle this problem
Honeywell is currently developing an Enhanced and Synthetic
Vision (EVS/SVS) technology that, once certified, could bring
the CAT1 landing decision height down to as low as 100ft to

increase first-time landings and reduce the need for go-arounds
and diversions.
Building on our SmartView Synthetic Vision technology that is
currently available for selected Gulfstream, Dassault and Pilatus
business aircraft, EVS/SVS will overlay real-time infrared images
onto the SmartView 3D digital terrain map displayed on the
cockpit’s primary flight display. This improves pilots’ situational
awareness and increases the chance of first-time landings, which
reduces fuel burn, improves safety and ultimately keeps traffic
moving, even in low visibility.

Conclusion
Many of the technologies discussed here will deliver incremental
benefits – either directly for passengers or for operators, airports
and ANSPs trying to meet their needs. However when you bring
these benefits together into one ecosystem, the result is shorter
overall flight times, reduced delays and radically enhanced safety
as aircraft are able to navigate the skies, approach and land at
airports in a more efficient manner.
It is not something we can ignore. With demand continuing
to rise, critics of the economic costs associated with the
implementation of a Single European Sky cannot ignore the
pressing need for technology that can make the future of
European air travel sustainable. If we as an industry can
continue to develop products that reduce the operational cost of
air travel, then the next decade is set up to be the most radical
and exciting yet for European ATM. v
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AN INNOVATION THAT GAVE BILLIONS OF PASSENGERS

AN AIR OF
CONFIDENCE

From checkered ﬂags on the ground, to radar to digital to satellites, the steady advance of air trafﬁc

control has been led by innovators from Lockheed Martin and its legacy companies. Today, more than 60
percent of the world’s air trafﬁc is controlled by systems designed, built, and deployed by Lockheed Martin.
Flying has become safer and more efﬁcient than ever before. And billions of passengers arrive at their
destinations, never knowing that they’ve ﬂown there on a 60-year history of achievement.
A story you’ll ﬁnd only at: www.lockheedmartin.com/100years

INTERVIEW

COME TOGETHER
Sandy Samuel, vice president of Lockheed Martin Transportation Solutions, talks with
Air Traffic Technology International about the importance of global harmonisation
Andrew Pickering
The aviation industry is an important factor in driving
economic growth and stability around the world. Given
the current pressures on the industry from oil prices,
passenger demands and environmental concerns, several
initiatives – such as the USA’s Next Generation Air
Transportation System (NextGen) and the EU’s Single European
Sky ATM Research (SESAR) – are focusing on improving the
capacity and efficiency of the airspace they manage, while
continuing to focus on their primary mission – safety. While
each region can incrementally improve through these initiatives,
the aviation industry as a whole cannot make major progress
without a globally harmonised approach.

Why is a globally harmonised system desirable?
What is being done to achieve that aim?

operational trials with flights across the Atlantic Ocean that
would demonstrate the benefits of SESAR and NextGen
technology harmonisation. Specifically the project will
demonstrate that the sharing of Flight Data Objects between
international oceanic and domestic ATC systems will produce
benefits in flight efficiency and capacity management.
The testbed will include new systems that shadow the
operational systems and enable flight data to be exchanged in
real time, providing enhanced situational awareness for real-time
decision making, while demonstrating the interoperability of the
US and European systems through System Wide Information
Management (SWIM) technology.
The FAA is also very focused on developing global standards
that promote international harmonisation. One key area is its
work, in collaboration with the SJU, to develop a standard for

Across the globe, billions of dollars are being spent to modernise
air transportation systems. In the USA the FAA’s NextGen is
making steady progress in transforming the air traffic control
system from a ground-based system to a satellite-based system.
In Europe SESAR shares many of the same goals as NextGen.
As an industry leader in ATM systems around the world,
Lockheed Martin understands that systems on the ground, in the
air and across regions must evolve in a synchronised fashion to
achieve the progress necessary for the industry to advance. We
have invested our R&D funding, and partnered with aircraft
manufacturers and flight management system providers, to
ensure that the aircraft and ground systems can work seamlessly
to optimise airspace capacity while minimising fuel
consumption and reducing noise and carbon emissions.
Aircraft regularly fly across international borders, so if the air
and ground systems are not harmonised, additional equipment
will be required on board the aircraft to operate with all the
different ATM systems. This will greatly increase operating costs
for the airlines and other airspace users. Also information
sharing of airspace constraints and aircraft trajectory information
will be necessary to increase efficiency in air traffic operations.
This can only be achieved with global harmonisation.

How is research helping to develop a globally
harmonised/standardised system when none exists?
In other words, which current system is the research
geared towards?
Lockheed Martin is an Associate Member of the SESAR Joint
Undertaking (SJU), through sponsorship with Indra Sistemas,
working on key tasks that promote SESAR-NextGen
harmonisation. Most recently the Indra-LM team was awarded a
contract by the SJU to develop a validation testbed and conduct
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NextGen and SESAR – optimising operations in and around the airport
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ERAM
The En Route Automation Modernisation (ERAM) programme is replacing and upgrading the FAA’s
current en route automation with an advanced ATM system that includes 4D trajectory-based flight data
processing, multisensor fusion surveillance tracking, and highly accurate tactical and strategic aircraft and
airspace alerting, all integrated into a dynamically configurable controller workstation. The current release
of ERAM delivers the following early benefits for the FAA and stakeholders:
• ADS-B data fusion and display, which supports reduced separation and increased airspace capacity in
areas currently not covered by radar surveillance, such as the Gulf of Mexico;
• Improved support for new RNAV/RNP procedures, which increases airspace capacity in and around
terminal areas, and reduces complexity for controllers;
• Pre-departure re-route capabilities for traffic flow management personnel, which offloads controller
work during peak, non-steady state events such as convective weather. This capability is built on
System Wide Information Management (SWIM), which is the first instance of this technology in the FAA’s
operational National Airspace System.
In the next major release of ERAM, additional early benefits are being provided with capabilities including Airborne Re-Route, Data Communications Pre-Departure
Clearances, and Ground Based Interval Management for Spacing. These capabilities reduce controller workload, allow more efficient merging and spacing operations,
and continue to advance the FAA’s operations with new NextGen functionality. ERAM will continue to evolve as NextGen capabilities like these are deployed to the field.

achieving the interoperable exchange of flight information. The
Indra-LM team has been supporting the FAA to define the Flight
Information Exchange Model (FIXM), ensuring that this new
standard supports the needs across the aviation industry.
We will continue to support both the FAA and the SJU, and
other air navigation service providers around the world, to
ensure global harmonisation.

What are the benefits that will be achieved with
NextGen and SESAR?
NextGen and SESAR will create integrated, adaptable air
transportation systems, enabling aircraft to adjust to dynamic
factors such as weather, traffic congestion, flight patterns and
security issues. These capabilities will increase capacity and
improve efficiency for passengers, the airlines, general aviation
and other airspace users.
These systems will also provide extensive environmental
benefits. The FAA has created the Continuous Lower Energy,
Emissions and Noise (CLEEN) programme, which outlines

SANDY SAMUEL
Sandy Samuel is vice president for Lockheed Martin’s Information
Systems & Global Solutions – Transportation Solutions line of business
headquartered in Rockville, Maryland. In this position she is responsible for
Lockheed Martin’s global ATM business.
As vice president of Transportation Solutions, Samuel works closely
with leading FAA officials who have oversight of the NAS. She is on the
RTCA Policy Board, the Washington Airports Task Force Board of Directors,
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Martin’s Advanced En Route, Oceanic, and Flight Services
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specific environment goals for aircraft and engine manufacturers.
On the ATC side, Lockheed Martin is working with the FAA,
aircraft and flight management system manufacturers to develop
ground-based automation tools that work in synchronisation
with the aircraft to reduce fuel burn, noise and emissions. The
focus of these initiatives is to provide capabilities including
optimum profile descents, efficient merging and spacing, and
collaboration tools that enable stakeholders to manage all their
resources in the most efficient manner possible. SESAR is
focused on bringing many of the same benefits to European
airspace.
For both NextGen and SESAR, the area where the most
quantifiable benefits will be realised is in optimising operations
in and around the airport. Tools that integrate arrival, departure
and surface management are essential in managing the airspace
and airport surface in the most efficient fashion. Capabilities that
share the operational information and enable collaboration
between ANSPs, airlines and airport operators will be necessary.

What airborne and ground-based capabilities will be
needed to achieve global harmonisation?
In order for the industry to achieve the necessary efficiencies
and performance to drive economic growth, we need the aircraft
and the ground systems to operate as synchronised nodes of a
network. Harmonised capabilities will be needed on both the
aircraft and ground side to implement the required
communications, navigation, surveillance and automation. The
data communications capability will enable the aircraft and
ground automation to operate in complete synchronisation,
exchanging trajectory information, airspace constraints and
controller clearances.
Performance based navigation will play a key part, enabling
new RNP/RNAV routes and operations such as offset flight paths
and fixed radius paths to be used to optimise airspace capacity.
Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B)
surveillance capability is essential for transforming from a
ground based to a satellite based system, enabling the precision
necessary to implement efficient operations. And finally, the
automation capabilities both on board the aircraft and in the
ground-based systems use all these capabilities to deliver the
benefits to the end users. v
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FLIGHT INSPECTION

FROM EARTH
TO HEAVEN
What is happening in the changing world
of flight inspection and validation?
Fabrizio Maracich, ENAV

Interior of the ENAV flight inspection department’s Piaggio P180 Avanti II

Maintaining a safe and efficient navigation infrastructure
has always been the goal of ATC. The importance of
keeping commercial and non-commercial air transport
routes open in our globalised world does not requires any
explanation, but the way this system is maintained does. The old
times of four course radio ranges and lights to indicate air routes
are long gone, but the necessity to navigate remains, and so does
the need to check, calibrate and validate the supporting
infrastructure.
Flight inspection of radio and visual aids (often referred to as
flight calibration) is the means by which to ensure functionality
over time of the intended net or radio beacon and visual
(illuminated) navigation aids. It will never be stressed enough
that to guarantee the required safety level in the air
transportation industry, our small and extremely specialised
group of professionals plays a key role. There are about 200
aircraft worldwide dedicated to this mission, the vast majority of
them employed exclusively as flight inspection and validation
(FIV) platforms, with an estimated 2,500 human workers
dedicated to the business.
The simplest way to describe FIV is to make a comparison
with the concept of preventive maintenance. We do checks at
specific time intervals, to correct any discrepancy before it
becomes a problem. On the other hand we also intervene to
support the commissioning of new navaids or to restore the
function of ones that have gone out of service. Validation is a
different matter. It provides proof that a specific flight procedure
is usable for the intended role and satisfies the initial
requirement of the stakeholders (ATC, aircraft operators, airport
authorities, states, etc.).
Before the widespread use of GNSS the concept of validation
was not explored in depth, at least not for the applications
foreseen in the field of flight operations. Validation of instrument
flight procedures now has a reference manual, ICAO DOC 9906,
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Vol. 5. In recent years ICAO has worked to provide the
regulatory foundations in this field, coping with the changing
technologies and the new challenge of validation of IFPs,
through the support of ICASC, an international committee
formed by flight inspection service providers, academia, flight
inspection system manufacturers and regulators.
Although the reason for physically checking the signal in
space characteristics of a conventional navaid is quite
understandable, the reason to validate a procedure might not be
immediately apparent. In the past IFPs were solidly attached to
the supporting navaid. As an example consider an ILS. The
system transmits a localiser and glide-path signal that originates
from two ground-based antennas and no matter how much the
signal is correct or has aberrations, it will still originate from the
corresponding antenna.
There are advantages and disadvantages in using groundbased navaids and the worldwide infrastructure is still based on
legacy systems like VOR, ILS, NDB and approach light and
PAPI/VASI. Today we can discuss comparative advantages of
GNSS, but when it all started nobody was even thinking about a
navigation system based in orbit. One advantage of any
conventional navaid is that it is in a fixed position. On the other
hand, and for the very same reason, it can support only a limited
number of aircraft and is limited by the frequency used and the
presence of natural or man-made obstacles. But even in the
worst case an aircraft following a homing signal, either a radial
or a bearing towards the station, sooner or later will reach the
antenna and consequently a known position.
This is not much in terms of precision routeing, but enough
to save the day in most cases. The advent of GNSS has brought
unmatched precision, together with a series of new issues. The
very way the coordinates system is conceived, the WGS 84 (or
PZ90 if you are using GLONASS), may cause problems if the
data is not managed properly, as the net defining the structure of
the LAT LON coordinates is not solidly linked to the ground. In
simple terms this means that a point on the ground has certain
coordinates now, but tomorrow it may be in a different place,
because the coordinates that are defining that specific position
are fixed relative to the reference system, but the ground can
slide below for a variety of reasons, including continental drift
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and earthquakes. On top of that is the possibility of
mismanagement of databases containing waypoints.
Having this picture in mind it becomes clear why validation of
IFPs is becoming a main activity for almost all calibration service
providers. It is essential that the most critical part of the IFP is
validated in flight. In fact only by assessing the trajectory in
flight can a final proof of database correctness, integrity, design
and purpose fulfilment be reached. Of course not all procedures
must be flown – some can be assessed with other methods such
as using simulators or just by reviewing the documentation
provided. Nevertheless approach procedures should always be
flown entirely if in a challenging obstacle environment. For
procedures in a somewhat less-demanding environment, flying
the final approach and the initial missed approach would suffice
in most cases.

Inspection
So how is the inspection of navaids and the validation of
procedures performed? Here we have divided our discussion
into two separate areas. The first is dedicated to organisations
performing flight inspection as well as flight validation, and the
second to those devoted to flight validation only.
In the first case the evaluation of the signal in space
characteristics of the ground-based navaids requires a
comprehensive electronic suite, usually costing millions of
euros. The aircraft, better defined as a system platform, requires
extensive modifications to its electrical system, installation of
supplementary antennas and the installation of the flight
inspection system itself. Basic aircraft avionics are often modified
to accommodate different instruments in the cockpit, providing
the pilot with the necessary guidance to fly the required
trajectories. Usually the truth system consists of GNSS with
augmentation; the most sophisticated systems use different truth
systems to perform the mission under different circumstances.
The top of the range provides GNSS with commercial
augmentation systems, DGPS with a GBAS station and inertial
reference system associated with a camera to pick up specific
ground references such as runway thresholds. The best position
accuracy, obtained usually with DGPS, is within a few
centimetres horizontally and a few metres vertically. By using
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“Ours is an extremely specialised part
of the aviation world, but it is essential
in providing safety and efficiency to
airspace users and ultimately to the
public in the broadest sense”
Fabrizio Maracich, ENAV

modified NAV receivers, the system is able to check all the
aspects of the signal coming from the navaid being inspected,
evaluating signal parameters and guidance accuracy as well.
Having the ability to record 4D trajectories and all the GNSS
parameters, the flight inspection system is also well suited for
flight validation.
Validation is used also for conventional procedures, but is
basically meant to assess GNSS-based RNAV instrument flight
procedures. Sometimes the two activities – inspection and
validation – overlap when the procedure is based on a
conventional navigation system, but validation is mostly related
to operational suitability, and the recordings required to validate
a procedure, on top of other activities needed to complete the
validation process, are meant to prove that the aircraft is
delivered to the intended position consistently, by means of
accurate databases and good procedure design. This is contrary
to conventional procedures based on direct guidance from a
ground-based navaid, where this is assured by checking that the
signal received on board will guide the aircraft with the
necessary accuracy.
In the second case, for organisations devoted to validation
only, any aircraft can be used provided that a suitable means of
recording specific parameters is available. At least the basic
parameters must be recorded, including trajectory, timestamp,
number of satellites in sight, HDOP, VDOP and FOM.
Operationally flight inspection requires precise trajectory
control, each manoeuvre being performed to measure one or
more characteristics of the signal in space. Simplifying to the
extreme we can say that there are two basic manoeuvres – radial
and circle patterns – and all others are variations. Radial patterns
are flown in level flight or climbing/descending, and the aircraft
is either aiming to the transmitting antenna or flying outbound
from the antenna. Circle patterns are flown either as full circular
trajectories centred on the transmitting antenna and with a
specified radius, or as sector of a circle (arc).
After each operational run, during which parameters are
recorded, the pilot will reposition the aircraft for the next run in
the most efficient way possible, ATC permitting. If the flight is
meant to validate an IFP the trajectory flown will be as designed
by the procedure designer, including the vertical profile. In some

cases a more extensive check is required and the boundaries of
the obstacle protection areas are also flown to assess obstacle
separation. Inspection and validation may both require night
flights to evaluate approach lights, PAPI/VASI, and in general the
lighting environment around the airport, to guarantee the proper
level of safety.

Integration
To be ready for this task the crew must be well trained and
integrated. In most cases it is composed of three members –
pilot, copilot and system operator. There are two organisational
layouts that are common throughout the FIV community. One
places the responsibility of navaids certification in the hands of
the captain and the other in the hands of the system operator.
Either way this person become the inspector. For validating IFPs
only a pilot can be endorsed, usually after extensive training.
One thing should be highlighted: proficiency is paramount, both
in terms of the theoretical aspects of the physics involved and
the precision flying skills required. Training is taken extremely
seriously and never ends. On top of the requirements for a pilot’s
initial and recurrent training on the aircraft, it is important to
consider initial and recurrent technical training for pilots and
system operators in FIV matters.
It usually takes months of training to reach an initial
operational level, and this is why certain organisations
(including ENAV) do not hire captains but prefer to hire copilots
and train them to the proper standard. This usually takes three
years as a minimum, plus the upgrade course. The entry
requirement for pilots is an ATP licence and for system operators
a technical degree. Other organisations may have more relaxed
entry requirements.
Finally a word about safety. For the vast majority of the time
FIV is carried out airborne at low level (sometimes very low).
Situational awareness is extremely important, as it is good
CRM. Training to proficiency, discipline in adhering to
standard operating procedures and perfect integration of the
crew is essential.
Ours is an extremely specialised part of the aviation world,
but it is essential in providing safety and efficiency to airspace
users and ultimately to the public in the broadest sense. v
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ENAV numbers*
Flights handled in one year
Peak of flights managed in one day
Control Towers (TWRs)
Area Control Centres (ACCs)
Total sq km of airspace for which
ENAV is responsible
Air/ground contacts per year
Employees (two thirds of whom with
operational tasks)
Hours of training imparted

roughly 2 million
6,038
39
4
752,832
31 million
3,274
226,700
* year 2011

ARRIVAL MANAGEMENT

PLANNING TO THE OPTIMUM
New perspectives in dynamic arrival management
Hans van der Meulen, DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung

International hubs are
operating at their peak. Each
year more cargo and
passengers need to be carried and
more aircraft movements have to be
controlled. This is pushing
infrastructure and personnel to their
limits, potentially resulting in
holding patterns, delays and capacity
bottlenecks. Increasing numbers of
international airports in the highgrowth regions of the world are
facing such challenges. ANSPs can
help solve part of the problem by
optimising airspace structures and
procedures. However optimisation
can start earlier, with reliable flight
planning information from departure
to landing as the missing link to
reduce capacity bottlenecks between
airspace and an airport. Such reliable
and timely information can be
provided by dynamic arrival
management systems.
Planning information derived from
dynamic arrival management systems
Figure 1: Display of the arrival sequence of the A-AMAN system
can optimise the entire process chain
from airspace to runway and gate or
parking position, while greatly
How does it work exactly? The modular arrival manager is
reducing the workload for controllers. The system calculates
able to detect all arriving aircraft within a range of up to 200
optimised sequences and target times for specific fixes in the
nautical miles and more around the airport. It then uses flight
ACC and APP areas, continuously adapting the suggested
plans, radar data as well as aircraft performance data to suggest
sequence to the actual traffic situation.
to the controllers the most efficient sequence of arrivals as well
System development
as the best sector handover time and precise landing times. For
The German air navigation service provider DFS Deutsche
each arriving aircraft A-AMAN generates the time at which it will
Flugsicherung recognised the benefits of dynamic arrival
fly over the metering fixes and the runway threshold.
management in 1996 and started developing its own arrival
Additionally the system identifies aircraft characteristics and
management system. The first in-house developments were
automatically assigns the required separation parameters. The
introduced, continuously improved and enhanced at the
sequence of arrivals is shown vertically on specially designed
international hubs of Frankfurt and Munich. Today DFS
planning displays, as shown in Figure 1.
operates its Advanced Arrival Management System (A-AMAN).
Generating and updating the sequence and target times is
The modified system not only supports controllers in approach
done differently in ACC and APP. In the ACC, target times are
control and in the preceding area control centre with dynamic
kept as stable as possible in order to prevent ACC controllers
and flexible planning data, but also introduces new functions
from having to work under constantly changing conditions.
and interfaces to exchange information on arriving aircraft with
Accordingly when an aircraft is less than 35 nautical miles from
other flight information regions or with contributors to the
the metering fix, the target time is only changed if the aircraft is
airport collaborative decision-making concept.
decelerated in such a way that the predefined metering fix time
cannot be met.
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The traffic flow that enters the
terminal control area (TMA) from the
sectors is coordinated by means of
the FLOW setting. Here the
controller defines a certain number of
arriving aircraft that can be
controlled in the TMA at the same
time. If the APP controller processes
traffic faster or more slowly than is
predicted by the FLOW setting, an
underload or overload situation can
result. A-AMAN then adjusts the
target times of aircraft that can be
shifted forwards or backwards in the
ACC sectors.
The threshold times planned for
APP always remain flexible. Target
times are permanently adjusted.
A-AMAN immediately recognises and
handles any deviations between the
traffic situation and the current
planning that could affect traffic
development. For example a touchdown processor is able to recognise
Figure 2: Simulator human-machine interface
missed approaches based on distance
and height criteria in relation to the
runway threshold. In this case, or if
IP, UDP unicast or broadcast). A number of distributed
runway changes occur, the system automatically makes an
communicating processes constitute the software library, with
up-to-date planning suggestion to the controller. The software is
which many system architectures and LAN configurations can
able to plan the standards and identify the exceptions, thus
be built. The communicating processes enable deployment of all
reducing the controllers’ workload considerably.
needed components either on a single host or in a distributed
Nevertheless the controller may decide to use a different
high-availability environment. Due to its generic and modular
sequence at any time. The sequence planning function is
structure, the tool can easily be integrated into any ATM
designed to adapt itself to any controller actions that deviate
environment.
from the planned sequence. At the same time, however, the
planning stability of the system must be as high as possible to
Information exchange with FIRs
ensure that the controllers do not receive advisories which keep
Using A-AMAN it is also possible to exchange information on
changing. A reaction by the system to the handling of the aircraft
arriving aircraft with other flight information regions (FIRs) –
by the controller can be provided only after a delay, when the
even from neighbouring countries. Therefore the system can
results of the controller activities become visible on the radar
already calculate target times of aircraft that are still many miles
screen. In addition the controller can enter his intentions in the
away from entering the final TMA.
system ahead of time to define his own secondary conditions for
At DFS the arrival manager used at the control centre in
the planning.
Munich has been extended to a range of 100 nautical miles
Generic and modular structure
crossing the border into another ANSPs area of control. In
A-AMAN is based on the Linux operating system and on a
cooperation with Austro Control, DFS established the first-ever
modular ATC system philosophy. All the segments are built from
system-supported cross-border coordination (AMA message)
components that are executable single Linux processes that
between two European ANSPs by using A-AMAN. In recognition
communicate with each other over middleware (CORBA, TCP/
of this achievement DFS won the Service Provision Award for
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A-CDM AT MUNICH AIRPORT
The first A-CDM based on the European Airport CDM by Eurocontrol was
put into operation at Munich Airport in 2007 – an important move towards
enhancing capacity and improving punctuality. Since the implementation of
A-CDM, Munich Airport has experienced a more than 20 percent reduction
in remaining times between off-block and take-off. A study on Munich
A-CDM also demonstrated that the majority of flights are now ready for
take-off at the runway when their slot window starts – in other words, five
minutes prior to their calculated take-off time. Ninety-four percent of flights
now meet their ATFM slots.
A Eurocontrol simulation assessing the impact of A-CDM based on
Munich’s experience showed that sector capacity within the ECAC core area
could be increased by up to two percent if the 40 major airports in Europe
implemented A-CDM and delivered the same quality of information as
Munich A-CDM into the European ATM network. In 2011 Frankfurt Airport
followed as the second German airport to introduce the process.

ATC. Know-how. Expertise. Ideas. Innovation. Solutions. DFS.
Consulting Services from DFS:
20 years of experience in consulting.
50 years of history in air traffic control.
Contact us:
DFS Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH
Business Unit Aeronautical Solutions
Telephone: +49 (0)6103 707-2051
E-Mail:
worldwide@dfs.de
Internet:
www.worldwide.dfs.eu
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contributing to safe and efficient airspace management at ATC
Global 2010. The main goal of this collaborative project was to
reduce verbal coordination between the Munich control centre
and Vienna ACC and to optimise the flow of air traffic into
Munich Airport.
Timely information exchange is also a benefit for countries
whose FIRs cover large geographical areas. For this reason the
Department of Airspace Control (DECEA), Brazil’s ANSP, has
decided in favour of the DFS solution for approach control at
the airports of São Paulo, Brasilia, Recife, Manaus and Rio de
Janeiro among others. The full implementation of the system
will be completed by 2013.

Information exchange with A-CDM
Another system interface provides the calculated planning
information for airport collaborative decision-making (A-CDM).
The planning data is useful for introducing as well as improving
A-CDM. The coherent process of A-CDM spans flight planning
and landing to the subsequent turnaround process on the
ground before the next take-off. Its main principle is information
sharing; all partners involved in the air transport process must
have all necessary information simultaneously and on time.
At Munich Airport, for example, A-CDM is based on the
existing confirmed off-block procedure and the target start-up
approval time issued by the air traffic controllers, taking into
account the departure planning information. Inbound and
outbound information is improved and a pre-departure
sequence is provided. By using more accurate taxi times and
sharing data, the flights sequence can be optimised. ATC also

benefits from this process, as controllers have reliable
information regarding future departure demand and can
therefore plan a balanced number of arrivals and departures at
an early stage.

Simulator and multisensor fusion
Another feature of A-AMAN is the interface to the en route and
approach simulator NEWSIM. It enables ANSPs to test the effect
of new operational concepts or airspace designs on arrival
management in advance. The scenarios can be tested under very
similar conditions to live operations. Additionally, after
implementing A-AMAN, the simulator helps to easily adjust the
system to the optimal setting.
A-AMAN also processes any radar track calculated from
sources such as ADS-B, multilateration and wide-area
multilateration. By means of these sensors, aircraft movements
around airports can be detected and displayed with a higher
update rate. This contributes to even more accurate arrival
sequences derived by the system.

Conclusion
The A-AMAN system provides dynamic planning and decision
tools that contribute to more efficiency, reduced workload for
controllers and lower aircraft emissions. But arrival management
is not an end in itself – additional features such as the extensive
data exchange by A-CDM and the simulation function can help
to optimise the numerous interfaces between operations and
other stakeholders of the aviation sector that strive for efficient
processes and more capacity. v
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STRENGTHENING CASH FLOW
The efficient and cost-effective management of revenues and cash have always been
essential to the financial health of any airport authority, ANSP or CAA – and more so in
today’s tough economic climate. What best practices are authorities employing to reduce
costs and collect revenues and cash? And what are the results?
Marina Doray

IATA’s Enhancement & Financing (E&F) Services,
established some 20 years ago, have helped many
organisations improve their financial position for a more
efficient and robust civil aviation infrastructure. Offering an
integrated invoicing, collection and settlement system for air
navigation and airport charges, E&F collects approximately
US$2 billion annually on behalf of its 55 customers worldwide.
The Ghana Civil Aviation Authority (GCAA), the Public
Authority for Civil Aviation, Oman (PACA Oman) and the
Airports Authority of India (AAI) have been dedicated E&F
customers for many years and have employed the services to
strengthen their cash flows.

Looking for new solutions
Each of the organisations shared a common goal: to find an endto-end solution to their invoicing, collection and settlement

“Improving cash flow is the life
blood of any authority. E&F has
been an absolute life saver for our
organisation, providing an efficient
and effective way to collect from
airlines and improve cash flow”
Air Commodore Kwame Mamphey, director general,
Ghana Civil Aviation Authority
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problems. Issues were multifaceted: there were lengthy delays in
generating invoices to airline operators, months to resolve
customer issues, delays in sending the invoices to the airlines
due to incorrect addresses, and months to settle the charges with
some airlines in the absence of an effective dispute-resolution
process. It all contributed to sluggish cash flow for the
organisations and huge investments of resources and time.
IATA’s E&F services offered immediate and effective solutions
to the issues, backed by the global reputation of an association
that has represented the airline industry for over 60 years. IATA
comprises more than 240 member airlines – including the
world’s leading passenger and cargo airlines – representing 84
percent of total air traffic.
There are several dimensions of the accounts receivables
process that E&F successfully manages. These include timely
and accurate invoicing of charges, accelerated speed of

FINANCE

“Having a trusted partner with a
professional approach is added
value for us”
V. Somasundaram, member (ANS), Airports Authority of
India

collection, increased cash flow predictability and enhanced
reporting.
E&F validates billing data, prepares invoices and issues them
to airlines. The invoices appear on IATA’s highly secured
e-invoicing platform for the airlines to retrieve. E&F collects the
charges through its highly secure and efficient financial
settlement systems. It swiftly and reliably settles funds and
provides comprehensive accounting, reconciliation and
reporting to its clients.
In addition E&F offers improved quality of invoicing,
providing concise flight details with every bill. Since IATA
validates the data sent to each airline and takes care of the due
diligence, there are fewer disputes. However if questions do
arise, a streamlined dispute resolution process quickly addresses
the issues. With close to a 100 percent collection rate, E&F
offers an attractive value proposition to organisations trying to
find ways to improve their bottom line.
The GCAA, the regulatory agency of the Republic of Ghana,
turned to IATA’s E&F Services in the last quarter of 2010 to help
boost revenues. It was a good choice. After using E&F the
GCAA’s average collection period dropped from 122 days in
2009 to 63 days in 2010 and 52 days in 2011.
For the PACA Oman, an E&F customer for 15 years,
collection rate improved dramatically from 85 percent to 99.8
percent within a few months. The near-perfect collection rate is
particularly important for the authority, given that it has to
invest in infrastructure enhancements in response to a 10 to 15
percent increase in traffic volumes every year.
The AAI, which manages the operations of a total of 125
international, domestic and military airports on the
subcontinent as well as providing ATC services in its four flight
information regions, has seen the collection rate improve from
88 percent to 94 percent since signing with E&F in 2007. In
partnership with the E&F team, AAI is optimistic that it will be
able to reach 100 percent recovery of outstanding invoices in the
near future.

IATA E&F SERVICES
IATA’s Enhancement & Financing (E&F) services are an integrated
invoicing, collection and settlement system for air navigation and airport
fees and charges. The highly secure, global and efficient systems ensure
fast recovery of invoices and greatly reduce the risk of non-payment.
Customers benefit from:
• Timely and accurate invoicing of charges;
• Considerably improved collection rates;
• Accelerated speed of collection;
• Increased cash flow predictability;
• Streamlined financial processes and control;
• Administrative efficiency;
• Enhanced reporting.

Timely and accurate invoicing key to success
E&F’s customised services made GCAA’s accounts receivable
processes considerably less labour intensive and improved the
processes in dramatic fashion. The result has been an
astonishing 57 percent improvement in cash flow. IATA’s
solutions have also enabled the GCAA to improve its collection
rate and the timeliness of payments. It now confidently relies on
E&F to collect the invoices through IATA’s industry financial
systems and to settle the funds to its bank account. “E&F has
been an absolute life saver for our organisation,” reports Air
Commodore Kwame Mamphey, director general, GCAA. “It has
provided us with an efficient and effective way to collect from
airlines and improve cash flow.”
E&F has been equally effective for the PACA Oman and the
AAI. First, E&F has provided the AAI with a better invoicing
mechanism for the airlines overflying its vast territory of
23,000,000km2. Second, E&F has replaced AAI’s manual
transmission of invoices with regular, electronic delivery to
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“We’ve experienced an upward
trend in the recovery of air
navigation facility charges from
operators using Omani airspace.
We commend IATA E&F for its
professional and excellent service”
Anwar Abdullah Moosa Al Raisi, director general of
meteorology and air navigation, Public Authority for Civil
Aviation
correct billing addresses that are retrieved from the E&F
database. “Having a trusted partner with a professional approach
is added value for us,” reports V. Somasundaram, member
(ANS), AAI. “IATA E&F facilitates the collections process
between the airlines and us very effectively. The E&F team
works with us to address any bottlenecks impeding our cash
flow, to reduce bad debts and rejections and to resolve disputes.
It’s been a vast improvement.”
That sentiment is echoed by Anwar Abdullah Moosa Al Raisi,
director general of meteorology and air navigation, Public
Authority for Civil Aviation in Oman, where the recovery of air
navigation facility charges had been less than satisfactory prior
to using E&F. “The IATA Clearing House has made life easier.
Now when we issue invoices they are settled quickly and we get
our revenues. There are fewer outstanding debts. As a result,
we’ve experienced an upward trend in the recovery of air
navigation facility charges from air operators using Omani
airspace,” reports Al Raisi. “We commend IATA E&F Services for
its professional and excellent service.” Abdul Rahim Salim
Al-Harmi, advisor to the minister of transport and
communications, Sultanate of Oman, has also had a positive
experience with E&F. “With E&F you get your money on time
instead of losing revenues,” he comments.

“With E&F you get your money on
time instead of losing revenue”
Abdul Rahim Salim Al-Harmi, advisor to the Minister of
Transport and Communications, Sultanate of Oman
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Focused on the future
With the information it receives from E&F confirming the
number of airlines crossing Omani territory and information
concerning related revenues, the PACA Oman is better able to
plan for the growth of airports or to be flexible in the number of
aircraft it currently receives. Recently E&F statistical reports
contributed to the decision to open more airport sectors for
arriving aircraft.
For the GCAA, IATA’s prompt monthly reports and up-to-date
database enable the organisation to update customer accounts
quickly and generate performance reports for management
analysis. The information positions GCAA to invest in aviation
infrastructure and other key areas for long-term growth. “The
benefits of E&F to our organisation have been enormous,” adds
Commodore Mamphey. “I highly recommend it to other
authorities. It really costs very little for all the first-rate services
you receive.”
E&F has enabled all three organisations to take a strategic
view of their operations without being sidelined by non-core
activities such as invoicing and collections. Finally, beyond the
immediate benefits to cash flow, E&F is also a means for secure
and cost-effective financing for investments in civil aviation
infrastructure. v

efservices@iata.org
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SURVEILLANCE

ISLAND REPORT
WAM and ADS-B systems improve air surveillance over the Atlantic
Álvaro Albino and António Aires, NAV Portugal
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Horta Airport with Pico Island in the background

Since 1946 a vast area of airspace over the North
Atlantic in the Azores region has been controlled by
Portugal. The control centre of the FIR is on Santa Maria
Island, one of the nine islands that constitute the Azores
archipelago. The islands are distributed over an area limited by
the meridians 25° to 31.5° west and the parallels 36.5° to 40°
north, and are geographically in three groups. The central group
contains five islands, each with an aerodrome or airport.
By the beginning of World War II, Azores was the
intermediate step for transatlantic routes, namely the famous
Pan American Clipper service. The airline offered regular flights
with its seaplanes from New York’s La Guardia Airport to Lisbon,
which was the most common entry point into Europe at the
time. The importance of the Azores as support for
intercontinental flights came to an end with the advent of jet
propulsion, but a large part of the en-route traffic between
Europe and America still overflies the eastern and western limits
of the Santa Maria FIR.
In 2001 the so-called SATL system entered into operation at
the Santa Maria Control Centre. The system constantly transmits
positions based on position reports that are input by datalink
(CPDLC, ADS-C) and voice communications, giving a radar-like
presentation.
In 2004 an MSSR was installed on Santa Maria Island, with a
maximum range of 260 NM, covering the eastern group of
islands at low flight levels, including the approach routes to
Santa Maria and San Miguel airports and the central group over
FL 110. A multiradar tracker and server system (ARTAS)
operates at the Santa Maria Control Centre. The unit is capable
of fusing different radar-like systems and distributes the position
data through the controller consoles.
In the Azores FIR en route long-haul flights partly operate on
‘random’ routes, computed by the airlines and taking into
account meteorological conditions. Another part of the traffic
operates on an organised tracks system and on normal ATS
routes. This situation results in daily changes of crossing points
between the routes. For this reason the ATC system initially
provided an air situation display with tracks that were computed
on the basis of flight plan information and position report
updates. Out of the radar coverage, navigation is based mainly
in VOR/DME navaids.

Operation limitations in the Santa Maria TMA

Microwave link network

A lack of surveillance was evident between the central and
western group as well as insufficient radar coverage under
FL110 over the central group comprising five airports
originating regional traffic and intercontinental connections,
with ATC based on conventional procedures. A satisfactory
solution to this lack of coverage could be achieved with at least
two additional radar stations, due to the geographical
distribution of the central islands and their mountainous terrain.
An alternative was considered with state-of-the-art
surveillance systems – wide area multilateration (WAM) and
ADS-B. A contract with an experienced WAM manufacturer was
signed in August 2010. The system has 11 remote sensors (four
are also interrogators) all with ADS-B functionality and three
with reference and monitoring transponders spread over the five
islands of the central group. The maximum distance between
sensors is 65 NM. A redundant central processing station (CPS)
with a test and evaluation subsystem and remote management
terminals (RMT) are installed at Horta Airport on Faial Island. A
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MULTILATERATION AND ADS-B

WAM positional accuracy at FL150 (most of the area
covered with values between 10m and 50m)

dedicated 1.4GHz and 5.8GHz microwave link network
connects all the sensors to the central processor.
Two independent WAM and ADS-B data flows are transmitted
to the ARTAS unit and fused with the radar data. The composite
air situation display subsequently feeds into the SATL system
and is distributed by the controller consoles in the Oceanic
Centre and remote control towers on other islands.
The WAM system is based on the time difference of arrival
(TDOA) multilateration principle, with distributed time
architecture. To improve accuracy in areas with poor system
geometry, elliptical equations are added by multi-ranging
(bi-static radar principle) to the hyperbolic position calculation.
This is achieved through the transmitter stations having the role
of transponder interrogator using SSR and Mode S uplink
transmissions.
For one year NAV sought agreements with the owners of
existing installations – broadcasting stations, wind farms, GSM

ADS-B reception at FL300 (most of the area covered by more than two sensors)
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Multilateration is a process for target location based on the difference in the time
of arrival of a pulse transmitted by, for example, an aircraft SSR transponder, at a
number of receiving stations strategically positioned in the surveillance area. The
set of all points in the space for which the difference between the distances to two
fixed points remains constant is a hyperboloid. In the plane two receiving stations
define hyperbolae. With a third station a different hyperbola is created and their
intersection defines a point – the aircraft position.
To ensure 2D location of a target, a minimum of three receiving sensors must be
used to create two hyperbolas. To ensure true 3D location of a target, a minimum of
four receiving sensors must be used to create three hyperboloids, or three receiving
stations and one transmitting station to create two hyperbolas and one ellipse.
The system also extracts from the transponder transmission aircraft parameters
including identification and altitude (SSR Mode A/C and Mode S Ident).
ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast) enables the automatic
periodic transmission of flight data from an aircraft, such as the position and
identification, through a datalink. This data can be received by ground stations and
other similarly equipped aircraft. The transmitted position is supplied by onboard
GPS equipment, through the aircraft’s flight management system.
The datalink adopted is the 1090 Extended Squitter, using the frequency band of
the reception of the secondary radar. The range is at least as good as a secondary
radar, with better probability of detection and accuracy.

stations, PTT, civil protection communication – for site sharing.
The agreements have been met, based on several compensation
conditions. The safety improvement for the flights in the region
was the best argument for the achievement of the agreement.
The installation started in October 2010, at which time of year
the installation engineers had to work on the towers in extreme
weather conditions.
Configuration of the system was completed in January 2012.
The site acceptance tests, followed by a successful flight-check,
were completed in February 2012. Integration of WAM and
ADS-B in the ARTAS unit in Santa Maria Control Centre is now
being done, as is technical evaluation of the system at Lisbon
ATC. The rules for operational use of ADS-B are in the
adaptation phase and their application depends of aircraft
equipage and agreements between the national airspace
regulators of adjacent FIRs.

Extension to the western group
With the supplier of the central WAM system, NAV investigated
the feasibility of using the WAM central processor of the main
system to process data from several sensors in the western
islands Flores and Corvo, at a distance of 120 NM of the main
sensor system. The study ended up with a solution using six
new sensors in the western group, plus three of the existing
sensors of the central group.
As it is not a classical solution for such a long distance
between antennas, possible critical communication delays have
been taken into account. A sole source contract is expected to be
signed by the end of 2012, giving better surveillance quality for
the western part of the Azores FIR and an ADS-B coverage
extension approaching the New York FIR boundary.
Taking into account the large ADS-B coverage (beyond 250
NM) with these improvements, the Azores ATC will be from
now based on:
• WAM combined with radar and ADS-B in the central group;
• ADS-B combined with radar in the eastern group;
• WAM and ADS-B in the western group. v

GLOBALISATION

CROSS-BORDER COLLABORATION
Global savings of US$75 billion and the elimination of six million
tonnes of CO2 emissions are possible
Arie Herweijer, Chip Hathaway and Greg Feldman, Metron Aviation
The adoption of air traffic flow management (ATFM)
continues to increase worldwide among the world’s
leading ANSPs, airports, aircraft operators and aviation
stakeholders, with continued innovation for early adopters and
increased deployment around the globe. Airbus subsidiary
Metron Aviation recently commissioned its award-winning
ATFM system, Metron Harmony, with Airservices Australia, and
early results with the ANSP are already demonstrating
tremendous performanceholding improvements.
ATFM is something our industry can deploy today that helps
aviation achieve its ambitious environmental goals, while saving
billions of dollars for airlines and safely increasing the effective
capacity of global aviation. While many air traffic capacity
improvements require massive capital outlays with the promise
of long-term benefits, ATFM gives massive near-term benefits
with existing equipage and infrastructure.
While ATFM has been proved to improve performance and
provide measurable efficiency gains, it is also being viewed as a
transformational technology that introduces new levels of
collaborative decision making (CDM) and offers potential for
harmonising seamless airspace operations across national
borders. ATFM provides a wide range of benefits to all aviation
stakeholders. ATFM improves gate-to-gate predictability,
ensuring fair and equitable use of all airspace and enabling
optimisation of curb-to-curb operations. ATFM reduces
aviation’s carbon footprint by supporting environmental
sustainability goals. ATFM decreases fuel burn, lowers airline
costs and decreases delays for passengers.

ATFM around the globe
In Australia, after just two months of operations, Airservices
Australia estimated the system had cut airborne holding by
approximately 33 percent and produced fuel savings of US$6.5
million in Sydney alone, while average flight times had been
reduced by five minutes per flight on the Melbourne-Sydney city
pair, equating to over 40,000 tonnes less CO2 per year.
In South Africa, Metron Aviation’s ATFM system has greatly
reduced air travel delays and helped Air Traffic and Navigation
Services (ATNS), the national ANSP, manage record traffic and
passenger volumes during the 2010 FIFA World Cup. The ATNS
business case for ATFM was clear, with ATFM providing US$1.2
million in fuel savings per year for every one minute reduction
of runway holding. The system was so effective that it was
awarded the prestigious Enabling Technology Award by Jane’s
Airport Review.
In the USA, Metron Aviation supplied the FAA with an ATFM
system that has already eliminated over 70 million minutes of
delays and saved 191 million litres of fuel, 590,000 tonnes of
CO2 emissions and nearly US$7 billion in operating costs.
These successful programmes provide a glimpse into the
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Metron Harmony enables
Airservices Australia and
other ANSPs to balance
capacity with demand
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Gate-to-gate air traffic flow management with all stakeholders involved

massive economic and environmental benefits of implementing
ATFM. Airbus analysis estimates the current single year benefits
of Metron ATFM systems in the USA, Australia and South Africa
at over US$1.5 billion, and a 15-year benefit of global ATFM
adoption at a staggering US$75 billion in total savings, with the
elimination of 733 million minutes of delays, two billion litres of
fuel and six million tonnes of CO2 emissions.

Global adoption
With air traffic projected to double in the next 15 years, ATFM
benefits could be even greater and global aviation groups are
taking up the cause for global adoption. ICAO is currently
developing an ATFM manual slated for publication in 2013.
Earlier this year, CANSO received a request from ICAO to
participate in the first effort to draft a globally applicable ATFM
manual. The Operations Standing Committee (OSC) members
were invited by the OSC programme manager to nominate

experts from their respective organisations. Several members
responded to the call for support and CANSO will have a strong
presence in this major activity.
In March ICAO officially brought together a team of global
experts to develop the ICAO ATFM Manual. This historic event
took place in Amsterdam and Brussels with delegates from 10
ANSPs and three industry organisations participating in the
inaugural meeting. The meeting was attended by four CANSO
representatives, who will play key roles throughout the process
of developing the manual. These representatives ensure that the
OSC is kept abreast of the team’s activities and progress.
According to ICAO the ATFM Manual will provide guidance
that is considered essential for the development and
implementation of ATFM at State and regional levels. ATFM
helps ensure optimum air traffic flow for airports or airspace
during periods in which the demand exceeds, or is predicted to
exceed, available capacity of the ATC system. In that light ATFM
supports the ATC
system in meeting
its objectives and
helps achieve the
most efficient use of
available airspace
and airport capacity
while keeping delay
costs to a minimum.
ATFM also provides
CDM processes and

Integrated ATFM is the vision for
future ATFM, enabling seamless
airspace operations
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GLOBALISATION

I-ATFM supports all phases of operational planning

system-wide information exchange, which enhances stakeholder
participation in balancing the demands on the air traffic system.
CANSO notes that where ATFM systems have been developed
through a collaborative approach, the following benefits have
been documented:
• Increased flow of operational information and cooperation
among system stakeholders on a real-time basis;
• Increased opportunities for user-preferred trajectories;
• Increased civil-military cooperation and shared use of airspace
resources including flexible use of airspace (FUA);
• Improved surface management of aerodrome operations;
• Improved and more predictable flows of air traffic in both the
en route environment and at aerodromes, which helps prevent
system overloads and ensure manageable controller workloads;
• Protection of the environment through fuel savings and
reduced carbon emissions due to optimal route design and
reduced airborne holding.

ATFM without borders
Integrated ATFM (I-ATFM) is the vision for future ATFM,
enabling seamless airspace operations and the dynamic
harmonisation of a global system of systems.
• Across operational domains – surface, departure, en route and
on arrival;
• Across planning time frames – scheduling, strategic planning,
pre-tactical, tactical and post operations;
• Between service provider and flight operator – coordinating
efforts and aligning objectives for mutual benefit;
• Across international borders – data exchange and strategic control.
I-ATFM is a system-wide, full spectrum approach to
addressing the complex operational issues facing air
transportation service providers and users. The I-ATFM system

ABOUT METRON AVIATION
Founded in 1995, Metron Aviation, a subsidiary of Airbus Americas and
member of the Airbus ProSky Alliance, pioneered the advancement of
ATFM, working with the FAA to develop the industry’s first CDM platform
for optimising system-wide traffic flow. Metron Aviation provides concept
engineering, advanced research, software development, traffic flow
management, surface operations management, airspace design and
environmental analysis solutions to the global aviation industry. The
company fuses advanced science and mathematics with unparalleled
subject-matter expertise to turn groundbreaking ATM research concepts
into next-generation operational capabilities. The commercial product
Metron Harmony provides integrated ATFM and CDM capabilities for the
world’s leading ANSPs, airlines and airports. Customers include the FAA,
NAV CANADA, NASA, ATNS, FedEx, Memphis International Airport, Delta Air
Lines, Airservices Australia and many more.

encompasses the organisations, individuals, processes, data and
tools associated with the safe and efficient flow of air traffic from
gate to gate. This includes ANSP authorities with regional/
multinational, national, en route, terminal/approach and/or ATC
tower responsibilities; aircraft operators including commercial,
military and general aviation; and airport operators. The term
‘authority’ covers all organisations and individuals with the
decision-making responsibility for any component of the overall
system, including the ANSP, aircraft operators and airport
operators, including ground handling and other service
providers. The full spectrum associated with I-ATFM
encompasses the strategic, pre-tactical, tactical and post
operations phases of air transportation operations and ATM.
The most important aspect of Metron Harmony is the
realisation of gate-to-gate I-ATFM, including CDM functionalities,
through the active engagement of system stakeholders across the
aviation community. Specific displays, system interfaces and
business rules encourage information sharing between active
participants, including ATC facilities, aircraft operators, airport
operators and the flying public. Put simply, Metron Harmony
optimises decision making by providing the right information to
the right people at the right time.
The power of Metron Harmony comes from merging more
than just data, and rather combining actual real-time
information across multiple domains. For example a traffic flow
manager can see actual surface congestion and predicted
departure delays while determining the best capacity and slot
allocations at an airport. Additionally tactical departure and
arrival coordinators can see pre-tactical slot allocations and
prioritise delayed aircraft. The combination of this information
enables advanced decision support without the negative effects
of stove-piped systems and silos of information.
Metron Aviation’s I-ATFM vision is realised by the Metron
Harmony product suite of user-centric decision-support
capabilities focused on enhancing the safety and improving the
efficiency and predictability of operations.
Metron Aviation’s vision extends the common definitions of
ATFM, which address strategic, pre-tactical and tactical phases
of ATM performed by the ANSP authority in collaboration (e.g.
CDM) with aircraft operators and airport operators. The
extensions recognise that the fundamental functions associated
with ATFM apply to all authorities and phases. Additionally a
system that is targeted to a single domain (e.g. arrival
management), or the integration of two domains (e.g. integrated
arrival and departure management), is a locally optimised
solution that limits the overall efficiency improvements that can
be achieved as compared with a truly integrated ATFM system
that optimises flow based on system-wide traffic conditions and
network operations. v
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COMPOSITE SURVEILLANCE
Combining ADS-B and WAM technologies offers a cost-effective method of providing
surveillance with higher performance than radar
Tim Quilter, ERA
ATM is a conservative industry; change is slow and
normally incremental. Automatic Dependant
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) and Wide Area
Multilateration (WAM) are not new technologies but the benefits
they bring are only starting to be realised. Composite
Surveillance is a concept that combines these two technologies
and establishes a new way of thinking about surveillance. To
realise the full benefits of the technology the constraints of a
radar-based mindset must be put aside.

The legacy of radar
In the beginning there was primary radar, a rotating antenna
provided position information for aircraft in terms of range and
azimuth from the radar head. It allowed ATC to move from
procedural-based to separation-based control. As traffic
increased, identification of multiple targets became more of an
issue and secondary radar became increasingly important in
order to provide identity information. Initially the secondary
identity was only used to tag the primary target and in some
locations this philosophy is still applied.
The presentation of surveillance data to controllers, the
specification of performance requirements and the mechanisms
for assessment have all been driven by radar as a technology.
Screen refresh times have evolved from antenna rotation periods,
close target resolution requirements from beamwidths, and
many sector coverage requirements based on a fixed site with
circular coverage. The first operational applications of WAM and
ADS-B have been assessed using equivalence to radar
requirements, and the first generation of standards for these
technologies was prepared by translating radar requirements
into the equivalent for these technologies. Now that WAM and
ADS-B have been proved it is time to take the next step and start
to define requirements and applications by operational needs.
Last year Eurocontrol replaced the standard for cooperative
and non-cooperative surveillance with the Eurocontrol
Specification for Surveillance System Performance (ESASSP).
The new standard specifies surveillance performance in terms
that are independent of the underlying technology. The terms
‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ have been replaced with ‘noncooperative’ and ‘cooperative’ surveillance and the requirement
to provide non-cooperative surveillance in major terminal areas
has been removed.
The fundamental purpose of surveillance is to provide the
position and identity of targets to controllers. Today this
requirement can be fully met with cooperative systems where
the aircraft being controlled are equipped with transponders.
This is an important change in thinking and marks a major
move away from the legacy concept of tagging primary targets.
ADS-B has sometimes been promoted as the future of
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surveillance. Aircraft calculating their position using GPS and
transmitting it to a network of low-cost ground stations will
enable surveillance over vast areas at low cost. While this is a
great benefit for regions that have low-density traffic, it will
never be possible in high-density airspace like most of Europe,
where a dual layer of cooperative surveillance is required for
integrity purposes. Historically this has meant two overlapping
SSRs to provide independent position information. ADS-B will
enable one layer of expensive SSRs to be removed but a second
layer will still be required. This is where composite surveillance
provides a cost-effective alternative. The combination of WAM
with ADS-B is able to replace both layers of SSR in a single costeffective deployment.

Composite surveillance
The concept of composite surveillance is to provide two
surveillance technologies in one system. WAM equipment can
receive and process the ADS-B signals to provide the aircraft
derived position together with an independently calculated
position using multilateration. The two data streams are kept
logically separate so that the two outputs can be used without
any risk of data corruption by failures in one of the technologies.
The hardware, datalinks and deployment infrastructure is shared
making the solution very cost effective. Unlike rotating radars,
the maintenance requirements of composite surveillance are
minimal, making the total life cost much less than that of dual
layers of radar.
System availability is something that can also be solved much
more cost effectively by networked surveillance systems such as
WAM and ADS-B. Increased availability with traditional radar
technology is achieved predominantly by the duplication of
radars. Because of the single antenna it is not possible to make
the whole radar dual redundant.
Networked surveillance systems behave differently. By
planning the deployment so that any one ground station can fail
without losing system coverage, the equivalent availability of
two radars can be achieved with only a small percentage increase
in the non-redundant configuration. If the availability
requirement is higher, a second overlapping ground station can
be added. This is a much more cost-effective way of increasing
availability of ADS-B and WAM systems than installing dual
redundant ground stations. It also limits the influence of
common mode failures at a particular site.

The equipage problem
The headline date for the European ADS-B mandate for the
retrofit of aircraft is 2017, but that will not cover all aircraft.
Aircraft below 5,700kg/200kts and state aircraft will be exempt.
That leaves a section of the aircraft population that will not be
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Surveillance operations at Cape Town International Airport
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seen by any ADS-B system. At military airfields and airports that
handle GA traffic another form of surveillance will still be
required. A composite system offers the ideal solution. The
majority of aircraft will be seen by two independent surveillance
systems and the non-equipped aircraft will still be seen by the
WAM system.
Most of the time controllers separate aircraft by much more
than the separation minimum being used in that airspace. For
example in a terminal where 3NM separation is used, it is very
rare for aircraft to come anywhere near that close. The
Eurocontrol Cascade programme has performed some studies to
evaluate the frequency of these close events. The conclusion is
that in a typical airspace there are hotspots where the aircraft
pass fairly close on a regular basis but for most of the airspace
under surveillance this never happens. This means that the level
of accuracy and integrity required by the surveillance system is
not constant across the coverage volume.
The traditional approach to providing a single set of
performance requirements for a whole section of airspace is no
longer the most efficient way to specify a system. ADS-B and
WAM systems are network based, which means that any area,
whether it is the approach to a small airport or a complete
country, can be covered by a single network. Where additional
performance is required, additional ground stations can be
deployed to increase accuracy, integrity and detection. Analysis
of the airspace and identification of the hotspots allows a WAM
system to be deployed cost effectively. A basic level of
surveillance can be provided over the whole region and
performance increased in the areas where hotspots are
identified.
With composite surveillance the concept can be extended
even further. ADS-B provides long-range coverage very cost
effectively. So a composite system can be configured as a threelevel system: high-performance WAM and ADS-B in hotspots,
basic dual-layer WAM and ADS-B performance in the main
coverage volume, and single layer ADS-B performance in the
non-critical areas.

WAM in the Czech Republic
The Czech Republic was the first country to install a WAM
system and take it into operational use. The ERA WAM system
at Ostrava Airport was certified for 3NM separation in 2003.
The Czech ANS continued to lead the way installing further
WAM systems in Prague and Brno. This has enabled it to have a
complete layer of cooperative surveillance much more cost
effectively than with secondary radar.
The ERA MSS systems were initially purchased and taken into
operation as WAM-only systems. As with all ERA WAM systems
they are fully capable of processing ADS-B data, and with aircraft
equipage mandates approaching the Czech ANS is preparing to
take the ADS-B data streams operational as well. The WAM
system has allowed it to provide a layer of cooperative
surveillance and once the aircraft are equipped ADS-B will
provide a second layer. This is the ideal way for an ANSP to
move from a single to a dual layer in a gradual process.
Moving from operational WAM to ADS-B is straightforward as
WAM hardware contains all the functionality needed. The
opposite is not necessarily true. Basic ADS-B radios do not
contain the timing capability needed by a WAM system and it is
not something easily retrofitted. Likewise the deployment
requirements of a WAM need careful consideration to ensure
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that the geometries of stations are suitable for achieving the
position accuracy. All these things are straightforward when
designed into the system from the beginning, and the Czech
ANS approach has been both innovative and pragmatic.

Composite surveillance in the Azores
Nav Portugal was one of the first ANSPs to deploy a composite
system that takes advantage of the complementary features of
WAM and ADS-B. It purchased the MSS system from ERA and
the system was accepted in February 2012. The archipelago of
the Azores is an ideal environment for composite surveillance.
Locations for ground stations are limited by the locations of
islands and the coverage requirement is not uniform. There is
existing radar covering the central and eastern region.
The WAM function provides the backbone of the new
surveillance capability in the central island group. It covers all
aircraft – even those not yet equipped with ADS-B. The ADS-B
function covers the central areas as well as the outlying western
and eastern island groups. Once the aircraft equipage is in place

SURVEILLANCE

ERA has installed WAM systems at:
Far left (top): Prague
Far left: Namibia
Left: Queenstown
Above: Ostrava

it will provide a second layer of surveillance in the critical
central group and a single layer in the other groups.

Standardisation
The standardisation of WAM and ADS-B equipment is covered
by EUROCAE ED-142 for WAM and EUROCAE ED-129 for
ADS-B. The ED-129 document focuses on the standardisation of
a standalone ground station to provide surveillance in non-radar
airspace. This was adequate for trial systems that were deployed
with a single ground station and covers the requirements of
ADS-B in non-radar airspace only. It does not take into account
the additional benefits that can be obtained by deploying a
network of ground stations to provide ADS-B or by combining
WAM and ADS-B technology in a single system.
In some respects it even appears to contradict these
approaches. EUROCAE has therefore re-established WG51 SG4
to address these issues. ED-129 is being extended to cover
networked ground stations and the use of ADS-B in radar
airspace. In addition a new standard will be produced that

covers the use of ADS-B and WAM in a composite system and
the benefits that can be realised from this combination of
complementary technologies.

Summary
ADS-B and WAM composite surveillance marks a shift from the
traditional radar-based approach to surveillance. It offers a
highly cost-effective method of providing surveillance with
higher performance than radar. To gain the most benefits from
these systems the operational needs of the airspace must be
considered and previous radar requirements abandoned. If this
is done the networked nature and flexibility of the composite
technology enable it to be tailored to the actual aircraft equipage
and performance requirements that vary across the airspace. v

The author
Tim Quilter is director of corporate strategy at ERA and the chairman
of EUROCAE WG51 SG4 ADS-B and WAM Composite Surveillance
Systems
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UNDERGROUND OPERATIONS
KVM products provide an ideal solution to controlling extensive computer systems at
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
Annette Haebel, Guntermann & Drunck
With a packed suitcase, a newspaper tucked
under my arm and my passport in my hand,
I’m on my way to the departure hall at
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. I’m greeted by a kiosk
that’s waiting for my luggage. It’s one of the newly
installed self-service baggage drop-off points.
I let it scan my ticket, check the data and weigh
my suitcase. It dispenses a barcode label, waits while
I fix it on my suitcase, lets down the shutter and
swallows my suitcase. My journey doesn’t begin for
another two hours, but my suitcase is already on its
journey through the airport’s underground. Schiphol
has one of the most sophisticated baggage handling
systems in the world. I never really thought about
what my luggage has to go through – literally
speaking – and the complex technology that is
needed to keep all systems running.

Travelling underground
Being a hub airport for national, international and
transit flights makes the baggage handling system
(BHS) in Schiphol highly complex. A total of 21km
of transport belts carry the luggage on its

Controller’s desk without computers
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underground journey. The subterranean
baggage basement with conveyor belts,
carousels and laterals covers an area
equal to 12 football fields.
In the underground area the
conveyors of departure, arrival and
transit merge, which makes it even
harder to keep an overview of
operations and maintain the system.
The entire luggage system is operated
with hardly any human intervention –
certainly they do as little as possible of
the heavy work.
Efficiency and reliability have top
priority when it comes to handling
baggage. Screening, unloading, sorting,
storing, transporting, uploading – the
BHS runs in a continuous cycle. All
processes are constantly controlled and
monitored in the baggage handling
control room, where the operators use
more than 80 computers to perform this
task, 24 hours a day.

COMPUTER CONTROL

Requirements and challenges
Peter Dielessen, project manager at Amsterdam Airport
Schiphol, is in charge of the new baggage handling control room
project. In cooperation with system integrator Peter Janssen,
sales consultant at Koning & Hartman, they created a solution
that exactly meets the airport’s needs:
• Handles arrival, departure and transfer baggage information in
one system;
• Ensures ideal ergonomic conditions for control staff with fewer
peripherals at the desk and less heat and noise sources;
• Keeps valuable computers cool, safe and access protected in a
centralised server room;
• Accesses all computers from all desks;
• Works without installed software;
• Integrates different operating systems;
• Uses only infrastructural cables;
• Ensures easy access for computer maintenance staff.

Implementing a powerful solution
Koning & Hartman opted for diverse KVM (keyboard, video,
mouse) products from Guntermann & Drunck. Janssen and his
team provided the complete package, doing planning, supplying
the hardware and installing the entire system.
At first they separated staff and computers by removing
servers into a room where they were installed in a rack. Several
computers were then connected to one single KVM matrix
switch from G&D – the CATCenter. The server’s operating
system is irrelevant as KVM accesses only the standard interfaces
at the server. The CATCenter unites all computers and their
control. With the CATCenter, multiple users can access multiple
computers and thus no longer require a computer at their
workplace. All KVM matrix switches were then grouped at a
master switch that enables users to configure and operate any
connected devices.
In the next step each controller’s desk was equipped with a
UCON user station that enables users to access and switch
between numerous computers using hotkeys or the on-screen
display. However some computers could not be implemented
into a matrix switch system since they were assigned to a certain
controller. For this Koning & Hartman used different KVM
extender systems, depending on the type of video signal and
transmission cable in use.

KVM in operation
A KVM extender consists of a sender and a receiver. The sender
is placed at the computer in the server rack from where
infrastructural cables bridge the distance to the controller’s desk.
At the desk the user connects keyboard, monitor and mouse to
the receiver and is therefore directly connected to the server.

Server room – computers are stored safely and easy accessible for maintenance staff

Whenever controllers have more than one of these extender
systems at their desks they can combine them into one
keyboard/mouse switch, a TradeSwitch, to reduce the number of
input devices on their desks.
Now the airport baggage supervisors in the baggage handling
control room work under ideal ergonomic conditions. At their
desks operators use screens with 1920 x 1200 pixel resolutions
and monitor and control the baggage systems to make sure that
all processes run smoothly.
IT service staff can work without interrupting the controllers.
For maintenance within the server rack, IT staff require
keyboard drawers that can handle these resolutions. To find
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Customer
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol is Europe’s fifth largest airport in terms of
passengers and the third largest for cargo. Approximately 130 of the
airport’s 2,000 employees are responsible for deploying, monitoring,
managing and maintaining the baggage handling systems, including the
computers and software. In the future Schiphol expects to handle more than
70 million items of luggage each year.
Partner
Koning & Hartman provides solutions in the areas of telecomms, industry
and infrastructure. Its employees embrace the latest technologies on a daily
basis and collaborate with leading technology partners and clients.

Schiphol’s self-service baggage drop-off points

such a drawer wasn’t an easy task, but Koning & Hartman
solved it by providing G&D’s RackConsole17-HR. When
deploying G&D devices it doesn’t even matter what type of
monitors are placed at the controller’s desk since the devices
transmit digital and analogue video signals.
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol provides a special test room that
mirrors the working environment of controllers and products
can be installed for examination and to see the benefit for users.
Even the test site is created under ergonomic aspects to create
optimal conditions for users and servers. The installation had to
take place at night because the systems could not be switched
off. Prior to this Koning & Hartman had to participate in strict
and intensive safety training to become familiar with the courses
at the airport.

Challenge
• Finding a solution for a large number of mission-critical servers
• Installation during live operation
• Integration of different server types
Products
• G&D KVM extenders for analogue and digital video signals and the use of
different infrastructure cables (DVIVision, FIBREVision, CATVision)
• G&D KM switches for combining multiple keyboards/mice into one set
(TradeSwitch 4, TradeSwitch 8)
• G&D KVM matrix switches for cross operation of multiple servers by
multiple controllers in a 1:1 connection (CATCenter, UCON)
• Keyboard drawer (RackConsole)
Solution
Transferring computers from the control room into a dedicated server room
and linking them using various KVM applications.
Benefits
Best working conditions for controllers and servers, with fewer peripherals
and less energy consumption.

Future demands are already knocking at the door
In the future Amsterdam Airport Schiphol expects to handle
even more baggage – around 70 million items a year – with the
same number of staff. The airport therefore needs IT systems
that meet the growing demands of increasing numbers of
passengers and bags.
To handle the large number of bags properly, the airport is
continuously investing in expanding and improving the baggage
system. Traditional systems will slowly but surely make way for
ultramodern systems that will be even more automated. More
drop-off points will become self-service and RFID will be

gradually introduced. In 2013 the airport’s existing baggage
areas will be interconnected by a high speed rail system – the
Backbone.

Left to my personal thoughts
It’s too bad that my suitcase cannot tell what it has seen and
experienced on the journey through Schiphol’s underground
baggage system. But in the end I’m happy that, as a passenger, I
don’t have to worry about baggage handling. Clearly Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol has that part covered. v

“G&D understands the business of
its customers, providing high-end,
high-quality KVM solutions for
demanding 24/7 applications”
Peter Janssen, sales consultant at Koning & Hartman
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MODERN MULTI-SENSOR
TRACKING
Advances in multi-sensor fusion tracking enable multiple inputs to be combined for more
accurate track information
Jaime Oliveira Lima and Joseph C. Pipczynski, Telephonics
Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B)
has emerged as a key technology in civilian ATC
systems. For the first time accurate data down-linked
from airborne navigation systems can be used together with
remote and observational sensors, such as radar and
multilateration, enabling ground-based sensor-processing
systems to create richer and more accurate pictures of current
and near-future aerial situations. The optimal processing of
information received from very different types of sensors
requires advanced track correlation, fusion and smoothing
technologies.
Air traffic controllers require a complete and accurate air
situation picture to effectively and properly monitor air traffic
separations and maintain air safety. A complete air situation
picture is dependent on the ability of the ATM automation
system to use many sources of position reporting simultaneously,
including radar, voice reports, and/or automatic dependent
surveillance (ADS). Consequently the more data samples used,
the better the results will be, as the use of several sensor sources
simultaneously for monitoring airspace is statistically more
accurate than using only one data source.
In most typical air surveillance radar systems, radar data is
provided in the form of plot data where each plot consists of a

measurement of target range, azimuth and sometimes height.
Radar plot data is usually formed by the radar’s local digitiser
and extractor, which converts radar returns to digital plot
messages. Local radar performance is usually tuned locally with
the radar analogue and digitiser equipment to obtain desired
performance in terms of detection and false alarms. Radar
measurement errors are a basic fact and are dependent on the
radar design. Typically errors in azimuth measurement are more
prevalent than errors in range, forming an ellipsoidal statistical
measurement uncertainty area about each plot.
A tracker is a prediction system that attempts to estimate the
next position of targets based on the history of plots. To do so
the tracker will compare plots received from sequential radar
scans and determine if they are related to the same target. If so
determined, the tracker will develop dynamic measurements of
target heading and velocity and estimate the next target position.
Additional plot data such as height (SSR Mode S, etc.), aircraft
identification or callsign, and/or military mode codes can be
used by the tracker, if the code data is deemed valid, in its plot
comparison to relate plots scan to scan. In a single radar
(monoradar) situation, a tracker can be easily visualised, but
issues become more complex in a multiple-radar environment
and require a more sophisticated tracking approach.

AEROTRAC BENEFITS
Based on installed, operational experience, the benefits of the Telephonics AeroTrac MST include:
1. Optimised radar positional measurements by minimising any tracker-introduced uncertainty to the measurement. This allows the MST to provide enhanced and
exceptional tracking performance.
2. Minimisation of positional measurement tracking-induced errors, and reduced differences between estimated and true positions and track velocities. In turn this also
allows the Telephonics MST to minimise track smoothing and minimise lags, which permits earlier detection of target manoeuvres, resulting in fewer track losses during
manoeuvres.
3. Improved positional accuracy enhances the air situation picture for controller monitoring of separation in approach and ACC en route applications, enabling the use of
both terminal and en route separation standards within the same system context.
4. Improved positional accuracy enhances not only the air situation picture for controller monitoring of separation, but also has an improving effect on safety aids to
controllers, such as minimum safe altitude alerting, conflict alerting, restricted area intrusion warning and flight conformance monitoring, which all depend on highquality position data.
5. Reduced cost to the user by readily interfacing to existing and new radars through its modular and open architecture and flexible input data message definition
functions.
6. Simultaneous use of all sensor inputs, without the need for mosaic techniques, thereby improving overall surveillance coverage, minimising coverage gaps, improving
reliability and improving controller’s situational awareness.
7. Simple integration of ADS and voice-data position reports, with or without radar, within the MST’s WGS-84 based coordinate system. The integration of highly
accurate ADS data reports can enhance the positional accuracy already provided by the MST for radar processing.
8. As a by-product of its unique Sensor Fusion Process, the MST provides automatic-radar registration and bias corrections that continually reduce systemic errors that
occur over time. This greatly assists in maintaining superior performance and reducing system maintenance.
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Types of multi-radar tracking methods

There are several techniques in use today that are called multiradar tracking or multiple-radar tracking as illustrated in the
figure. The only qualifier for the system to have a ‘multi-radar
tracking’ label is for it to support inputs from more than one
radar sensor. However most surveillance system designs do not
actually make full simultaneous use of multiple-input radars or
sensors and are not truly qualified as multi-radar tracking systems.
Some will only process one radar or sensor at a time and not
simultaneously. Some use a scheme of grids to specify which
radars are to be used to provide positional data. Each grid area,
or tile, specifies a portion of the system’s geographic coverage
and coverage area as defined by the sum of all tiles, which is also
known as a mosaic. Hence the term mosaic tracking.

slight variations in radar mile measurement, turning rates,
statistical measurement error and so on, due to aging and the
environment.
Other types of multi-radar tracking systems include
centralised, hybrid and distributed tracking systems. In these
types of multi-radar tracking systems all input radar or sensor
data is used in varying techniques, with varying results. In the
centralised multi-radar tracking approach all inputs are
processed by a central tracking process. An inherent
shortcoming in a centralised multi-sensor tracker (MST) is that
all sensor or radar-related characteristics and specifics are lost by
centrally combining raw positional plot data.

Tracking

In addition the tracked output of more recent types of radars
and sensors, such as GPS-based ADS-B/ADS-C, is more difficult
to combine with traditional sensors. Specialised techniques have
been devised to accommodate such problems but doing so
requires increased computer processing power as well as more
complex software and system maintenance. The hybrid multiradar tracking technique is a combination of sensor-level
tracking and mosaic tiling that falls short of combining all radar
data prior to generation of the air situation picture. It is
essentially a mosaic of individual mono-radar trackers and offers
little benefit over a basic mosaic tracker.
In a mixed sensor type (radar plus ADS-B) environment, the
multi-sensor fusion approach has the considerable advantage of
handling the relative sensor accuracies in a very natural way.
With this in mind Telephonics has been evolving and advancing
its multi-sensor fusion tracking into the latest AeroTrac ATC
automation system. The Telephonics AeroTrac MST is a
distributed, multi-sensor tracking system that is able to process
and fuse both ADS-B and multilateration inputs with traditional
radar data to provide more accurate track information. v

The shortcomings of mosaic tracking systems are both obvious
and subtle. Mosaic tracking was originally devised to limit the
use of radar to ranges closer to the radar site, or to select radars
based on quality or terrain considerations. Concerns about
wider radar beam widths and the increased uncertainty of the
actual aircraft position at extended ranges are typically addressed
by either restricting the use of the radar or by increasing
separation minima.
However mosaic tiles were constrained to be rectangular areas
and not very adaptable to complex terrain considerations. Also,
as different radars could be and usually were selected in adjacent
tiles, tracks would jump in position, also known as stitching, as
targets passed over tile boundaries. These jumps were caused by
differences in radar registration and characteristics from tile to
tile. Finally, the efforts required to set up and tune the total radar
coverage area, tile by tile, were usually extensive and expensive,
requiring many months of testing, re-tuning, adaptation,
adjustments and flight testing. In addition continuous
adjustment was required as radars are inherently dynamic with

Combining radar with non-radar sources
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SAFE FLIGHT AT ALL LEVELS
The ultimate warning advisory system – vertical aerosol profiling LIDAR networks
Ludovic Thobois, Philippe Royer and Laurent Sauvage, Leosphere

The cutting edge technology of Raman LIDAR super
ceilometers deployed in operational networks opens a
new era for automatic aerosol detection throughout the
troposphere. Combining the full performances of sophisticated
LIDARs with the low-maintenance requirements of cloud
ceilometers, the R-MAN510 enables the identification,
localisation, characterisation and quantifications of ash threats.
Natural and anthropogenic aerosols in the atmosphere have a
strong impact on human activities and health. Air traffic over a
large part of Europe was disrupted for four days in April 2010
because of the threat to aircraft engines of the ash plume emitted
by the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull. Particles emitted by
industry, road traffic and biomass burning are highly controlled
and regulated to prevent their impact on the local environment.
For meteorological and climate aspects, aerosols and clouds play
a major role in the global and local radiation balance. Their
measurement is crucial for accurate validation of weather
models, data assimilation and ultimately the production of better
weather forecasts.
For these needs the vertical profiling of aerosols in the
atmosphere – more precisely in the troposphere (from ground
level to an altitude of 18km) – is absolutely required. An aerosol
profiler must indicate the vertical layering structure of aerosols
and also identify different types of aerosol – ash during volcanic
eruptions, pollution and dust particles for air quality, and clouds
or any other aerosols for meteorology and climate questions. In
addition, for the purposes of air quality and volcanic ash, mass
concentration of aerosol layers is also highly desirable since
particle hazards depend on mass concentration. Finally, to
evaluate atmospheric dispersion over an entire region or
continent, multiple profiles are required at multiple locations. A
network of ‘universal’ aerosol profilers must be developed to
address all needs at the same time.
What is needed in a universal aerosol profiler to be capable of
detecting and identifying every type of aerosol? What are the
different measurement techniques and the different methods for
aerosol identification? How can the mass concentration in
aerosol layers be retrieved? A universal aerosol profiler, based on
a Raman dual-polarised LIDAR, is presented here.

from a few nanometres to tens of micrometres. The
characterisation and understanding of the physical processes
involved are made more difficult by the considerable spatial and
temporal variation in the chemical, optical and physical
properties of aerosols.
Several techniques are used to characterise the chemical
composition, the optical and physical properties and the vertical
distribution of aerosols. Networks of in-situ measurement can
provide information about aerosol properties but remain limited
mainly to ground-level information, so they are generally poorly
representative of the regional and continental scales. The
characterisation of aerosols on a global scale can be achieved by
passive remote sensors – radiometers or sun-photometer
networks. However this data is integrated so it does not provide
information about the vertical distribution of aerosols.
Active remote sensors, such as ceilometers and LIDARs, are
capable of providing range-resolved measurements. In this kind
of instrument short pulses are emitted into the atmosphere by a
laser. The light beam emitted interacts with aerosols and clouds
along its path. A small fraction of the emitted photons is
scattered back by the particles and aerosols in the atmosphere
towards the LIDAR. This fraction is collected by the telescope
and converted by photo-detectors into an electronic signal. The
detected signal is digitised and stored in bins according to the
time the pulse was transmitted, which is directly related to the
distance from the backscatter.
Ceilometers were originally designed and widely used for
cloud profiling. LIDARs can detect all atmospheric structures
(clouds and aerosols) and can provide additional information
about the optical properties of aerosols. This makes them the
most appropriate technology for a versatile and universal aerosol
profiler. One remaining major challenge is to determine the
mass concentration through LIDAR measurements.
The spread of horizontal aerosol layers can be traced by
developing LIDARs networks on a continental scale, such as
EARLINET (European Aerosol Research LIDAR Network) and
MPLNET (Micro Pulse LIDAR Network). 4D aerosols profiling
can be then obtained through a LIDAR network.

Candidate technologies

A universal aerosol profiler must be able to work operationally
and connected to networks. It must be able to provide highly
resolved vertical profiling of the troposphere, to detect the
structures/layers of aerosols and clouds and to identify their types.
In addition, to detect all particle sizes a universal aerosol profiler
emitting in one wavelength must have a sufficiently short
wavelength to be sensitive to small particles (of less than one
micron) which cannot be measured, for example, by infrared.
To fulfil these requirements the RMAN510, a Raman and
dual-polarised aerosol LIDAR, was designed and industrialised

Atmospheric aerosols are defined as all the particles suspended
in the air, with the exception of cloud droplets and ice crystals.
The majority of aerosols exist within a structure known as the
planetary boundary layer (PBL). This structure is defined as the
lowest part of the atmosphere that is directly influenced by the
ground surface.
Aerosols can be emitted either through natural processes from
the earth (sea salt, dust, volcanic ash) or by human activities
(traffic, industry and biomass burning), and their size ranges
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Figure 1: The cloud and aerosol LIDAR RMAN510

by Leosphere. This LIDAR emits in UV and is compact, light and
standalone. Special attention has been paid to minimising its
cost and maintenance needs. It is able to reach the top of the
troposphere and the overlap (the distance between the laser beam
and the receiver field of view) remains low. This low overlap
enables the detection of atmospheric structures down to 100m.
In addition atmospheric structures (heights of planetary
boundary layer, clouds and aerosol layers), calibrated optical
parameters of aerosol layers such as extinction (the diminution
of light by absorption and scattering), backscatter (the
proportion of the light scattered back by the particles) and
optical depth (visibility) are also provided by the RMAN510.
As an operational profiler the post-processing of RMAN510
must be efficient and automatic to provide clear end-user
information (vertical profiles, structures detection, clouds and
aerosol typing). Some measurements provided by the RMAN510
are monitoring of the planetary boundary layer, identification of
aerosols and clouds, and determination of mass concentration.

Tracking the height of the planetary boundary layer.
The RMAN510 can accurately determine the height of the
planetary boundary layer (or mixing layer), which is a crucial
parameter since it directly determines the concentrations of
atmospheric pollutants such as greenhouse gases, aerosols and
ozone. This is particularly important for improving forecasts of
pollution peaks and for accurately monitoring greenhouse gases,
as in the Integrated Carbon Observation System (ICOS)
programme.
Figure 2 indicates the temporal evolution of LIDAR
backscattered profiles in the co-polarised channel. The stable
nocturnal boundary layer can be seen at night at a very low
altitude above the ground between 300m and 500m. Because of
convection processes the planetary boundary layer gradually
grows to attain a maximum height of 1.2km at 6 pm. A residual
layer, containing pollutants emitted the previous day or
transported over a long distance, has also been identified above
the nocturnal layer at a height of between 1km and 1.2km.
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Unambiguous identification
Identifying the type of aerosol is the key function of a universal
aerosol profiler. Much research has been carried out over the
past two decades in characterising types of aerosol with LIDARs,
and various methods have been developed. A first consists of
emitting and detecting light at several different wavelengths to
characterise the size of the particles. As backscattering of light by
aerosols is directly linked to aerosol size and wavelength, this
method can determine the distribution of particles by size.
A second method consists of measuring different polarisations
of backscattered light to compute the depolarisation ratio. This
ratio characterises the sphericity of the aerosols since the shape
modifies the polarisation of backscattered light. A third method
consists of determining aerosol types through their optical
properties such as the LIDAR ratio (extinction-to-backscatter ratio).
To identify aerosol types unambiguously, it is essential to
combine these methods. The coupling of the depolarisation ratio
with the LIDAR ratio is the strategy adopted in the RMAN510
aerosol LIDAR to identify four types of clouds (cirrus,
altostratus, altocumulus, low cloud) and five types of aerosols
(continental pollution particles, volcanic ash, mineral dust, ice
crystal and sea salt).
In this LIDAR, the depolarisation ratio is determined from the
measurement of two cross-polarised components of the elastic
signal at 355nm. First the calibrated aerosol optical properties
and then the LIDAR ratio are determined by the Raman inelastic
backscattered signal at 387nm, derived from nitrogen molecules
in the atmosphere. This Raman signal provides self-calibration
for the instrument, which does not require ancillary
measurement (as with a sun photometer) or any suppositions
about particle type for the inversion of the signal (as with singlechannel LIDARs).
As an example of cloud detection, Figure 3 shows that several
kinds of clouds from low to high can be detected and identified
by the RMAN510 and its post-processing software. During the
eruption of the Eyjafjallajokull volcano, the method for aerosol
typing used by the RMAN510 was applied to the measurements
(Figure 4). The volcanic ash plume is well identified thanks to
the coupling between the depolarisation and LIDAR ratios.

Determining the mass concentration in aerosol layers
Optical parameter data indicated by RMAN510 can be converted
into mass concentration profiles using optical-to-mass

Figure 2: Example of detection of the mixing layer (black dots) and the residual layer (red
dots) on RMAN-510 backscattered intensity profiles (colour scale)

conversion factors determined with ancillary measurements (size
distribution and the complex refractive index of aerosols from
in-situ, sun-photometer and modelling data). Overall
uncertainty about volcanic ash retrieval concentrations by
combining Raman dual-polarised LIDAR and sun-photometer
instruments is around 70 percent. This level of uncertainty is
consistent with aviation authorities’ requirements for marking
out high-risk fly zones (with ash concentrations of between
200μg/m3 and 2mg/m3) and no-fly zones (2mg/m3 or more).

Conclusion
Many particle threats come from the atmosphere and their
detection is essential to limit their impact on human health and
activities. A universal aerosol profiler is vital for managing all
these threats. This profiler must provide a range-resolved aerosol
profile from the lowest altitudes (~100m) to the highest level of
the troposphere (~18km) and must also be able to identify every
kind of aerosol (pollution, dust and ash).
The multichannel LIDAR, RMAN510, with its dual-polarised
and Raman channels, remains the most reliable instrument for
vertical aerosol profiling. RMAN510 networks, which have
already been put in place by several meteorological agencies, are
powerful tools for an efficient response to immediate, serious
threats. They complement model forecasts and satellite
observations in locating structures in order to safeguard people
and their activities. v

Figure 3: Example of automatic detection and identification of different kinds of clouds
Figure 4: Example of automatic detection and identification of ash on 8 April 2010 during the eruption of Eyjafjallajokull
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ALL BASES COVERED
A broad product suite that excels in civil and military applications around the globe
Achim Soelter, Moog

Since 1955 Moog has designed, manufactured, and
supported aeronautical and maritime navigation and
surveillance systems around the globe. Customers
include airport operators, ANSPs, ministries and departments of
defence, harbour authorities, and large-scale integration prime
contractors. Moog offers tactical air navigation (TACAN)
systems, distance measuring equipment (DME), and direction
finding (DF) equipment.

Tactical air navigation systems
Moog TACAN systems support fixed base, shipboard, mobile
and man-portable applications tailored for US domestic and
international operations. The combined MM-7000 and 2010
TACAN family of products offers a range of features with
multiple configuration options. Both platforms support fixed
base operations, while the MM-7000 can be tailored to support
shipboard operations using a variety of rack sizes (including an
upgrade kit for equipment replacement using state-of-the-art
components).
Moog’s mobile/deployable 2010 TACAN (affectionately known
as the British Bulldog by the USAF) forms the hub of a
deployable TACAN fleet being deployed in various theatres by
the USAF. It provides a high-power, fully functioning TACAN
system that is totally self-sufficient with on-board air
conditioning, dual generators, and multiposition antenna with
stowage for spares and accessories on a single chassis. The
complete vehicle is designed to be towed at speed for rapid
deployment and it is C-130 compatible. Over 25 such systems
are being delivered to the USAF, with other similar systems sold
to armed forces around the world.

MM7000 TACAN
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2010 TACAN
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Many users of the 2010 TACAN (fixed and deployable) take
advantage of the full-control remote maintenance and
monitoring facilities coupled with the high-reliability record to
reduce investment in on-site maintenance personnel. The
deployable and fixed 2010 TACANs are identical and use the
same LRUs in both systems further reducing through life costs of
maintenance and spares holdings. This saving can be further
enhanced for users of 2010 TACAN and 2020 DME systems
since they share common LRUs.
Moog offers the man-portable AN/TRN-47, with 52 systems
delivered to the US Marine Corps and further systems sold to
armed forces around the world. The MM-7000 is also available
in mobile configurations with a completely redesigned manportable configuration to be offered in 2013-2014. This new
MM-7000 will replace the AN/TRN-47 for small mobile/
deployable missions.
Moog’s modular TACAN designs provide flexible configuration
options to support a mix of single- or dual-beacon monitor
modes with fail-soft power output ranges from 1.0kW to 5.0kW,
as well as remote monitoring/control and built-in test
equipment. The plug-and-play LRUs are easily accessible for
hot-swap of modules to enable for continuous operations. Moog
also provides global logistics support with a 24-hour customer
helpline offering technical assistance. Additional service offerings
include site surveys, safety case, system installation,
commissioning, training, spares and repairs.
Moog TACAN systems operate with most antennas, but for
improved range and reliability tailored antenna configurations
are available:
• AS-3240 world-standard shipboard antenna;

Man-portable AN/TRN-47 TACAN
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Top and above: Mobile and fixed 2010 TACAN

• 900E fixed base antenna for high-gain and low-negative-angleenergy performance;
• 2010 fixed base antennas for low-negative-angle-energy
performance;
• 950E mobile shelter transportable and 950ET mobile trailermounted antennas;
• Small light-weight AS-4502 mobile/man-portable antennas.
Moog TACAN systems are deployed with such prestigious
customers as the US FAA, the USAF, US Navy and US Marine
Corp., NATO, the UK RAF and Royal Navy, as well as other civil/
military customers in Europe, the Middle East, the Far East, and
Central Asia. Hallmarks of Moog’s TACAN products are
customer value, superb reliability, low cost of ownership and
responsive support.

Distance measuring equipment
Moog is one of the largest suppliers of DME with worldwide
deployments. The Moog 2020 DME is a solid-state system that

Top: 2020 DME and (above) housed in a shelter

can operate individually or in conjunction with other navigation
aids such as VHF omnidirectional (VOR) beacons and
instrument landing systems (ILS). Like the 2010 TACAN, Moog’s
2020 DME can be co-located with conventional VOR, Doppler
VOR, non-directional beacons, and ILS from multiple
manufacturers.
Advanced features of the 2020 DME include extensive use of
digital signal processing technology, hardware monitoring and
conservatively rated RF power amplifiers. Pulse shape and
spectrum are controlled by a feedback control loop to keep the
DME within permissible limits in all operating conditions.
Configuration options include either a single or dual
transponder housed in a fixed base shelter or compact wallmounted version for space-limited applications. Both
transportable and mobile alternatives are also available.
Though the 2020 DME operates with all standard
omnidirectional, unidirectional and bidirectional antennas,
Moog offers a standardised solution that uses an 8dB gain
omnidirectional antenna with dual coupler outputs for high-
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integrity performance. This antenna is lightweight, rugged and
fully waterproof with a range of mounting adaptors to suit all sites.

Direction finding equipment
The Moog 2030 DF product uses a modular design to readily
meet unique operational requirements. It offers accurate bearing
information using standard VHF or UHF radio receivers with
configuration options that include environmentally controlled
facilities, remote-control operations, remote-monitoring/altering
functions and remote testing with fault diagnosis. The 2030 DF
also uses the Doppler method for bearing resolution as a costeffective surveillance technique for ATC and harbour locations,
providing multiple bearing displays on each operator screen.
The 2030 DF is used worldwide by ATC authorities, port and
harbour authorities, coast guards, the RAF and the Royal Navy.
With a choice of antenna systems, the Moog 2030 DF has a
powerful integrated monitoring and maintenance system that
can be displayed locally or remotely on a PC. It continually
monitors system performance with alarm indicators in the event
of a module failure (i.e. LRU diagnostics and self-check
routines).
Display screens support the user interface for operator input,
while monitoring overall system configuration and performance
status. This capability also enables an entire national
infrastructure to be monitored from a single location. All
modules have plug-in access from the front cabinet for typical
repair times of less than 15 minutes. v

Above and top centre: rack and wall-mounted 2020 DME

2030 DF – shipboard, fixed and mobile

Above and right: 2030 DF – touchscreen and cabinet
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TRAINING

BRIGHT
SPARKS
Fulfilling the training demand for safety
electronics personnel has been an interesting
challenge for a leading ATM training provider
Anders Halskov-Jensen, Entry Point North

For a few years now the focus for training Air Traffic
Safety Electronics Personnel, commonly known as
ATSEP, has been steadily increasing. This focus has
recently led to international training specifications and standards
that bring ATSEP even closer to pilots and air traffic controllers
in regard to compulsory training requirements for safety critical
organisations. As an ATM training provider, it has been an
interesting and challenging journey for Entry Point North in
Sweden to develop entirely new ATSEP training courses for
airports, ANSPs, CAAs and other stakeholders in the aviation
industry.
When designing new ATSEP training courses complying with
Eurocontrol’s Common Core Content, it was crucial to
understand the target group for the training. For that reason
Entry Point North decided to develop its ATSEP training
material together with its key customers. “The biggest challenge
was actually to decide on the extent of the courses,” says
Flemming Tidselholdt, director of Systems and Development,
Entry Point North. Since the target group for ATSEP training is
highly fragmented and consists of people with very different
backgrounds and levels of experience, it is a challenge to find
the right level and amount of training content. The length of
courses does not only have a financial impact on the
organisations, but also on the entire workflow planning, where
for instance operational personnel need to be taken out of their
daily shift patterns during the training courses.
The Eurocontrol specifications for ATSEP training’s Common
Core Content are quite detailed, but since the training is still not
yet mandatory there are a lot of considerations to be taken into
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account during the development of the courses. Factors such as
complexity and course subjects, differences in educational
background and the operational experience of personnel, as well
as varied training requirements set by different safety critical
organisations, all have to be evaluated carefully.
After a successful development and testing phase, Entry Point
North now offers a complete range of ATSEP training courses.
The training progression starts with Initial Training. This
consists of a compulsory Basic ATSEP course to be completed
prior to progressing onto one of 16 Qualification streams plus a
common Shared Stream. The subsequent System/Equipment
Rating and Continuation training phases need to be performed
by the organisations themselves since it requires hands-on
practice using exactly the same operational equipment. Entry
Point North is able to support and assist with the training
processes here. Finally Development training – Assessor and
On-Site Training Instructor (OSTI) – courses are also offered by
Entry Point North (On-Site Training Instructor being an ATSEP
equivalent to the air traffic controllers’ OJTI courses, but with
the focus on instructing within a technical environment).

Initial training

ATSEP Basic. The Basic ATSEP course is a classroom-based
course including topics such as: air traffic familiarisation,
aeronautical information services, meteorology, communications,
navigation, surveillance, data processing, system monitoring and
control, maintenance procedures, facilities and safety. The course
includes a study visit to an ATC centre or an airport in order to
give participants a better understanding of the actual working
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ENTRY POINT NORTH
Entry Point North is one of the largest air traffic management academies in
Europe. It is approved by the Swedish CAA and accepted by all EU member
countries. The ATM training solutions offered to customers are carried out
in accordance with best practice and all international rules and standards,
including ICAO and Eurocontrol ESARR 5.
Entry Point North is a total ATM training solution provider. New aspiring
ATCOs are fully trained to meet the requirements of the appropriate rating
whether this is APS, ADI, APP, ACS, ACP or any combination. Various
courses are offered within ATSEP, ATS and AFIS training, as well as
development training, human factors and safety courses such as OJTI,
OJTI Refresher, Assessor, Controller Aviation Training and Crew Resource
Management.

environment and the importance of their function. The standard
length of the Basic ATSEP course is 10 working days for ab initio
participants. However Entry Point North can also provide tailormade Basic ATSEP courses where the course participants’
background and experience is taken into account to shorten the
course and optimise training.
ATSEP Qualification. After the Basic course, participants will
continue onto their chosen qualification course(s). The content
and length of this training phase will depend upon the
operational unit function. For this reason training is divided into
different streams that cover the subjects of communication,
navigation, surveillance, data processing and systems,
monitoring and control.
Irrespective of the area of competence, all participants will
have to complete a shared qualification stream. The shared
stream lasts two days. Other streams last on average five days
each, but can also be combined and integrated, which could
reduce the total length of training. This flexibility allows
participants to receive an individually designed training
programme that fully responds to their specific training
requirements.

Development training
For years air traffic controllers and pilots have been required to
undertake regular practical and theoretical proficiency checks as
an integral part of their job. Being an assessor is a new challenge

ATSEP qualification training
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ATSEP training progression. Source: Eurocontrol specification for ATSEP Common
Core Content initial training

for air traffic safety electronics personnel. Previously there has
not been much focus on development training in this field,
which is why Entry Point North is pleased to offer training in
this competence as well as OSTI courses.
“We have had these courses for controllers, but found it
necessary to tailor make them for ATSEP personnel also,
considering the different working environment,” says Anders
Halskov-Jensen, client manager at Entry Point North, who has a
background as an air traffic controller and has been working
closely with technical personnel during different projects.
ATSEP OSTI. The ATSEP OSTI course provides a basic
knowledge of teaching, coaching and communication skills. It
contains methods, principles and tools that enables the ATSEP
instructor to deliver effective training to students within a
technical environment. The six- day course includes one day of
self-study, theory lessons and practical role-play scenarios,
which enable course participants to practise their newly
acquired skills.
ATSEP Assessor. The ATSEP Assessor course provides qualified
ATSEP specialists with the competence of a professional
assessor. This three- day course combines theory and practice,
giving participants the possibility to assess a variety of
candidates.
The first of these ATSEP development courses were conducted
in April and May 2012 with participants from the Netherlands,
Denmark, Lithuania, Indonesia, UAE and Croatia. This
emphasises the global demand for this kind of training, and
Entry Point North will continue offering open international
development courses for ATSEP.
Paul Woodworth, team leader ATES Training and
Development at Dubai Air Navigation Services, commented: “I
found it a great experience attending this course as the
instructors were welcoming and knowledgeable on the subject
of on-the-job training. Even though this was the first course
directly aimed at ATSEP, it was extremely useful and also there
was good two-way communication between the instructors and
students when issues arose regarding the differences between
ATCO/ATSEP on-the-job training. I fully recommend this course
to any ATSEP who wishes to enhance their instructor skills.”.v
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SURFACE OPERATIONS

GROUND CONTROL:
SAFE AND SECURE
Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control Systems don’t just help avoid
collisions and improve airport safety, they also contribute greatly to more efficient traffic flow
management at small and mid-sized airports with limited resources
Jan Marco Heinz and Melanie Zagromski, Comsoft

The rise in air traffic in most countries is no longer a
challenge confined to major international air hubs.
Increasingly both smaller and medium-sized airports are
faced with the problems of dealing with a higher density and
frequency of take-offs and landings, sometimes to relieve
congestion from larger airports nearby, but also as a result of the
rapid increase and growing popularity of air transport in general.
A common by-product of increased air traffic is the parallel
growth of ground vehicles on aprons, whether it be fuel tankers,
maintenance trucks, or passenger and luggage transport:
increased air traffic automatically means increased ground
activity. Coordinating the arrival and departure of aircraft with
ground traffic is now as much a concern for smaller and regional
airports as it has been for many years for their larger, better
financed cousins.

Small airports, big challenges
The rapid growth of low-cost carriers in many countries, with
their preference for smaller airports, has further increased the
pressure on many regional airports and hubs to improve their
throughput via more efficient use of technology. Enabling the
safe and swift transfer of passengers and luggage, as well as for
the quick refuelling, reboarding and turnaround of aircraft, and
the ability to deal with future growth in aircraft and passenger
numbers and their supporting ground vehicles, is as much an
economic as a safety imperative.
Finally greater restrictions on airport planning and
development, whether due to cost or environmental
considerations, may further limit the options for smaller airports
in dealing with increased traffic.

A question of resources
Large international airports often enjoy direct government
funding and support and the advantages of charging higher fees
for landing rights and slots that allow them to invest in state-ofthe-art infrastructure and technology to deal with growing
congestion. By contrast smaller and medium-sized regional
airports lack financial clout and leverage and are compelled to
turn to alternative, more cost-effective solutions to manage air
and ground traffic and avoid, or at least minimise, bottlenecks
and the risk of collisions, whether on the ground or in the air.
In addition many of the aircraft that use smaller airports are
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not equipped with the latest onboard technology such as
Mode-S transponders. Mode-S gives controllers the most
accurate and up-to-date information on aircraft position and
speed, enabling them to optimise scheduling and processing of
aircraft and ensure safe and efficient ATM in and around the
apron. Finally the impact of bad weather, which often plays
havoc with air schedules at regional airports, can also be limited
by the intelligent use of technology.
For these and other reasons an increasingly popular solution
for smaller airports is Advanced Surface Movement Guidance
and Control Systems (A-SMGCS). This has been around since
the early 1990s, and is sufficiently well established and
recognised to be governed by a worldwide standard issued by
ICAO. There are several variations in the types of components
used in A-SMGCS solutions currently in operation around the
world; one example is a project recently developed by
COMSOFT for Budiarto Airport, Curug in Indonesia.
COMSOFT has a global reputation in the design and
development of integrated ATC and ATM solutions, including
safety critical, real-time surveillance processing systems such as
Multiple SDPS Tracking Systems, Safety Nets, Surveillance
Communication and Application Gateways. COMSOFT is a
well-established player in Indonesia as a provider of ATC
solutions to various airports over the years, most recently for an
automated PRISMA ATC back-up system at Soekarno-Hatta
International Airport in Jakarta. As the controllers at SoekarnoHatta are trained at the nearby flight school, it was decided that
the airport needed a solution that simulated the AIM/ATC
system they would be operating at Soekarno-Hatta as closely as
possible once they graduated.
The complete solution involves the delivery and installation of
a local-area multilateration surveillance system with A-SMGCS
at the airport, and a wide-area multilateration surveillance
system for the area around the airport. The LAM/WAM-Curug
solution consists of several major subsystems that, along with
existing or planned equipment, combine to provide the
controller with a highly accurate, real-time overall traffic
situation picture, known as the fusion process. By using
components designed for high performance and reliability, the
resulting solution can perform as well as if not better than a
secondary surveillance system that depends on a Mode-S
transponder on board the aircraft.

SURFACE OPERATIONS

COMSOFT A-SMGCS solution Curug, Indonesia

As recommended by ICAO, the COMSOFT
solution takes a modular approach that uses
existing infrastructure such as bandwidth and
power consumption, and makes it easy to add
to and develop the system in future as needed.
The system as a whole can be monitored and
analysed remotely, enabling the recording of
surveillance data and tracking of systems to
create statistics for more detailed analysis.

determine which targets are missing key data, the
QIC uses its knowledge of available information to
schedule specific interrogations to fill in the air
situation picture, which are performed by the
Quadrant Transmitters.
The Quadrant Sensors (see picture left) are the
key instruments for providing surveillance data to
the QCP. The sensors, along with all support
devices including network equipment and power
supply, form the Quadrant Sensor System and
A-SMGCS: How it works
guarantee continuous operational performance of
The Quadrant Central Processor (QCP) is the
all systems, at all times. The QCP and A-SMGCS
central unit of the LAM/WAM-Curug system,
also support ADS-B.
generating an air situation picture by
Built in test functions inside all the main
processing all input data from the Quadrant
subsystems monitor and report on the operational
Sensors positioned around the airport, and
state of each system independently of any external
COMSOFT Quadrant Sensor – the key
instrument for gathering surveillance data
performs all the algorithms for multilateration
control and monitoring systems, enabling 95
and calibration. The QCP provides the
percent of failures to be located or isolated. In
Quadrant Interrogator Controller (QIC) with essential
addition surface movement radar (SMR) can be integrated to give
information on the air situation. By analysing the air situation to
enhanced visibility and accuracy of the ground situation picture.
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A runway incursion occurs when two or more aircraft or vehicles occupy a runway simultaneously, creating the risk of a collision. The PRISMA SMGCDS provides reliable monitoring of runways
and the detection of potential or actual incursions and conflicts between airborne aircraft and ground traffic, and displays a visual and audible alert or warning to the controllers

The information processed by the QCP is then displayed on
the PRISMA surface movement guidance and control display
system (SMGCDS) (see panel below).

One size fits all
The COMSOFT A-SMGCS product is a new solution optimally
scaled for small and medium-sized airports, but with the
potential to serve larger airports in the future as the product is
developed. By employing available infrastructure, such systems
offer airports like Budiarto in Indonesia a safe, cost-efficient and
adaptable solution to provide an accurate and real-time air
situation picture that performs as well as if not better than the
SSR systems used in much larger and more advanced airports.

Aircraft and pilots will also enjoy greater security and
certainty at take-off, landing and taxiing, especially in bad
weather situations with poor to zero visibility. Tower controllers
have an accurate picture of the situation on the ground and
around the airport that assists them in safe air and ground
management, as well as improved and more efficient processing
and stacking of arriving and departing aircraft.
A-SMGCS is therefore the ideal solution and answer for a
growing number of airports around the world that are
witnessing increased traffic volumes and need a ready-to-hand
and easy-to-install solution that provides all the functionality
and visibility needed for safe, secure and fast-moving airport
operations. v

SEEING IS BELIEVING
The PRISMA SMGCDS is the main interface of executive operation of ATC. COMSOFT’s fully automated
modular ATM system can be integrated easily with the other components in the A-SMGCS solution. The
information from the sensors, processed and channelled by the QCP, is displayed via PRISMA, providing
controllers with comprehensive ATCO situation awareness on the movement area, showing the position and
identification of all aircraft and vehicles, including runway collision avoidance detection and alerts on an easyto-follow, user-friendly interface.
It presents controllers with optimal routeing maps showing the most efficient route for each aircraft clearly
designated, as well as guidance for pilots and ground vehicle drivers with directions for the assigned route.
PRISMA’s flexibility and modular design mean it can be deployed separately as a standalone flight plan
processing unit or as part of an integrated ATC/ATM solution, enabling integration of radars, multilateration and
ADS-B (Quadrant) sensors.
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EYES OF ATC
A display-centric approach to ATC console design will improve the safety, longevity and
overall performance of the mission-critical eyes of an ATC system
John Trueblood, Aydin Displays
The goal of system design for the main radar console is
maximum safety. The radar display within the console
comprises the eyes of the system and is mission critical
to safe operation. As such this specialised display incorporates
extensive features for reliability, adjustability and performance.
However quite commonly this critical component is
underutilised within the ATC system. There are many reasons
for this. Foremost is that the typical initial deployment of a
2048x2048 main radar display is for a simple compatible
display upgrade of an analogue CRT – normally the Sony DDM.
This legacy migration does not take advantage of newer digital
video capabilities nor the network connectivity of the display for
status monitoring and early fault detection. Another cause of
underutilisation is that often the main display is selected after
the system design has been completed, so full feature access is
not included in the fundamental system paradigm.
This article examines system design and deployment strategies
in a display-centric approach that will better use the main radar
console display to improve safety, longevity and overall
performance for this primary mission-critical component.

Effective installation setup
Determining the proper initial setup parameters is fundamental
to getting the best performance from the main radar display. Due
to the nature of mission-critical operation there are many
possible adjustable parameters, beyond those of most displays.
The primary concern is to maximise image quality. For
example it is possible to select colour temperature and
individually balance the red, green and blue settings to match
the colours of other displays in the system and fine-tune the
colour appearance of the application software. This can be
experimentally determined on a single display, then replicated
for all deployed consoles.
A critical initial adjustment should be to determine the
normal backlight luminance setting for the radar displays in
accordance with the ambient lighting environment in each
specific ATC centre. This is especially important with the advent
of LED backlight displays capable of much higher brightness
than the CCFL predecessor. Typical ATC centres use a low
ambient light environment. As a comparison, the Sony DDM
CRT display has a maximum luminance of 80cd/m2 whereas
modern LED backlit LCD 2048x2048 displays have a maximum
of 250-300cd/m2.
ATC human factors studies have shown that contrast, rather
than brightness, is the primary requirement for optimum
readability of displays. By establishing a common initial
backlight level specific to each ATC centre environment, one can
optimise readability and minimise possible eye fatigue during
operation. This carries the added benefit of possibly extending
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the useful life of the backlights by operating at lower luminance
levels. Additionally it is important during the acquisition phase
of the main radar display to include a specification requirement
for a very low minimum dimming level for the display, for
example one percent of maximum. This will facilitate a broad
range of backlight adjustment for low ambient light conditions
typical in an ATC centre.
Another important step in initial setup of the main radar
display is configuring password protection for maintenance
functions in the on-screen display (OSD). The password feature
limits the menu options available to ATC operators. This
accomplishes two objectives. First, there are many configuration
functions that should not be allowed to be changed other than
by certified system maintenance technicians. Second, and more
important, is that password protection makes the OSD menu far
simpler for the operator, so they can concentrate on controlling
air traffic.
Cables, especially for the video signal, need to be included in
primary console design considerations. Cables comprise primary
points of failure in any system. A proper video cable is
fundamental to image quality on the display. If the system
includes a graphics card using digital video, typically dual-link
DVI-D, most main radar displays include the best cable
optimised for display performance and EMI reduction with each
monitor. However in the case of legacy display replacement,
normally the graphics card produces an analogue signal

SNMP maintenance LAN configuration and operation

DISPLAYS

Area control main radar console in operation

requiring a specialised display cable. It is imperative that the
cable be well shielded and of the proper impedance. In the case
of a 5 BNC cable arrangement, such as direct replacement of a
Sony DDM, the RGB cables must be 50Ω while the horizontal
and vertical sync cables must be 75Ω. The display upgrade
procedure should include testing the existing cable to determine
if replacement is necessary.
The final step in display installation is operator training. This
is very simple, but important. Often main radar displays include
shortcut paths for common operations, such as backlight level
adjustment. Some displays offer a feature of very convenient
brightness adjustment from the front panel or a simple remote
control commander that bypasses on screen menus. The key
point is to ensure that operators are focused on safely controlling
air traffic by making display operation very simple, eliminating
the need for display adjustment menu navigation.

Independent maintenance LAN
Reliability and availability are fundamental considerations in
ATC console design. The best way to increase uptime availability
is real-time monitoring of system health for early fault detection.
For legacy systems using the Sony DDM, this was accomplished
for the display using custom software that would periodically
query the display status over a dedicated single point RS-422
serial connection.
Fortunately modern LCD 2048x2048 displays include an
RJ45 Ethernet connection to support maintenance operations. In
fact SNMP is a well-established standard over Ethernet for
communication of status information to a maintenance server.
This status monitoring does not impede normal operation, so
ATC operators cannot detect that real-time status monitoring is
taking place in background mode. Through this maintenance
interface, at the earliest sign of violation of operating
specification, a maintenance technician can be alerted to
immediately take action at the affected console.
As part of the network design of the maintenance LAN it is
important to assign each display a well-organised static IP
address. This maintains the unique identity of each display so
that an ATC console map may be created that identifies the

physical location of each display according to the assigned IP
address. It is important that a maintenance technician know the
exact location of a display reporting a problem through the LAN.
The importance of the SNMP standard is that custom software
is no longer required to carry out this health monitoring
function. There are many offerings of standard maintenance
server software that include configurable action based on the
content and severity of the problem reported. For example if a
display exceeds the acceptable operational internal temperature,
a descriptive SNMP message will be sent by the display to the
maintenance server identifying the problem. In turn the
maintenance server can be configured to send a text message to
the mobile phone of one or more technicians, identifying the
display in distress, the reported problem, and the current
temperature reading so that immediate action may be taken at
any time. The protocol and system design includes the option of
redundancy, so multiple maintenance servers may be used.
SNMP alarm trap support is a necessary feature for devices on
the maintenance LAN. Alarm traps enable the display to initiate
unsolicited health information communication to the
maintenance server. This is the mechanism that allows standard
commercial software to monitor a large variety of devices
without the necessity of custom commands querying the
displays from a remote host.
As part of the SNMP alarm trap support, the display should
incorporate user configurable thresholds for when alarm traps
are sent. Alarms have varying severity. For example if the host
graphics signal is lost, this should be a high-severity alarm,
because the display no longer shows current air traffic. If the
operational hours of the backlight exceed predicted life, this
should be a low-severity alarm, because the display remains
operational. The monitor should simply be scheduled for testing
to see if the brightness of the display is still adequate for
continued operation. Using a severity hierarchy better enables
technicians to take appropriate action based on the reported
problem.
There are some 2048x2048 displays that also include a web
server. In this case any computer connected to the maintenance
LAN can interactively spot check and configure each display
using a standard web browser. This examination can be
conducted from the desk of a maintenance technician
referencing the static IP addresses according to the ATC centre
deployment map. All that is needed is a connection to the
maintenance LAN.
An interesting point is that even in the case of legacy analogue
video display replacement, an independent maintenance LAN
for availability support may be included with the initial
deployment. This is possible because this maintenance LAN and
all device health monitoring are completely independent of
normal operation.

Legacy compatibility and modernisation support
ATC systems are typically upgraded as much as possible through
evolution rather than revolution. That is, components that can
be independently upgraded through legacy compatibility are
deployed as direct replacements. Eventually the core of the
system must be upgraded and replaced, which includes new
software. Generally it is the very large and complex ATC
software that drives modernisation efforts for the system. This is
especially true for the transition of the video signal for the main
radar display from analogue to digital.
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Large area control centre with office-level ambient lighting

Operational area control

Many legacy ATC systems use what is now archaic design
methodology to achieve performance, especially in regard to
graphics technology. Many of today’s ATC systems had their
origins in the 1990s or earlier. At that time a processor speed of
40MHz was considered state-of-the-art. The first gigahertz
processor did not come until 2000. In order to meet the
demanding graphics drawing performance requirements in the
1990s, graphics cards were designed specifically for ATC. They
used special hardware features to organise graphics into overlay
templates so that not all graphic data would require refreshing
within each drawing cycle. Now, due to the vast increase in
processor and memory speed, there is no longer a need for such
specialised hardware functions in graphics to accomplish the
necessary performance.
However legacy software is dependent on the special
hardware feature of overlays. As long as the legacy software
persists, those ATC systems will require very expensive
specialised graphics cards for operation, available only from a
few vendors. Modern software makes use of very inexpensive
commercially available and interchangeable graphics cards in the
system design.
Standards compliance and independence of system
components is fundamental to longevity and upgradeability for
long-lifecycle ATC systems. Moving towards inexpensive
commercially available components is fundamental to the

realistic ability to refresh individual component technology.
From the display perspective it is important to support legacy
analogue video during transition, as well as digital video to
facilitate terraced steps in full ATC system modernisation.

Legacy area control centre with low ambient light

New area control centre installation with low ambient light
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Conclusion
Modern ATC main radar displays incorporate numerous features
for reliability, adjustability and performance. Currently
2048x2048 displays are often underused. System architects
should consider specification and selection of the main radar
display early in the design process in order to fully employ the
safety-enhancing features. The initial setup of the display is
critical to maximising image performance and longevity of the
display, as well as optimising human factors characteristics to
improve readability while minimising any possible eye fatigue
during operation. This includes requiring a broad dimming
range to enable accurate adjustment of luminance, especially
with the brighter LED backlight systems. Establishing an
independent maintenance LAN is important to providing high
availability of the displays and real-time notification of early
fault detection.
Most important of all is to have a clear, independently
upgradeable modernisation path for each subsystem within the
overall ATC console design, and to fully use the safety features of
each component. v
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As vice president and chief technology
officer of NAV CANADA, Sid Koslow is
responsible for major technology
projects with an emphasis on new
functionality

NAVCANatm – AT A GLANCE
In marketing its ATM product line, NAV CANADA recently formalised
its marketing division under the NAVCANatm banner. At the same time
it launched a family of ATM products being actively promoted and
implemented around the world.
Product groupings include NAVCANsuite automated tools for the
tower environment, combining flight surveillance and operational data.
NAVCANsuite is at the core of the company’s tower automation initiatives,
providing an integrated controller working position with up to four touchscreen monitors that provide fingertip access to NAVCANatm technology.
Fully integrated with this suite is NAVCANlink, a collaborative tool offering
a near real-time web view of airport radar, traffic, weather, lighting and
navaid status – anywhere, anytime.
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CAPACITY CRUNCH
Sid Koslow, NAV CANADA’s chief technology officer, sees capacity as a continuing
challenge for air navigation service providers
Andrew Pickering
NAV CANADA recently celebrated its fifteenth birthday
as Canada’s private-sector ANSP. Over the past 15 years
the company has invested C$1.7 billion in system
modernisation, upgrading or replacing most of its CNS/ATM
infrastructure.
While doing this, the company pioneered an approach to
ATM development that has involved in-sourcing most of the
development work to groups of engineers and operations
requirements staff, as well as to air traffic controllers, technical
operations specialists and flight service specialists.
As this model and the resulting technology solutions proved
themselves at home, the company decided to begin marketing
its technology solutions to other ANSPs, and most recently
rebranded its marketing division as NAVCANatm. As a result of
these efforts NAVCANatm solutions have been successfully
implemented around the world, with the most recent projects
announced for Dubai, Hong Kong and the Netherland Antilles.
Chief technology officer Sid Koslow has been at the helm of
all these developments since 1996, following a lengthy career in
ATM systems development at the MITRE Corporation. In this
interview he shares his views on key trends in the industry, on
the major challenges facing ANSPs, and on NAV CANADA’s
recent initiatives and plans.
As someone who has seen many trends in the industry come and
go, what is your general view of the technology and operational
challenges facing ANSPs today?
Safety is always the most important issue. No matter what the
environment in terms of traffic or finances, the ANSP’s first
priority and obligation is to operate the air traffic system in a
safe manner.
In the longer term, I think that the challenge is providing
capacity. All medium and long-term forecasts indicate an
increase in traffic, despite the slow growth associated with the
current business cycle. At some point we’re going to need to
have more capacity, and it has traditionally taken a long time to
respond to that requirement. There are some tools at our
disposal but it will be a difficult challenge in traditionally
congested areas where increased capacity will be needed the
most. System integration and collaboration among ANSPs,
airlines, airports and other players will be needed. Infrastructure
improvements will be necessary but will not be sufficient.
What should ANSPs be doing to better help airlines meet these
challenges?
Both now and in the future, it’s essential that we provide efficient
routes. This benefits the industry both through fuel savings and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. At NAV CANADA, we
estimate airline fuel savings of C$5.3 billion from 2011 to 2020

related to efforts to improve flight efficiency through
collaborative initiatives, amounting to 14 million tonnes of GHG
emissions. And that does not take into account new initiatives
such as satellite-based surveillance.
The other thing we have to do now and in the future is to
operate in a cost-effective manner. We are a direct cost to our
customers, so as well as providing a safe system it is our
responsibility to provide an effective, cost-efficient system.
NAV CANADA is becoming known as an ANSP that engineers its
own ATM software and tools. What percentage of the company’s
technology is developed in-house?
Over the past five years or so, almost all of it. With a few
exceptions, we generally find greater benefits from having NAV
CANADA engineers and operational controllers collaborating to
create our own systems.
Given that NAV CANADA is an ANSP developing products for other
ANSPs, is the development process unique in any way?
We carry out our development almost entirely on versions of
existing operational systems. So whereas the traditional process
is to work on a developmental system that is often not the same
as the operational system, we do the development on the
operational system assuming that we will be successful. Then,
when we are successful, we can put it into operation directly.
This way we’re not duplicating and reinventing the functionality
we’ve already developed.
We also involve our operational people from the very
beginning. This doesn’t just include operational people at
headquarters, but also actual field controllers and specialists.
What are some of the key benefits of doing development in
house?
The key benefit – the absolute key benefit – is that we get
systems that go into operation in a reasonable time and at a
reasonable cost. And they are actually useful when they are
implemented.
It will soon be 10 years since you sold your first system
internationally. You have also sold other systems around the
world. What was behind this decision to branch out into
marketing your technology abroad?
What we decided more than 10 years ago was that since we had
done development ourselves, and since the resulting systems
were in operation, it seemed to make sense to us to offer the
results of that work outside Canada. It had the advantage of our
having operational experience with the systems, so the risk to
the third party was relatively low. Furthermore our ANSP
customers benefit through a more cost-effective development
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NAVCANsuite, as seen here in the Montreal tower, is designed to innovate and simplify the air traffic controller’s workstation

process, avoiding a great deal of duplication, and from working
with a group that has a deep understanding of the challenges an
ANSP would face, and how to tackle them in a collaborative
fashion. And our airline customers benefit from lower rates than
otherwise, as the profits from the sales help us to keep service
charges under control.
What do you see as the key highlights of your marketing efforts?
The highlight initially was the use of our oceanic system by
NATS. This made a great deal of sense given that we collaborate
daily with NATS in the management of North Atlantic airspace –
and given that we have a well developed system, known as
GAATS, that is ideally suited to this operating environment.
Since that project NATS has been using its version of the system,
which they call SAATS, and we have both been benefiting from
additional development work, with our respective oceanic
systems evolving together. In fact this set a pattern for our other
ATM technology solutions projects.
A great deal of our focus over the decade has been the
marketing and implementation of our Tower Automation
System, known as NAVCANsuite, which features the electronic
strip system, known as NAVCANstrips, and associated products
in the family. The core technology was built in Canada by our
in-house development team and is operational in 80 locations
worldwide. NATS is a major user of this system, along with
ANSPs in Copenhagen, Dubai and Netherland Antilles, and the
first of four towers recently became operational in Australia. The
Australian work is being done in conjunction with SAAB Sensis.
What is it about NAV CANADA that has enabled a monopoly
service provider to behave like a competitive business,
successfully operating a technology marketing division?
For one, we are a business with a unique governance structure
involving airlines, business and general aviation, unions and
government. Each group appoints board members, with
customers appointing a total of five directors on our 15-member
board. So being customer-focused is built right into our DNA.
In addition we have developed a consultative culture, where
customer dialogue happens every day, on a formal and informal
basis. This customer focus has been extended to our relations
with other ANSPs, many of whom are valued clients of our
technology solutions. We are also open to collaborating with a
variety of industry partners in developing the optimal solution
for each technology project.
When you combine that attitude with our knowledge of the
ANSP world – given that we operate the world’s second largest
system by air traffic volume – and our success in developing
technology and working closely with others to shape the
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technology to their operating environments, I think we present a
very competitive and compelling alternative.
So where is NAV CANADA heading with this? How do you see
NAVCANatm products developing, changing and improving over
the next few years?
I think that integration, data flow between systems and
collaboration between stakeholders are going to be a very
important aspects of the systems. As I mentioned, in the tower
automation system – especially with regard to en route flow,
approach management, surface management, gate management,
departure control and so on – it’s going to need to be a more
continuous and interactive process. That’s the direction in which
we will be positioning our products.
In addition there’s a lot of room for activity using video
technology to supplement or to provide surveillance coverage in
any number of ways – from supplementing the current airport
surface detection equipment to enabling remote operations.
The company has been a pioneer in the implementation of ADSB. Recently you made an announcement with Iridium regarding a
joint venture in Aireon, responsible for the deployment of ADS-B
globally using low orbiting satellites. How does this fit into your
overall vision?
First of all, our partnership in Aireon should be an excellent
addition for operations in Canada. We are responsible for the
western half of the North Atlantic, the busiest oceanic airspace
in the world. We’ve been quite aggressive on the oceanic side
with improving service and reducing separation standards safely.
This will be a major step forward. We’re hopeful that we’ll at
least move in the direction of the sort of separation standards
that we can get with radar – not initially, but progressively over
time. That will enable us to provide improved service, to the
extent that we anticipate C$100 million in customer fuel savings
on an annual basis once the full Aireon capability has been
implemented.
Also in many parts of the north, especially on the western side
of the country, this will provide surveillance coverage where
there is none today, which will be very valuable to polar routes,
and routes going from the East Coast and the Midwest of North
America to Asia.
Consistent with our general view of making products available
outside of Canada – since this is an earth covering system – we
would then be interested in being involved in providing this
capability to other jurisdictions. We have had expressions of
interest from other ANSPs who recognise the potential for
service improvements using this kind of satellite-based ADS-B
surveillance in their jurisdictions. v

IF YOU COULD SEE WHAT I SEE
You would see a fully integrated system of advanced air
traffic management products, right at your finger tips.
NAVCANatm technology solutions are developed collaboratively with controllers who trust
and use these systems every day at more than 80 sites world-wide. Our products are
designed to offer fast, reliable access to critical airport, tower and terminal information,
bringing a higher level of safety, functionality and ease of use than any other system out
there today.
Our new integrated tower system, NAVCANsuite, includes the leading electronic flight strip
solution, a fused surveillance system with real-time coverage from ground to air, and
automated ATM tools that deliver critical operational data. Fully integrated with these
applications is NAVCANlink, a collaborative tool giving non-operational users a near
real-time webview of airport radar, traffic, weather, lighting and navaid status – anywhere,
anytime.
And whether you want the fully automated power of NAVCANsuite, or the advanced
capability of one of its products, all NAVCANatm solutions are built to your requirements.

So come and see the only innovative ATM technology solution with an
operational advantage – NAVCANatm.

www.NAVCANatm.ca

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

AIM FOR GROWTH
Aeronautical information management is one segment of the typical ANSP business model.
How can new AIM services create growth?
Manfred Aigner and Fatimah Madari, Frequentis
Today’s ANSPs must adapt the aeronautical information
management (AIM) business model to increase
profitability, but still continue to provide the necessary
flow of information and data for safe and efficient international
air navigation. Each ICAO member state provides an
aeronautical information package and is responsible for the
information within. ANSPs then recover the associated costs by
including them in their charges, in accordance with ICAO
policies. However additional revenues from the sale of
aeronautical information and data, or aeronautical information
services (AIS) products and services, could also help ANSPs
offset these costs.

Cost reduction
Lifecycle cost (LCC) analysis is the first step towards a reduction
in total AIM costs. LCC is generally calculated by adding
procurement costs for AIM equipment to the costs of training,
documentation, infrastructure and maintenance. The main goal
in LCC analysis is to protect the investment by optimising the
ratio between the initial purchasing cost and total LCC. A low
purchase price does not automatically lead to a low and efficient
total cost of ownership. One measure for reducing total LCC is

AIM regional hub concept
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to purchase solutions that use reliable, high-quality products.
This reduces maintenance costs, minimises downtime and
extends the useful life of purchased software and hardware.
When moving from AIS to AIM, data migration costs are often
underestimated and subsequently exceed the budget reserved
for that task by ANSPs. Explanations can be found in all data
migration phases – pre-migration, the migration phase itself and
post-migration. Realistic planning is the first step in reducing
these costs and includes outlining an adequate time schedule
and suitable resource planning. Migration of AIM data should
follow a step-by-step approach to reduce risk-related costs,
while backup and fall-back scenarios minimise downtime.
ANSPs that draw on the experienced support and mature
products of trusted partners and consultants are better able to
implement optimal time and resource plans. Professional data
migration based on international standards and developments is
also better than so-called ‘island’ or proprietary solutions.
Cloud computing is a concept in which the location of servers
and data sources is no longer important. Organisations can
concentrate on their key competencies and pay less attention to
technology issues. The future AIM business model will tackle
concepts like system wide information management (SWIM)

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

AIS integration into ATM working position

and service-orientated architecture (SOA), where the nature and
quality of the information is more important than the location of
the hardware. An excellent example is Europe’s EAD solution,
with its major cost reductions in data maintenance, data
availability, data accessibility and NOTAM processing. System
development and maintenance is carried out by commonly
maintained systems and applications, ensuring cost benefits for
data providers and data users. The main benefits are a reduction
in data backup and recovery costs, as well as wider cost sharing
through regional AIS deployments. Cloud computing in the AIM
environment also enables ANSPs to sell additional services.

Revenue increase
Many ANSPs are obliged to produce AIM charts but have no
large clients (airlines) purchasing them. Additional services
would earn revenue, improve resource use, exploit existing
competencies in the organisation and serve the community.
One service ANSPs typically consider when evaluating new
opportunities is hosting IT and cloud infrastructure. This
includes the provision of IT/server infrastructure, network
connectivity (for connecting regional partners) and server
licences. Hosting services can also cover maintenance and
supervision of IT systems.
Consulting, training and safety/quality services are another
option that may play a role in future ANSP business models. The
AIS/AIM know-how within ANSPs has huge potential in this
context. Typical consulting services might support clients in the
transition from AIS to AIM through, for example, professionalquality management and resource planning. Another option is to
help the client find appropriate data sources and originators.
ANSP safety and quality services might involve auditing services,
elaboration of safety cases or help with establishing a QM system.
ANSPs might also consider charging for:
• Value-added briefings;
• Graphical briefings with additional weather information from GIS;
• Integrated weather and NOTAM briefings;
• Reviews of data provided by partner organisations;
• Special support for flight plan submissions (flight plan
optimisation service);

• Add-on services for submitted flight plans (briefing includes
SID, STAR and IAP);
• Briefings featuring company-specific information (submission
of targeted messages to flight crews) or where PIB styling
matches the client’s corporate identity.

Integration of AIM in ATM
ATM is increasingly reliant on accurate and flexible AIM. AIM
will eventually be fully integrated with the ATM system, based
on SWIM principles and total interoperability in terms of
information exchange. Examples for such integration can already
be found in integrated tower concepts, where such applications
focus on data consistency, authenticity and accessibility. One
example is improving usability for controllers by integrating a
NOTAM display and ticker into the control panel.
The main idea of such integration is to provide a flexible
display engine for presenting information from different sources
on one or more displays. The air traffic controller then has a
main portal for access to important operational information
(dynamic information pages, documents, charts and intranet/
internet content). Close integration with tower and airport tools
extends functionality, display capabilities and control options,
especially in the tower and approach environment.

Summary
There are already solutions on the market that provide ANSPs
with a cost-efficient and profitable AIM business model. In this
context the AIM solution should follow an integrated, modular
and future-proof approach that is compatible with current and
forthcoming standards, thereby protecting the investment that
has been made.
Additional and new tools, such as workflow management
tools, bring quality improvements and provide a historical cost
overview that supports implementation of cost-reduction
measures. SWIM as a key enabler for integration of AIM in ATM
is not just a phrase – it already exists, as shown above. ANSPs
migrating from AIS to AIM will also be part of a transition to
new business models, accompanied by their trusted and
experienced partners and consultants. v
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GROUND SURVEILLANCE
A means to support separation of aircraft and vehicles during low-visibility
conditions and in areas obstructed from the tower view has always been
rated high in the air traffic controller’s wish list
Josef Kutschi, AviBit

Recently the growing air traffic level at some airports has
reached the limit of what can reasonably be handled in
a safe and efficient way. A common way to handle the
saturated traffic flow at high-density airports is to build new
runways and add taxiways to support the busiest movement
areas. But then the airport becomes more complex and difficult
to overview. The challenge to operate a complex and growing
airport becomes very evident during disrupted operations and
adverse conditions.
To overcome some of above challenges airports around the
world have relied on surveillance technologies, which use a
diverse set of sensor types with various system algorithms to
extract readable and usable information to the air traffic
controller’s benefit.

Primary radar
In the beginning of the era of airport ground control
surveillance, systems were predominantly based on primary
radar input (non-cooperative sensor technology). Surface
movement radar (SMR) systems displayed a rudimentary raw
radar output picture on a single screen placed in the ATC tower
cab. The radar output processing included filtering to reduce
radar signal clutter and noise and remove reflections from
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stationary objects such as buildings and signs. This gave
controllers a fairly clear picture of all moving objects in the radar
coverage area.
A trained and experienced controller could in many cases
distinguish vehicles from aircraft in the raw radar display based
on displayed radar echo size and movement trajectory and
velocity. To verify the identity of a specific mobile (aircraft or
vehicle) the controller had to verify the position by
communicating with cockpit crew or driver over radio and
match the given position information with actual raw radar
echoes displayed in the controller working position. Sometimes
the radar detected grass moving in the wind or other nonwanted information as dynamic data and the movement was not
possible to filter out and was subsequently displayed as one or
several moving objects.
These shortcomings were not acceptable for separation of
ground traffic that was often clustered in groups and operated
close together. At this time SMR systems were not safety
approved as a standalone tool for separation of ground vehicles
and aircraft, but merely used operationally as a support tool for
an overview of the traffic.
Today the raw radar data is further processed and used as one
channel of many to detect the positions of mobiles (aircraft and

SURVEILLANCE

Opposite: Old raw radar
Left: Modern A-SMGCS
Below: Track symbol and label

vehicles), which are displayed as synthetic and tracked positions
in the form of a symbol over a map of the airport. Sometimes
controllers prefer to see the raw radar presentation of the
mobiles in the background of the synthetic position symbols.
The raw radar presentation in modern systems is also
synthesised and emulates the look and feel of the old radar
output display.

Supplemental sensors
In the late 1990s and early 2000s a new ground surveillance
sensor array became popular for use in conjunction with and to
augment the primary ground radar sensor. While the primary
radar technology sent a radio pulse that was reflected off objects
in its line of sight and displayed as an echo, the new ground
sensor array used a new way of locating an aircraft, vehicle or
stationary emitter by measuring the ‘time difference of arrival’
(TDOA) of a signal from an emitter at three or more receiver
sites. This system is now commonly known as multilateration
and is used both for local coverage of ground traffic at the
airport and for airborne traffic in the close vicinity of the airport
– known as local area management (LAM).When configured for
surveillance of airborne traffic over large areas it is known as
wide area management (WAM).

Multilateration is a cooperative sensor system, which
communicates with emitters such as aircraft or vehicle mode
A/C/S transponders. As a consequence of the use of
transponders, the multilateration system is not only capable of
calculating a high-resolution position of the emitter but is also
able to receive mobile identification information from the
transponder.
Depending on the mode the transponder is operating in, and
the capability of the multilateration system, it is also possible for
the system to receive other data such as GPS position data
together with identification data. The multilateration system
gives the much needed information to get a positive
identification of an equipped vehicle or aircraft together with a
high-accuracy position of the mobiles for processing in the ATC
surveillance system.
Modern surveillance systems such as Advanced Surface
Movement Control and Monitoring Systems (A-SMGCS) use
both primary radar and multilateration arrays to cover the
complete airport movement area to control and monitor
mobiles. The cooperative and non-cooperative sensors provide
position data, which in the A-SMGCS is tracked and fused to
provide a unified picture with position and ID of all equipped
airside traffic.
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Safegate docking guidance system

Correlation
With automatic positive identification of aircraft and vehicles the
A-SMGCS is able to connect the real time surveillance positions
with flight-plan information. The flight-plan data provides
information such as aircraft ID, flight number, aircraft type,
weight turbulence category, inbound/outbound way points and
parking position. Since the positive identification is now
available in the received position data, the synthetic position can
be correlated with the correct flight plan by a simple process of
matching the flight plan ID with the correct surveillance position
ID. When the surveillance position track is correlated with a
flight plan, the relevant flight plan information is shown in a
label attached to the track symbol in the A-SMGCS display.

Blind spots
Even with modern technology there are still areas of the airport
where the primary radar and the multilateration sensors struggle
to provide a high-quality representation. Such area may be close
to passenger boarding bridges and in narrow passages between
buildings, where the primary radar line of sight is in a radar
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shadow or the multilateration communication and/or primary
radar signal is reflected several times before it is received, often
referred to as multipath effects and ghosting. Normally the areas
with questionable quality are masked out in the A-SMGCS
display and will not give any position data to the air traffic
controller.
These blind spots, especially close to the gates, create a
challenge to the A-SMGCS in providing automatic correlation of
flight plans with outbound traffic. In many cases the correlation
is made after push back, when the aircraft is clear of the blind
spot, or by manually dragging and dropping the flight-plan
information to the track in the A-SMGCS. This is a shortcoming
that controllers eventually become used to.
In the era of A-SMGCS advanced routeing and guidance,
where mobiles are given a representation of their cleared route
by automatically controlling the airfield lights from the
A-SMGCS and guiding the mobiles with green centreline lights,
the blind spots are no longer acceptable. A fully automatic
routeing and guidance system demands high-resolution coverage
from gate to runway and runway to gate.

SURVEILLANCE

It is in this respect that a new sensor capable of providing the
needed coverage at the gate area is most welcome.

Gap filler sensor
In late 1990 Safegate Group started delivering its new laserbased Docking Guidance System (DGS), which provides
information to pilots for parking at the passenger boarding
bridge. The DGS is positioned in clear view of the pilots, either
on a pole or directly at the terminal building at each gate. It
consists of a large display showing the remaining distance to the
stopbar and if any steering correction is needed to keep the
aircraft centred on the lead-in line. The distance measurement is
made by the inbuilt DGS laser that continuously scans the
incoming aircraft during the docking procedure.
Internally the laser sensor system provides a threedimensional picture for processing that can identify the aircraft
type and stop the docking sequence if it does not match the
setting of the boarding bridge. This safety feature is essential to
avoid aircraft hitting the bridge during docking. Before and
during docking the DGS is able to scan for debris such as tow
bars, bags and baggage carts, which are not allowed in the safety
zone. If any debris is found the DGS will immediately stop the
docking and alert gate/ramp personnel.
The laser scans the ramp area in front of the gate in a wide
enough angle to support the docking 80-100m out from the
stopbar. This is normally the distance from the terminal building

within which primary radar and multilateration sensor data is
filtered out from display in the A-SMGCS to avoid unwanted
tracking of false targets. The laser does not suffer from multipath
effects and ghosting and is a perfect complement to support
tracking of inbound and outbound aircraft in the gate area.
At the gate area the laser sensor can be used in parallel with
the docking guidance process and provide ASTERIX data that is
fed into the A-SMGCS tracker and fusion processor. Most
Safegate DGSs are connected to the airport FIDS or the AODB,
where the DGS automatically provides real-time off-block and
on-block times. The DGS also receives information from the
FIDS or AODB about the aircraft type, aircraft ID and expected
time of arrival or departure. With this information in the system,
Safegate is able to provide not only the position track data but
also correlation of flight-plan data directly to the AviBit
A-SMGCS (AviGROUND) in the form of ASTERIX data for
further processing in the tracker and fusion part of the AviBit
system.
With the Safegate DGS used in parallel to the docking
function as a gap filler, with none of the shortcoming of present
surveillance technologies at the gate area, plus the features of the
advanced AviBit tracker and fusion unit, we now have a system
capable of providing full surveillance coverage at the airport
ready to support advanced features such as fully automated
airfield lighting routeing and guidance. v

Integrate your Systems
Create your Solution

AviBit is a leading provider of Integrated ATC
Tower Solutions to enhance airspace and airport operations. AviBit solutions are provided
since more than 10 years to ANSPs and airports around the world.

www.rubikon.at

The AviSUITE is an integrated and optimized
package to enhance and optimize tower operation. It includes solutions for arrival and
departure planning, electronic flight strips,
integrated information displays and ground
surveillance. All packages are integrated, with
optimized usability to reduce a controller’s
workload. AviBit is specialized in tower integration and able to provide turnkey solutions
for efficient project implementation.
“Enhance your safety – Enhance your
efficiency – Enhance your sustainability”

www.avibit.com
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VIEW TO THE FUTURE
Modernising ATM with enhanced visualisation
Steven Luys, Barco

The most dramatic evolution in ATM since World War II
is fast approaching as Single European Sky ATM
Research (SESAR) and Next Generation Air
Transportation System (NextGen) initiatives prepare to forever
change the way we control our global airspace. These aggressive
modernisation programmes are relying on advanced
technologies to transform our air travel infrastructure from a
ground radar platform to a satellite GPS-based system that
pinpoints traffic in real time. The purpose: to greatly reduce fuel
consumption, minimise harmful emissions and ultimately slash
billions of dollars in costs to improve air navigation while
lessening its impact on the environment.
The goals of these programmes are ambitious. SESAR, the
European development model, promises a three-fold increase in
capacity and a 50 percent reduction in navigation costs; an
aircraft’s environmental impact will be cut by 15 percent per
flight. The US equivalent, the FAA’s NextGen, is expected to save
1.4 billion gallons of fuel and 14 million tonnes of CO2 by
2018. Delays will be cut by 35 percent. It all adds up to US$23
billion in benefits by 2018 compared with 2010, according to
the FAA.
Numerous measures to achieve these goals are already
underway by ANSPs. Carriers will redesign routes and use
precision approaches to save fuel, shorten flight times, minimise
noise and operate more efficiently overall. Airports will launch
aircraft off the ground faster, organise air traffic more efficiently,
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A common operational picture on a modular display wall

and optimise the use of their runways to improve performance
while minimising their ecological footprint.
These monumental shifts in the way ANSPs will control our
airspace offer a tremendous opportunity for suppliers of
enabling technologies and products. Barco has been at the
forefront of air traffic visualisation solutions for more than 30
years, optimising ATC stations and command centres with
proven, low-risk products. As SESAR and NextGen initiatives
are implemented, Barco will continue to play a critical role in
advancing ATM visualisation.

Building confidence at the controls
Throughout the world Barco has been a recognised leader in the
design, manufacture and servicing of high-resolution displays
for safety-critical visualisation. Our displays feature the latest
LCD technology, superior optical performance, and are
ergonomically designed for comfort, typically exceeding
specifications imposed by the ATC industry. They also feature
the lowest lifecycle cost among multidisplay applications in
today’s marketplace. Coupled with sophisticated yet easy-to-use
software tools, they provide a comprehensive ATM solution that
speeds accurate decision making.
ISIS 2Kx2K LCD Display. With Barco’s ISIS 2Kx2K LCD main
display for controller working positions, every aircraft is led
safely through today’s crowded airspace. Since its introduction in
2000, ISIS has become the world’s leading ATC display both in
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Above: High-performance ATM display server
Top right: Narrow-bezel 55in LCD display with full HD resolution for video-wall applications
Right: ISIS 2Kx2K main radar display with energy-saving LED backlights, reducing power consumption by 20 percent

new installations and as a direct replacement for the Sony DDM
CRT display. ISIS displays use mercury-free and energy-saving
LED backlights, reducing power consumption by 20 percent.
The display screen offers real-time controlled brightness, which
results in more detail, enhanced user comfort and less eye
fatigue. With more than 10,000 displays operational worldwide,
the ISIS 2Kx2K has earned its reputation as the most reliable
ATC display on the market.
ATM display server. Barco’s ATC display servers offer high
performance and flexibility, enabling separation of the graphics
visualisation function and the application function. This
increases the overall performance of the system, generating more
freedom for future reconfigurations and updates. The DPM7700 networked display server leverages multiple missioncritical solutions for many applications that implement a
common architecture using COTS component building blocks.
Tellar. Tellar is Barco’s turnkey, standalone software solution for
24/7 lossless recording, short- or long-term archiving and
playback of full graphics display contents and operator actions.
The system saves and reproduces content from multiple

HISTORY IN THE MAKING: ATC TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES
ATC visualisation has evolved rapidly over the past century, thanks to
ongoing advancements in display technologies designed to enhance image
quality, reliable performance and longevity.
In the 1940s plan position indicator (PPI) radar displays were the standard
in ATC centres, providing relatively accurate range and positioning of aircraft.
However the need for frequent adjustment, combined with high failure
rates, made them obsolete with the advent of CRT monitors. Although
these monitors offered improved resolution, the benefits were short-lived
as the inevitable decay of phosphorus resulted in screen flicker and high
maintenance requirements.
A giant step forward came with the introduction of LCD monitors, offering
much higher brightness, image quality, lighter weight and easier installation.
With its latest ISIS 2Kx2K display Barco further optimised performance with
the invention of LED backlights, enabling even brighter, longer-lasting, and
more energy-efficient operation, resulting in major cost savings.
The future will bring OLED displays and probably even curved surfaces,
providing more display surface to controllers and eliminate the need to
constantly refocus their eyes.

operators’ displays to enable sophisticated analyses including
search and rescue, event analysis, operator training, flight safety
analysis, sector monitoring and HMI evaluations.

Promoting certainty in the central control centre
As the central control and information hub, the airport
operations centre must efficiently coordinate all operational
activities while maintaining security of the airport infrastructure
at all times. Airlines, airports and ANSPs – charged with
presenting data to multiple operators to maximise throughput
capacity – must do so in a way that maintains safety and
minimises delays, while reducing environmental impacts.
Barco offers an integrated control room visualisation solution
that enhances situational awareness by providing a common
operational picture that enables operators to collaborate
efficiently in real time. Users can create a modular display wall
of any size, using the latest generation graphic controllers to
combine multiple data and video sources into one
comprehensive overview. The result: improved monitoring,
response coordination, access/flow control, and recording for
reliable, 24/7 operations.
LED-lit video walls. With large-screen visualisation, operators can
view real-time information captured from a wide variety of
sources in one user-friendly overview, facilitating detection of
possible traffic bottlenecks. Barco’s OL series video walls feature
saturated colours, energy-efficient operations and low
maintenance, making them ideal for 24/7 applications. Our
Sense6 technology ensures consistently high brightness and
accurate colour representation by automatically measuring these
attributes and continuously adjusting levels as needed.
LCD video walls. Barco also offers a professional grade, narrowbezel 55in LCD display with full HD resolution designed for tiled
video wall applications in small- to medium-sized control rooms.
Unlike plasma technology, tiled LCDs require less power
consumption and are not subject to permanent, irreversible
burn-in. And unlike larger-area LCD displays, tiled systems offer
more flexibility, scalability and the possibility for higher resolution.
The NSL-5521 can present multiple sources (video, PC content
and streaming video), positioning images anywhere across the
entire LCD stack without loss of content or scalability. v
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Leading aviation growth
Airports Authority of India – fostering global harmonization through ANS initiatives
V. Somasundaram, Airports Authority of India

Airports Authority of India (AAI), the Indian ANSP, a
statutory body established by an act of the Indian
Parliament under the dynamic leadership of its
Chairman, V. P. Agrawal and its Member (ANS) V. Somasundaram,
boasts a strong workforce of 5,000 air navigation services (ANS)
officials serving in more than 125 airports and ATC centres with
the single mission of Service with Safety.
Keeping in view the anticipated rapid growth in aircraft
movements in the coming decades, AAI has undertaken
modernisation and upgrading of ANS and airport infrastructure.
The initiatives have yielded tangible benefits in terms of
enhanced safety and operational efficiency and international
recognition. The Jane’s ATC Award 2012 for AAI under the
operational efficiency category for the Indian upper airspace
harmonisation programme is a testimony to its ANS initiatives in
the recent past.
• Ninth largest civil aviation sector in the world;
• 1.04 million square nautical miles of continental airspace;
• 1.74 million square nautical miles of oceanic airspace;
• Four FIRs, 11 ACCs and 12 neighbouring states;
• 90 international routes and 126 domestic routes;
• 1.6 million movements per annum;
• Projected traffic growth of 11 percent.

Safety – the priority
‘Safety first, safety foremost, safety forever’, is the driving
principle of the Indian ANSP. AAI has a strong commitment to
developing a safety culture and has a established a robust safety
management system. The Aviation Safety Directorate carries out
all SMS-related activities including safety audits and the
Standards and Procedures department has been re-engineered

International recognition – Jane’s ATC Award 2012 for Operational Efficiency		
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into a Safety, Quality Management & Standards department with
a focus on safety and quality.
These efforts have helped to contain the incident rate to 0.9
incidents in 100,000 movements in Indian airspace and the
runway incursion rate to just 0.04 in 10,000 movements.

Safety monitoring
As a major international safety initiative, the Bay of Bengal
Arabian Sea Indian Ocean Safety Monitoring Agency
(BOBASMA) has been established by AAI.
After due assessment of India’s capability and expertise in the
field, it has been endorsed as a competent Airspace Safety
Monitoring Agency by the Regional Airspace Safety Monitoring
Advisory Group, ICAO. The En-route Monitoring Agency is
presently monitoring PBN compliance and conducting safety
assessments to support implementation of reduced horizontal
separation (RHS) in the Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea and Indian
Oceanic region. The 50 nautical miles RHS has been already
implemented on 16 routes, leading to enhancement in capacity
of airspace with guaranteed safety. The initiative is a major step
from AAI towards safety of aircraft operations in the region.

ANS infrastructure

Communication. Having augmented the VHF coverage through
additional RCAGs to achieve 100 percent voice communication
in the continental airspace, AAI has taken a leap from voice
communication to data communication.
The initiatives ensure that ATC pilot communication is
uninterrupted across every bit of the airspace under its control.
• Dedicated satellite communication network for voice and data
exchange at 67 airports;

State-of-the-art integrated tower
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GAGAN, the Indian satellite-based augmentation system

• AIDC operational at major airports;
• AMHS operational at Mumbai;
• CPDLC implemented in the entire oceanic region;
• Datalink communication through ACARS for DATIS,
D-VOLMET and DCL.
Navigation. With the huge network of VOR-DMEs, ILS and PBN
procedures, AAI has ensured that the aircraft have reliable
navigation guidance throughout the airspace. As a major
technological leap, India is redefining navigation by
transitioning from ground-based to satellite-based navigation
through GAGAN.
GAGAN, the Indian satellite-based augmentation system
(SBAS) is a project jointly undertaken by AAI and ISRO to
achieve smooth transition to satellite-based navigation and
seamless ATM across continents. GAGAN is designed to provide
the improved accuracy, availability and integrity necessary to
enable users to rely on GPS for all phases of flight, from en route
through approach for all qualified airports within the GAGAN
service volume.
India is only the region in the world, after the USA, Japan and
Europe, to develop regional SBAS that will redefine the
navigation in its and adjacent regions. The footprint of GAGAN
will cover a huge area beyond India, from Africa to Australia,
and can support seamless navigation around the globe. The
system is also interoperable with other systems such as WAAS of
the USA, EGNOSS of Europe and MSAS of Japan. GAGAN will
usher in greater airspace harmonisation.
Performance-based navigation. Considering the inherent safety
and operational efficiency of PBN procedures, AAI has
developed a robust PBN implementation strategy in line with the
ICAO regional PBN implementation plan. As well as increasing
operational efficiency and safety, the PBN procedures have
resulted in major fuel savings and reductions in emissions.
India intends to develop the APV (SBAS) procedures with LPV
minima at select airports in the first phase of its implementation.
The ICAO PBN-Go Team hosted by AAI in July 2012 has hailed
India’s PBN initiatives.
• PBN RNAV1 departure/arrival procedures established for nine
airports and under development in five airports;
• 84 SIDs and 94 STARs established;
• Seven RNAV-5 routes and 31 RNP-10 routes established;
• RNP Approach and Baro-VNAV procedures are being finalised
for seven airports;
• Fuel savings of 27,186,000 litres per annum;
• Reduction in CO2 emissions by 67,963 tonnes per annum;

• Reduction in CO emissions by 21,204 tonnes per annum.
Surveillance. Network of ASR/MSSR ensures 100 percent
overlapping radar surveillance cover throughout the continental
airspace. ADS-C has been implemented for surveillance over the
Oceanic airspace. The radar surveillance sensors have been
networked and integrated to support application of a uniform
level of separation standards, procedures and dynamic
sectorisation, contributing to enhanced safety and capacity.
• Continental: 35 radars operational; eight more ASR/MSSR
under implementation;
• Oceanic: ADS-C (FANS-1A) at Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai,
Kolkata; 14 ADS-B being implemented;
• Ground: Six A-SMGCS operational; five more planned.
Enhanced ATM automation. Integrated automation systems have
been implemented at Chennai, Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore and
Hyderabad. Implementation of and ATM automation system for
38 control towers (including six ACCs) is nearing completion.
The integration of radars and the deployment of an ATS
automation system at Nagpur capable of multiple surveillance
sensor data stand out as a shining example of enabling safe and
seamless ATM through technology.
With enhanced surveillance coverage through the integration of
four radar surveillance feeds from Bhopal, Hyderabad, Jharsaguda
and Nagpur in the Nagpur automation system, a reduced spacing
of 40 nautical miles has been introduced on route W20, a busy
domestic route from Delhi to Bengaluru/Chennai.
The initiative is estimated to yield annual fuel savings of
2,370,000kg and achieve reduction in carbon emissions by
7,490,000kg. Similar radar integration and benefits have been
achieved at Ahmadabad and Cochin airports.
The ATM automation system includes:
• Controllers’ decision-support tools;
• Conflict detection and safety-alert tools;
• Electronic FPS;
• Route conformance warning;
• Flow-management tools.
ATM improvements for enhancing operational efficiency. As per
ICAO’s air navigation plan, 50 nautical miles RHS has been
introduced in all RNAV routes in India in place of conventional
10-minute longitudinal separation. This initiative has resulted in
increased airspace capacity and enabled long-haul overflying
aircraft to obtain their preferred flight levels.
Upper airspace harmonisation. Upper airspace in the Chennai FIR
has been restructured with five upper ACC sectors and six lower
ACCs. The main highlights of the project include operating multiple
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Automation at Calicut Airport 				

ATC sectors from a single centre at Chennai covering the en route
phase of flight, integration of 10 radars, complete ATS automation
with various advanced controller decision support tools and
remote operation of VHF from Chennai. The integration of radars
facilitates direct routeing of flights, thereby reducing flight
distance/time and saving fuel. The minimum distance between
the aircraft is reduced through application of radar separation
minima even in the en route phase, which helps increase capacity
of airspace. The upper airspace harmonisation of the Kolkata,
Delhi and Mumbai FIRs is planned for the near term.
Features of the new Chennai ATM automation system include:
• Integration of surveillance sensors (10 radar sensors, ADS-B,
MLAT, etc.);
• Cross-coupling of VHF frequencies;
• AIDC;
• Enhanced safety and capacity;
• Fuel savings of 2,216,000kg per annum;
• Reduced carbon emissions by 6,980,000kg per annum.
Three-runway operations in Delhi: ATM procedures for optimum
use of ground infrastructure and simultaneous use of all three
runways are being employed to enhance capacity and reduce
delays to aircraft in Delhi. The projected annual fuel saving is
1,314,000kg and the reduction in CO2 is 4,148,298kg. The
projected annual savings for airlines is US$1.3 million.

Integration of radars at Nagpur

part of INSPIRE, AAI has successfully facilitated UPR (User
Preferred Route) in the Arabian Sea region, resulting in
considerable savings in time/fuel for the participating airlines.
A Corporate Environmental Management Cell has been set up
by AAI, with its prime focus on noise, emissions, waste, water
and wildlife management towards a green environment at all
airports and in all airspace.

Human resources development
The Civil Aviation Training College in Allahabad, the training
centre in the field of ATM and CNS maintenance/operations, is
equipped with state-of-the-art tower/radar training simulators.
With the certification of Trainair Plus, the Civil Aviation Training
College of India has been recognised by ICAO as a training
organisation, having implemented a quality system in its CNS/
ATM training operations and having met ICAO standards.

ANSP performance measurement

AAI, Air Services Australia and ATNS of South Africa, have taken
up a colloborative initiative called INSPIRE (Indian Ocean
Strategic Partnership to Reduce Emission) with the objective of
reducing airline fuel burn and greenhouse gas emissions, thus
reducing aviation’s impact on the environment in the region. As

‘Measure to manage’ is the key to performance excellence.
Having taken up major initiatives for enhancing safety and
efficiency of aircraft operations and recognising the need to
assess its own ANS performance, AAI has set up a performance
framework for ANS in India.
Our efforts focus on technology, human resources and
procedures to reach maximum safety levels for its investment
and maximum efficiency for its navigation system. Further, in
the regional scenario, as a strategically located major player in
the Asia Pacific region, through the above-mentioned initiatives
India is well poised for seamless ATM with a focus on safe,
efficient and environmentally friendly aircraft operations across
the Indian FIRs, leading to global harmonisation. v

ATC centre at Chennai with harmonised upper airspace			

Civil Aviation Training College

Environmental initiatives
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Collaboration...
Coordination...
Global Harmonization...

Together we can make it happen

Sky is seamless and so be it…
The Indian ANSP is committed to Global harmonization aided by Seamless ATM.
The Indian Upper Airspace Harmonization Program has given, the strategically
located airspace, in the middle of major east-west air traffic flows, a cutting edge
operational efficiency, which has been recognized by CANSO and JANES in the
form of Jane’s International ATC award in Operational Efficiency Category.

AAI has been leveraging technology to enhance safety, efficiency, capacity
and ensure green sky.
 35 Enroute and terminal RADARS  14 ADS-B stations spread across the mainland and Port Blair
 ADS-C for Oceanic Surveillance & ASMGCS for Surface Surveillance at major airports  CPDLC as a back
up to VHFRTF  Exceptional VOR and DME coverage  Advanced ATS Automation systems at all major ATC
Centers with multiple surveillance sensor data integration, AIDC, Controller Decision Support Tools and Safety
alerts  PBN procedures for enroute and terminal approach & landing  Satellite based navigation through
SBAS (GAGAN) and GBAS  Datalink - DLC , D-ATIS & D- VOLMET

SWARA

Reaffirming our commitment to
Service with safety

HEADSETS

WHAT’S THE
DIFFERENCE?
Not all headsets are created equal.
And some are decidedly superior
Gus Skalkos, Sennheiser Aviation – ATC/Government Systems

The international ATC network, which includes each
individual National ANSP, forms one of the most
reliable, and hence most successful, organisations in the
world. The people at the core of this successful system are the
highly trained specialists on duty in airport towers and ATC
centres around the world who, every day, make flight safety
something that can nearly be taken for granted.
Since the mid-1980s, Sennheiser has supplied headset systems
to these professionals, with state-of-the-art communication
technology that is constantly developed further by our
engineers. These systems help to ensure clear communication in
both the aircraft cockpit and in ATC centres and towers.
Sennheiser’s new generation of ATC headsets are lighter than
ever and offer a comfortable fit even after long hours of
operation. They are acoustically designed to provide the best
audio and voice transmission experience so that controllers can
concentrate on their task. Innovations such as ActiveGard
circuitry protect controllers hearing from stressful noise spikes/
tones and have secured a sustained global market demand for
Sennheiser’s high-quality headsets.
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Sennheiser’s latest product portfolio is optimised to meet the
needs of the global ATC operations and ATC voice-switch, radio
and ATC simulator OEM markets. The headset systems feature
exceptional acoustic performance, wearing comfort and
endurance, and enable voice-switch systems to operate at their
maximum performance levels.
The extensive line of push-to-talk, cable and connector
configurations enables Sennheiser’s global ATC customer base to
customise its ATC headset systems for new and legacy voiceswitch, radio and simulator systems. Sennheiser has also
specifically designed the microphones in its ATC headsets
provide superior voice intelligibility on both conventional and
voice-recognition systems.
Safety and reliability are the primary requirements in all
aspects of ATC. These requirements are fully satisfied by
Sennheiser headsets.

ActiveGard
The full line of Sennheiser’s innovative ATC headsets feature an
active electronic system to protect users from disruptive and

HEADSETS

THE ADVANTAGE
Why should a government or private ATC provider or ATC equipment OEM
consider Sennheiser as their first selection in ATC headsets? Sennheiser
has a history of success in the overall ATC and aviation communications
market. Since the mid 1980s Sennheiser has been and still is a leader
in developing headsets for clear communications in ATC and commercial
airline, business and GA cockpits.
• Sennheiser products provide superior quality, steadfast reliability, and
excellent speech intelligibility in a broad range of product offerings.
• Sennheiser headsets are standard equipment for the vast majority of ATC
operations worldwide.
• Sennheiser’s lightweight ATC headsets use all the proven elements of
its aviation headsets along with the patented ActiveGard circuitry, which
safeguards the controller from the effects of an acoustic burst.
• Backed by over 60 years of audio experience, Sennheiser is a renowned
manufacturer of headphones, wireless transmission systems and
microphones.
• Sennheiser is included in all the major ATC voice switch/radio OEM
catalogues as an officially approved ATC headset.
• Sennheiser aviation has a global dedicated staff of sales, product
managers and technical support to address all ATC issues that can arise.
• Sennheiser has a global sales and distribution system of subsidiaries and
partners who are all positioned to address and support the needs of both
voice switch OEM’s and end-user government ATC entities at a local level.
• Sennheiser has a full line of products that address all needs in the global
ATC market.
• Sennheiser constantly reviews current and future ATC market needs to
adjust its product mix to better serve the market.
• Sennheiser product quality and audio performance is known world wide.
• When ATC installations install Sennheiser products, there has been a
marked positive difference in both voice transmission and reception.
• Because of Sennheiser quality, when an ATC provider has switched to
Sennheiser ATC headsets they traditionally show a marked reduction in
breakage and spares costs.
• The quality Sennheiser ATC headset audio and voice transmission
performance can reduce ‘call back read back’ situations, which increase
safety in overall ATC and ATM operations.
• Sennheiser ATC headset superior audio performance, comfort and usersafety features can enhance the quality of all ATC operation.

even harmful acoustic shock signals before they can be a
distraction – for unimpaired maximum communication and
physical wellness.
Sudden, loud disruptive signals can occur at any time in
voice radio traffic. Not only can they disturb
communication at decisive moments, but can also pose
physical dangers to the operator’s hearing. This problem
has been solved with the ActiveGard technology
developed by Sennheiser. This patented protection
system automatically attenuates any noise peaks
once they transcend the sensitive mark of 105dB –
before they can reach the ear and affect the
operator.
As long as ATC controllers continuously use
headsets without ActiveGard, unexpected noise
peaks can lead to irreversible consequences, from
headaches and tinnitus
problems to acoustic shocks
or even total hearing loss.
For that reason current EU
directives regarding workplace

security prescribe the protection of
employees from acoustic stress.
The FAA also requires the use of
hearing protection for pilots and
controllers if the noise level
reaches certain limits. ActiveGard
delivers acoustic protection as
prescribed, clearly surpassing
conventional clipping solutions.
Other systems only cut volume
peaks, rendering the signal still very
loud and uncomfortably distorted.
In contrast, ActiveGard actively
compresses the entire sound signal
and removes the harmful energy while
allowing continuous audio and voice
transmission, which is a feature that
convention solutions do not have. As
soon as the volume returns to
acceptable levels, the system switches
back into monitoring mode. v
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OPEN INVITATION
Fundamental change can only happen in a world of open, competing platforms
Christoph Lupprich and Theodor Zeh, Frequentis
Today’s ATM system has reached its limit. Without
fundamental change, growth will be impossible in large
parts of the world. That’s a simple fact, and programmes
like SESAR and NextGen were created to tackle the situation.
What we need is a higher level of productivity throughout the
overall system. Here we can learn from mass production, where
each step in the production line adds value through an
optimised human/machine interaction.
The machine part is what we call iCWP – the integrated
controller working position. And the above concept
demonstrates that it is insufficient to see iCWP just as a front
end for any ATM building block. It is an independent part of the
system, combining all necessary information to support the
human in making the best – not just ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ – decision
for the safety and productivity of the overall system.
This demands a flexible and adaptable iCWP architecture that
provides different tools for different roles, bridging the human/
machine gap and optimising the human/machine symbiosis.

We are in the middle of a change
The current situation in the ATC domain is comparable to the
pre-smartphone world, just before the introduction of the
iPhone, where there were a handful of market-dominant players,
each pursuing their own technical solution and delivering
specialised hardware and software.
But with Apple’s introduction of the iPhone in 2007, and
subsequent updates, the system surrounding traditional mobile
phone manufacture started to crumble. This led to a broader
market for software manufacturers and, even more importantly,
to a liberated market for software products. The latter now
range from small, everyday tools to highly specialised and
sophisticated applications for a narrow audience.
If we were to transfer this model to the ATC world, then we
would go the way of the iCWP. This would in turn liberate the
tightly controlled ATC system market. A handful of systems
would still form the basis of the future ATC and ATM world, but
they would also support a broader range of so-called apps –
small, neatly integrated applications fulfilling very broad or even
very specific tasks, while still keeping safety criteria as high as
they are now.
But why is this step necessary? Eurocontrol predictions hint
at a continuing increase in air traffic over the next few
years, making it clear that this rise cannot be
handled with current systems. Solutions
showing initial promise include
initiatives such as ATM in the
cloud, the establishment
of FABs within
Europe, and
the European
Aeronautical
Database (EAD).

What’s new in iCWP?

A fully integrated working position, with a harmonised UI and
interaction devices, enables a controller to push to the
boundaries of safety and productivity
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So what is the core of the
iCWP idea? It introduces a shift
from machine-focused thinking to a
human-machine partnership. It places
the human at the centre of operations,
strengthening his role as the key factor in safety
and performance. At the same time it gives him a
very strong and supportive assistant: the machine.
One field where this partnership will manifest itself is in
the area of user interaction. The current approach is based
entirely on the machine ‘receiving’ an action passively, such as
when the user clicks on a button or menu item. We will see a
shift to a more intentional/interpretational approach, meaning
that the machine will enhance its interpretation of the user
interaction based on additional data, such as the environment
the user is currently operating in. The machine might even

OPEN SYSTEMS

The flexibility of the iCWP
enables new workplace
configurations, like this
planning position for multiple
controllers and supervisors,
giving a common picture of the
strategic traffic situation

merge multiple interaction methods and devices to yield a
combined view of the situation.
A second shift in approach will quite likely emerge in
so-called decision-support tools, which fall under the category
of artificial intelligence. Relevant algorithms, methods and tools
will help the controller by making best-guess predictions about
the information he will want to see next or the subsequent
action he will likely take.
Continuing the smartphone market analogy, the iCWP
concept will make strong use of a set of architectural baseline
elements and best practices. Such concepts are already
implemented in large systems at banks and stock exchanges,
fulfilling the highest demands regarding safety and security,
making them well suited to the demands of the ATM world.
Another crucial factor in developing a truly integrated
solution is the need for a unified interaction concept. This
involves not only the actual look of the application, but also the
way the user operates the machine. Experience tells us this will
quite likely be the hardest task, thanks to the new interaction
technologies of the past few years and, particularly, the
introduction of multi-touch devices with their radical new
interaction concept.
Apps have been a huge success in the smartphone market,
both for developers and (more importantly) users. Apps are easy
to make and use because you can draw on a set of standards,

including a common user interface and user interaction toolbox
to ensure that the look and feel is the same across all
applications.
Bringing this concept to the ATC and ATM world could mean
an escape from the trap of vendor lock-in and a gradual
preparation of our systems for the world envisioned within
SESAR. Of course our challenging operating environment
demands the highest levels of safety and security, but this seems
quite achievable with the new processes and tools appearing
through SESAR.

Where are we today?
As in the smartphone market, the ATM domain is not moving
homogeneously. Different vendors are following different
strategies. More or less all treat the CWP as the important
building block it should be, have modular concepts in mind,
and will allow third-party apps to live in those CWPs. As in the
smartphone example, this could lead to a world of competing
platforms, ideally allowing these third-party apps to live in
all of them.
But real change for the better will only happen when there is
an open published platform provided by a third party that is not
a back-end supplier. That is the way to ensure that small entities
and research organisations can also come up with their own
apps, boosting innovation through competition. v
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FROM ASTRONAUT TO ATC
Wireless PTT adapters that since 1969 have been used in locations from the moon to air
traffic control towers
Jim Stevenson, Plantronics
On that July night in 1969 the late Neil Armstrong
spoke his famous words from the moon over a
Plantronics communications headset – specially
designed for the space programme with three redundant systems
to ensure that NASA’s culmination of its efforts in space could be
heard live by people around the world. What many don’t know
is that for almost 10 years prior to that, Plantronics had been
making the headsets used throughout NASA Mission Control, as
well as by all controllers in the US FAA.
Founded by two former airline pilots in 1961, Plantronics’
heritage and beginnings were based in flight and mission critical
communications, whether space or on earth, with emergency
first responders, dispatch/E911, or air traffic controllers.
Plantronics understands that when people’s lives and critical
functions are on the line, transmission of the human voice,
accurately and reliability, can make the difference between
success and failure, life and death.
Traditional corded push-to-talk (PTT) adapters have become
the de-facto standard in today’s public safety dispatch and ATC,
but in recent years the advent of new radio technologies and
reallocated frequencies have given rise to a new category of PTT
adapters – ‘cordless’ or ‘wireless’ – that free the user from being
tethered to a console. Conventional wisdom might at first
suggest that freeing a dispatcher or air traffic controller from
their console is a dangerous contradiction of responsibility and
safety versus freedom of movement and ‘cutting the cord’. Closer
examination suggests otherwise. First, a bit more about wireless
PTT adapters for public safety dispatch and air traffic control.
Plantronics pioneered the first wireless PTT adapter a little
over 10 years ago when it launched the CA10CD. It was a
900MHz device based on a Plantronics COTS product used in
offices and businesses to free a telephone user from being at
their desk to answer, terminate, or carry on a phone
conversation. Intended to support both four- and six-wire PTT
solutions, the CA10CD was targeted at console applications
where the radio and telephones were integrated.
While the CA10CD met with success (and still has many
devoted users today), it was clear that limitations in the base
product from which it was derived needed to be addressed. A
new wireless PTT adapter, the CA12CD, was announced in late
2006 and began shipping in 2007. This all-new design was
engineered from the ground up to meet the specialised
requirements of ATC and dispatch, and addressed all the issues
that limited the CA10CD.
The Plantronics CA12CD incorporated the familiar pistol-grip
PTT form factor that most controllers and dispatchers were
accustomed to, an extra battery that was always charged
(resulting in basically unlimited talk time), and operation on the
newly allocated UPCS band of 1.92-1.93GHz for North America
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and 1.88-1.90GHz for ROW, using a secured and encrypted
DECT 6.0 wireless protocol.
The CA12CD may be paired to either analogue or digital
consoles and offers more than a dozen different connectors such
as PJ7, USB, and LEMO. Services are available from Plantronics
for customised connectors and/or wiring. Both four- and sixwire PTT applications are supported and a large number of
CA12CD units may be used in a single location, provided some
minimal spacing requirements are met when the number
exceeds approximately 50 wireless PTT adapters.
Since its introduction the Plantronics CA12CD wireless PTT
adapter has garnered a solid reputation based on product
performance and reliability. As with all Plantronics professional
products the CA12CD is viewed as meeting and exceeding the
stringent requirements for mission-critical applications in public
safety and ATC, and may be used in conjunction with consoles
from all major manufacturers. Applications/areas where the
Plantronics CA12CD Wireless PTT Adapter has become a star
performer in public safety dispatch and ATC include small/
single person shift offices, and supervisory and tower positions.
Many public safety offices (police, sheriff) serve small towns
and cities where there may be a number of staff during the day,
but late at night one person is responsible for answering
telephone calls, dispatching vehicles and even covering a
walk-in counter. In these situations the Plantronics CA12CD
wireless adapter has proved to be an invaluable tool for
increasing the productivity and flexibility for that sole
dispatcher/officer. The ability to move away from the console
and still be able to communicate as if in position
has assisted many a small or remote
public safety office cope with all
the demands placed on staff.
In both public safety and
ATC training and simulation
applications, the Plantronics
CA12CD wireless PTT adapter
provides a less encumbered
environment by eliminating the
cable that tethers the trainee to the
console – or in some cases the computer when CBT is used.
It also improves the reliability of the system since there is no
cable to be rolled over by chairs, stepped on, caught in
closing desk drawers, pulled or strained. Improved reliability
cuts equipment replacement costs and out-of-warranty repair
expenses. In training situations it also possible to connect a
Plantronics Training Y Cable to the PTT pistol grip, enabling the
instructor or trainer to connect an additional Plantronics headset
and monitor the trainee’s progress.
Shortly after the introduction of the Plantronics CA12CD
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wireless PTT adapter, FAA tower controllers found the unit to be
a tool that provided additional margins of safety for both aircraft
movement and operations on the ground, and for the personnel
in the tower itself. Traditional corded PTT adapters in tower
locations often necessitated controllers having to stretch cables
across areas of personnel movement so that they could better
view a portion of the field below. Limitations in the length of the
cable often meant that it was difficult to obtain a much needed
visual of aircraft or the field. Additionally cables stretched across
areas where other tower personnel might need to also move had
the potential to create unnecessary obstructions to movement,
and safety concerns created by potential tripping or
entanglement in the cables.
With the elimination of that cable between the controller and
the console, both problems have been resolved, and safety and

mobility are improved. The DECT 6.0 technology in the
CA12CD provides ample distance for roaming (approximately
30m) and the device is very resistant to RFI harmonics created
by the many radio and radar technologies in use in today’s
modern ATC towers. Secured and encrypted separate channels
on the CA12CD also ensures that each conversation between the
controller and aircraft are clear of any crosstalk and interference
from other units in use at the same time.
In the right situation or application the Plantronics CA12CD
wireless PTT adapter has become a proven, reliable and highly
dependable tool for dispatchers and controllers whose missioncritical responsibilities demand they use the very best equipment
available today. After all, if Plantronics got it right with its first
‘wireless headset’ on the moon in 1969, we can handle the
demands of your dispatch or ATC operations today. v
Plantronics CA12CD wireless PTT adapter
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AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES

THE SWEDISH WAY
LFV and Sweden are front runners in terms of the Single European Sky initiative and have
delivered solutions through close cooperation with stakeholders in the aviation business
Per Fröberg, LFV
Let’s start with a milestone in European aviation. On 1
July 2012 European aviation history was made. From
that date onwards Swedish LFV and Danish Naviair
have provided air navigation services in Swedish-Danish
airspace through the jointly owned company NUAC. This
constitutes a cooperation that falls in line with the EU’s goal of
fewer national airspace blocks.
Today Europe has around the same number of airspace blocks
as it has nations. Since airspace blocks follow national
boundaries this means that the airspace is not used to maximum
effect. Restrictions in different countries’ airspaces can involve
airlines needing to take less direct routes, thus increasing fuel
consumption and emissions. This means longer travelling times.
The EU is tackling this issue, whereby EU member states
shall, by December 2012, have drawn up so-called functional
airspace blocks (FABs) comprising agreements between two or
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more countries that specify joint use of the airspace.
Subsequently air navigation services can be operated nationally
or as in the Swedish-Danish example, in a jointly owned
enterprise.
“FABs utilise the accessible airspace to the optimum. We are
proud of what we have achieved together with Naviair and we
are convinced that an increased collaboration over national
borders is the future of aviation,” says LFV’s director general
Thomas Allard.

Green Flight
During the first decade of the millennium LFV created a more
effective airspace with shorter, more effective flight routes and
exact timings. The result has constituted a lower impact on the
environment. Green Flight is a concept comprising three
dimensions: green departures, direct routes and green
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approaches. Independently and together, these initiatives
contribute to greener flights, the result of which is positive for
the airlines, passengers and the climate.
With Arlanda-based project Green Connection, LFV in spring
2012 continued its long-term investment in decreasing the
impact of aviation on the environment. In close cooperation
with aviation’s various stakeholders, solutions were being
developed to reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases and
noise pollution. Green Connection aimed at demonstrating the
considerable opportunities to decrease the effects on the
environment by using new navigation technology and smarter
flight routes. The estimated reduction of emissions in the Green
Connection project is between 100kg and 165kg per flight.
“Green Connection can be positioned in a European context.
Jointly with the EU, the aviation industry is working to increase
airspace capacity and decrease the impact on the environment.
This is part of that work,” says Allard.

Free route airspace and integration
LFV was the first organisation in the world to integrate civil and
military aviation in full operational mode. LFV still retains this
unique positioning. It foresaw a single solution that would
handle the anticipated growth in both civil and military air
traffic movements and started the integrated service back in
1978. The solution was to have a sole organisation responsible
for all ATM through a single technical system.
As a result of this collaboration LFV has, since 2010,
facilitated the use of Free Route Airspace Sweden (FRAS), which
means that any airline can choose the shortest flight path to a
destination at cruising altitude. This tradition of cooperation has

LFV AND LFV AVIATION CONSULTING
• LFV is a public enterprise with 1,300 employees that operates air
navigation services for civil and military customers at 34 locations in
Sweden. It has annual sales of over SEK 2 billion.
• Each year there are more than 700,000 flights with more than 30 million
passengers in Swedish airspace. The aviation industry's high level of
safety awareness and the systematic work being done continually to
prevent all conceivable risks has created a safety culture that is reflected
in our day-to-day activities.
• Punctuality is very important for us. Our aim is that the number of flights
delayed by ATM restrictions shall be less than one percent. During the
first six months of 2012 punctually was 99.6 percent.
• LFV is an active member of the SESAR Consortium NORACON, comprising
ANS providers in eight countries and Swedish airport owner Swedavia.
• LFV Aviation Consulting, a subsidiary of LFV, operates as a fully
independent international civil aviation consultancy with a multi-skilled
background and extensive experience from international aviation projects.
All personnel involved in international assignments have extensive and
considerable experience of management, engineering, training and
operation of global air transport systems.
• LFV Aviation Consulting has provided services to airports, aviation
institutions, Eurocontrol, the EU, the European Space Agency and ICAO in
more than 50 countries around the globe.
• Meeting the challenges and complexities of today's civil aviation
systems, LFV Aviation Consulting offers a wide range of services to
its clients worldwide, including airport planning services and project
management, ATM, simulations and validations, training and flight
inspection.

given LFV a unique position from which it has been able to
increase its effectiveness and capacity. This can be demonstrated
through the mutual use of airports, air traffic controllers and
airspace. LFV’s concept contributes to maximum flexibility and
clearer benefits for all stakeholders using the airspace.
LFV has improved airspace access and responded to many
different customer needs in a variety of ways. Flexible use of
airspace, green flights and collaborative decision making are the
keys to building an optimally structured and environmentally
effective airspace for all users.

Remote tower services
LFV’s prize-winning concept for remote tower services means
that airports can greatly decrease their costs for air traffic
services (ATS).
LFV is able to support your organisation in the transition from
today’s ATS to a modern, cost-efficient and flexible provision of
ATS using the latest technology and methodology. LFV can
provide high-level strategic support through implementation
planning and project management. It can also provide
operational support, human-factors considerations and safety/
regulatory activities and actual service provision based on
remote tower services.
Thanks to the remote tower services concept, one or
numerous local towers can be operated from another location
irrespective of distance. The result is an airport that can offer
more flexible ATC services on demand and versatile opening
hours to meet customer requirements. v
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SUNNY OUTLOOK
With the FAA’s NextGen ATC modernisation programme, we are on the way to
solving commercial aviation’s US$27 billion weather problem
Andrew Zogg, Raytheon Network Centric Systems

On 29 June a ‘super derecho’, a quick-moving wind and
thunder storm, slammed along the east coast of the USA
for 700 miles, including the Washington metropolitan
area, leaving 3.5 million households without power and causing
22 deaths. Unfortunately most people had no idea it was coming
until it was overhead. Imagine the effect the storm had on the
thousands of aircraft in flight that evening and on airports with
thousands of passengers and dozens of scheduled departures
and arrivals every hour.
Fortunately the derecho is a rarity, but weather – rain, wind,
storms and even temperature extremes – disrupt the flow of air
travel every day. Weather is a serious, costly and frustrating force
in the aviation industry. In fact the FAA estimates that 70
percent of all aviation delays are caused by weather events,
costing the USA US$27 billion in lost productivity annually and
resulting in inconvenience and delays felt by the travelling
public.
But two-thirds of these delays are preventable with better
planning through access to information. That is why the public
and private sectors are working together to improve how air
traffic controllers and pilots identify and manage weather,
minimising its effect on aviation. It is a key initiative of the FAA’s
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NextGen ATC modernisation programme, an effort that has
already begun to improve the National Airspace System and
transform the way we fly. NextGen reduces delays, enhances
safety and saves fuel by integrating current and emerging
technologies to advance our entire air traffic infrastructure.
NextGen will ensure that we are able to accommodate the
growing demands on the US national airspace and aviation
industry, which sustains millions of jobs and accounts for more
than five percent of US gross domestic product.
For example NextGen is moving aircraft navigation from
traditional ground-based radar systems to a global constellation
of satellites, and upgrading air traffic communications
infrastructure to enhance real-time data availability and enable
effective collaboration through information sharing. Through
these and other initiatives, NextGen will address the growing
need for more flights and increased passenger and cargo capacity
in the USA’s congested airspace.
But it is the FAA’s commitments to NextGen, including the
Common Support Services – Weather and NextGen Weather
Processor programmes – that will give air traffic controllers
access to more accurate and consistent weather models and
increase the quality and quantity of weather information
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available. These initiatives will allow us to better predict, plan
and respond – not just react – to weather, and that will provide
real benefits for air travellers and businesses.
Today air traffic managers are required to use human
judgement to interpret weather conditions and estimate the
weather’s impact on US airspace. However differing
technologies, which vary from region to region, limit the
controllers’ ability to efficiently manage the flow of air traffic
around the day’s weather events, resulting in inconsistencies and
delays in information sharing.
NextGen’s weather and automation initiatives will standardise
aviation weather products and consolidate various weather
displays to streamline the decision-making process while
improving strategic planning and tactical operations through
decision-support tools for maximum benefit.
In relying on these emerging systems, and the training that
comes with their use, the FAA’s ability to more effectively plan
for weather events with all aviation stakeholders before they
occur will mean fewer delays, more efficient routes, less fuel and
billions in cost savings every year.
NextGen is not just about time and cost savings. Reductions
in fuel use and minutes shaved off thousands of flights through
greater efficiencies will reduce CO2 emissions as well, resulting
in a healthier planet. The FAA estimates that, in the Washington,
DC region alone, NextGen will reduce fuel consumption by
between 2.5 and 7.5 million gallons each year. That means a
reduction of up to 75,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions annually.

We cannot control the weather. But, through enhanced
information sharing, innovative 4D weather modelling,
improved aviation weather products and the country’s air traffic
managers all operating with a common set of strategic and
tactical tools, NextGen can ensure that the next derecho will be
much less disruptive to the aviation industry than the last. v
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THE HANGAR

Free Flight has been talked about for 20 years. Why is it still not a reality –
and should it be? We asked four industry leaders for their opinion
Neil Planzer, vice president, Boeing Air Traffic Management
Free Flight is the name given to the concept that would allow
aircraft to fly ‘free’ of the electronic airways they currently
use to fly the skies around the globe. The idea, although
simple in concept, is quite complex. Both SESAR in Europe
and NextGen in the USA are attempting to implement the
technologies necessary to move to a free environment for aircraft in the sky.
There are many complexities that need to be addressed that have yet to
be overcome. To make the concept work aircraft must be given a greater role
in the ATC systems. Modern aircraft are far more capable of providing safe
separation and flying directly between cities without the antiquated route
structure they currently use.
The concept of Free Flight is the right goal, however it will continue to be a
complex programme to achieve as the world moves from a ground-based
system to a shared air-ground capability that uses the best of modern
technology in new aircraft. The challenges will be how to improve the
transition time to the modern system and the retrofitting of legacy aircraft, but
it remains the right goal especially if we want to see the greater capacity and
efficiency in the system that is necessary to meet the world’s growing demand.
Jack Kies, Executive Vice President and Chief Advisory Officer of
Industry Advisory Services for Metron Aviation
I’ve often heard it said, “Build it and they will come,” and “If
you can dream it, we can build it.” The truth is, neither is
always or even sometimes true. In the case of Free Flight, we
had a great idea, a system that would effectively allow
aircraft and crew to fly whenever and wherever they wanted.
A vision that would have taken the shackles of airways, jet routes, sectors and
so much more completely off the table.
The fact is, most of today’s jet routes are a reflection of the preferred
trajectories filed by dispatchers and pilots over many years. They have
become fairly static and by some measures restrictive and inefficient.
Controllers have always tried to provide the best level of service possible, and
it was usually based on what the flight crews wanted. Free Flight though took
it to another level, instead of the ‘herd’ travelling across country avoiding or
attaching to the jet stream, individual aircraft could pick a more personalised
route based on a specific business case or any number of other reasons.
It sounds great, there is sufficient technology for some of it, but the FAA is
an agency pulled in two different directions. One is the operation of the
National Airspace System, where ideas like Free Flight are constantly born;
the other is the regulator side where safety is the only element worthy of
discussion. It’s very hard when you consider just how a free-flight system
would operate while maintaining the current or even improved levels of safety.
Consider current separation standards. It’s still five miles or three miles
and 1,000ft vertically. It has never changed! How is it that so much progress
has been made in terms of RNP, RNAV, flight management systems and ADS-B
– the list goes on – yet separation standards remain unchanged? If we can’t
get the standards adjusted by the regulator side of FAA with use of this new
technology now, we are not likely to enjoy the full benefits it provides.
Controllers by their very name and nature want to “control” the skies, Free
Flight would relegate them to monitors. As long as the system is based on
human performance both on the ground and in the cockpit, it’s too frightening
a concept to let everyone operate in a Free Flight environment. There may be
opportunities to introduce pieces of the concept, at certain altitudes or in
special airspace, but on balance, trying to change a culture of “control” to one
of “monitoring” will take a lot more than a vision. Shy a crisis of sorts, system
change will continue to move at a glacial pace, and Free Flight will remain
simply a neat idea.
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Peter Hotham, Deputy Director Operations & Programme, SESAR JU
Free Flight, or the opportunity for the pilot to change
trajectory at will, has in Europe been interpreted and
developed as Free Routes. Corresponding to the ICAO global
ATM concept, Free Routes introduced user-preferred
trajectories (or freedom of choice) in the ATM system,
eventually in four dimensions – so-called 4-D trajectories.
The reasoning behind Free Routes rather than Free Flight is predicated on
the need for ATM to maintain separation between flights for a safe, efficient
and orderly flow of air traffic though all phases of flight. Free Routes have
already been implemented in oceanic airspace as well as in several
continental ATM airspace environments.
SESAR and NextGen are working with ICAO to enhance user preferred
trajectory operations towards an integrated and collaborative ATM where 4-D
trajectories are at the core. Consequently Free Route areas will continue to
grow with the introduction of technologies supporting full 4D trajectories. This
means that ANSPs, airspace users and airports will focus on the services and
capabilities needed for the best planning and execution of all gate-to-gate
flights, including the turnaround at the airport.
The core objective of Free Flight – to put the pilot in control of the
trajectory – will be met but in a collaborative way. However the pure Free
Flight definition, in which the pilot can change trajectory at will, independent
of ATM, will not become a reality except in classes of airspace where a
certain degree of Free Flight operations could safely take place.
Mário Neto, Safety and Operational Performance Manager, NAV Portugal
On May 2012 the successful implementation of the Free Route
Airspace Project in Lisboa FIR (FRAL) celebrated its third
anniversary. This initiative received the praise of the entire
international aviation community and undoubtedly established
the first step towards the possible implementation of Free Flight.
However it is recognised that major challenges must be addressed if the
move to Free Flight is to succeed and the difficulties that followed NAV
Portugal’s initial success proved the size of these challenges.
Implementation of Free Flight represents a major shift from ATC to
collaborative ATM with two big pillars to support this new concept – one
operational and the other technical. However because users have different
priorities based on their use of the technical system there are different ideas
about how best to implement the operational concept. Consequently NAV
Portugal recognises that ANSPs must address many of the challenges but
stakeholders, as collaborative decision making partners, must also assist
service providers in a full CDM process.
To successfully implement Free Flight, service providers will have to deploy
efficient and ambitious ATC modernisation programmes. To do so they will
need to implement an evolutionary approach to technology development and
deployment.
The nature of Free Flight operations and the infinite number of possible
conflict geometries makes the performance evaluation of airborne conflict
detection algorithms critical. All technological components must still be
investigated before they are implemented operationally and there is no
detailed competitive analysis that demonstrates their efficiency and
effectiveness.
It is expected that Europe’s SESAR programme may contribute to
overcome these uncertainties in the technological side in order to take full
advantage of the operational experience gained by NAV Portugal in its FRAL
project. Currently NAV Portugal contributes to SESAR and also participates in
the biggest free route project initiative in Europe jointly with Aena Spain and
DSNA France. v
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